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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The proportion of elderly persons in Canada is increasing, and it 

is expected that by the year 2031, 20 percent of the population will 

be age 65+. Given that currently only 9.5 percent of the population 

is 65+, this increase will have serious physical, social and economic 

implications. Of primary concern in this paper is the question of 

housing for the elderly. 

Traditionally, Canada has had one of the highest rates of 

institutionalization in the world. However, in recent years sociologists 

and psychologists have found that institutionalization can have 

negative psychological effects on the elderly. In fact, for some 

elderly persons the psychological stress of entering an institution 

may be fatal. Furthermore, institutionalization is an expensive 

economic burden on the members of the work force. As an increasingly 

larger number of persons retire, fewer workers are left to pay the. cost 

of social welfare. Thus, for economic and psychological reasons 

institutionalization does not appear to be the best method of housing 

the elderly. Instead, the government within the last few years has 

encouraged the establishment of community based services which permit 

the elderly to remain a part of the community for a longer period of time. 

The Granny Flat is a form of housing that facilitates the 

provision of community and, esp~cially, family based services. 

More specifically, a Granny Flat is a movable, detached and self

contained dwelling unit which is currently being used very successfully 



in Australia to house a portion of that country's elderly population. 

There are models available for both individuals and couples. The 

unit is placed in the rear or side yard of the property occupied by 

the elderly person's child or any other person willing to undertake 

the responsibility for this type of housing. The Granny Flat is 

rented L~rough a government housing authority and is removed by that 

authorit:' when it is no longer required. The unit is ideally suited 

for that segment of the population which is no longer able to be 

totally self-sufficient and yet do not require extensive medical care 

and supervision. Generally speaking, the Granny Flat is most suitable 

for the young old (age 65-74) and the middle old (age 75-84). It is 

the cor.ten~ion of this paper that a Granny Flat program similar to the 

one in Australia could be implemented in Canada. 

The primary benefit of a Granny Flat is its ability to permit the 

existence of the extended family. The family is the best entity, in 

terms of social benefits and efficiency, to provide services to the 

elderly. Where a group of unco-ordinated or large scale agencies may 

not perceive changes in an individual's needs, the family can not 

only detect these changes, but it can also act quickly to satisfy theSE 

new demands. 

For the family to efficiently and conveniently provide services 

to its elderly members, the elderly person must live nearby. However, 

accommodation for the elderly near or with their family is often 

neither physically possible nor socially desirable. The Granny Flat 

is a form of housing that permits the elderly to live near their family 



and yet maintains the privacy of both parties and eliminates the need 

for structural modifications to be made to the main house. It is also 

suggested by psychologists that the care of grandchildren by the 

elderly gives renewed purpose to the lives of the elderly. The Granny 

Flat facilitates this type of care. 

A further advantage of the Granny Flat is that through the 

accommodation of elderly persons, it releases formally under-utilized, 

affordable housing for use by younger families. As well, the capital 

cost of a Granny Flat would be only ~18,000-$20,000. This is 

considerably less expensive than the capital cost per bed of an 

institution, which would provide essentially the same services as the 

Granny Flat. 

In short, the Granny Flat is an inexpensive form of housing which 

has the potential to permit the elderly to care for grandchildren, 

to raise the self-esteem of the elderly, to improve the upbringing 

of the elderly while preserving the privacy and independency of both 

age groups. 

The Granny Flat is approximately 500 to 700 square feet in area 

and contains a living room, a bathroom, a kitchen and a bedroom. The 

unit may be factory furnished as an option. Design features have 

been incorporated into the construction of the Granny Flat to make 

life easier for the elderly person, thereby maximizing the ability of 

that person to care for himself or herself and removing some of the 

burden of care from the family members. The design may include such 

features as grab bars, railings, ramps, wide doorways, low shelves, 



security bells-and smoke detectors. 

It is essential to the success of the program that the unit be 

relocatable. A relocatable unit may be moved from the site where it 

is no longer required to the lot of another eligible person. This 

locational flexibility optimizes the use of the unit in terms of its 

special design features. To facilitate relocation, the units are 

placed on temporary foundations of pressure treated timber poles. 

When the unit is no longer required, the lot may be returned to its 

original state at a minimum of cost. As well, the unit is pre

constructed in the factory and delivered to the site as pre-cut panels. 

In this way a unit may be placed on a limited access site. 

The units are very energy efficient, due primarily to their 

small size and thorough weather proofing. 

If a Granny Flat program were to be implemented, the design of the 

units should be standardized so as to realize a cost saving. The 

unit should also be relatively neutral or plain in exterior design, so 

that the relocatable unit will complement the character of the several 

homes of varying design with which it may be placed during its life

time. 

The Granny Flat generally requires a lot a minimum of 6,000 

square feet in area. This area, however, may vary due to the 

topography of the lot and the building coverage. It is important that 

the Granny Flat be placed on the lot so as to minimize the visual 

intrusion on adjoining property owners. Within the context of the 

community, the unit should be located near necessary shops and services, 



and transportation routes, in order to permit the elderly person to 

participate in normal daily activities and to lead relatively 

independent lives. 

Water, sewage and electrical services are extended from the main 

house to the Granny Flat. Given the probable scattered location of 

the Granny Flat units throughout the community and the lower average 

number of persons per household today as compared to when the services 

were laid, it is unlikely that a Granny Flat program would place any 

strain on existing municipal services. 

Rents for the units should be either geared-to-income or fixed at 

a reasonable percentage 0& the government's old age pension so as to 

put the program within the financial reach of all elderly persons. 

The capital cost of the unit may be funded by either the 

implementing body or by an individual. However, if the unit were 

to be financed by an individual, then ownership of that unit must be 

transferred to the implementing body before the individual would be 

permitted to occupy that ~nit. When the individual no longer requires 

the unit, he or she would be paid the unit's appraised value by the 

implementing body and the unit would be removed from the site. This 

method of private fund~ng can reduce the waiting time for a unit. 

Units constructed by the implementing body would be initially 

funded through the private sector with CMHC assistance. In addition, 

provincial and municipal sources of funding may be found. 

The primary obstacles to the implementation of a Granny Flat 

program are zoning restrictions; especially those zoning by-law 



provisions which regulate: 

1- minimum lot area 
2. minimum lot frontage 
3. minimum front, rear and side yards 
4. minimum lot coverage 
5. the use of land 
6. the users of land 

To overcome these restrictions it should be necessary to go 

through the formal zoning amendment process for this will give the 

public an opportunity to comment on the proposed placement of Granny 

Flat units. Rezoning may be either on a municipal wide basis to 

permit Granny Flats in certain neighbourhoods or else on a site 

specific basis. In some cases, it may only be necessary to obtain a 

minor variance to the existing zoning. This process, however, still 

provides an opportunity for nearby property owners to be heard prior 

to Granny Flat placement. 

To further ensure the proper use of the Granny Flat, strict 

controls in the form of contracts and zoning by-laws must be entered 

into and adhered to. These forms of control are necessary to ensure 

that the unit is used only by an eligible person and that the special 

design features are thereby fully utilized. 

A Granny Flat program could be implemented by a number of 

agencies, including an individual entrepreneur, a local service club, 

a church, or a municipality. However, due to the nature of our 

political system, specific legislation would probably have to be 

enacted to permit a municipality to implement such a program. Due to 

its ability to arrange financing, to extend low cost administration 

and to find an answer to the problem of zoning restrictions, the most 



appropriate implementing body would probably be a non-profit housing 

corporation run by a local non-profit, non-government organization 

which would own the units, lease the units to the landowners, 

administer the program and be responsible to the local authorities. 

Ideally, .this implementing body would work in close harmony with 

both the municipal and provincial governments. 

In implementing a Granny Flat program, a pilot project should be 

first carried out to gauge the demand for these units and to discover 

any minor problems and oversights prior to implementation on a larger 

scale. A step-by-step implementation process is outlined in "the body 

of the paper and includes the pre-application, application review, 

application approval and project evaluation stages of the program. Of 

particular importance in the implementation process is the administering 

of a questionnaire. The questionnaire is administered to obtain an 

indication of demand for a Granny Flat program, to gather information 

for implementation purposes and to determine the practical and 

physical limits of such a program. From a questionnaire administered 

in the City of Waterloo it was found that; the elderly find the term 

'Granny Flat' confusing, misleading, and discriminating; little 

purpose was seen in having the Granny Flat as a detached unit; and the 

elderly prefer to live close to shops and services. Furthermore, the 

general consensus of the elderly seemed to be that the Granny Flat 

is a good idea since it is an alternative to institutional accommodation. 

In the implementation process, the role of the implementing body 

in educating the public, and in particular the affected landowners, 



in the purpose and benefits of the Granny Flat is essential so as to 

minimize public objection to Granny' Flat placements. 

If zoning restrictions can be overcome then the elderly, their 

families and society may be able to reap the substantial benefits of 

the Granny Flat in terms of affordable housing, decreased health 

care cost£, stronger family ties, and an increase in the quality of 

life. 
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PREFACE 

This research paper is concerned with Canada's increasingly aging 

population and its need for suitable accommodation other than 

institutional care. More specifically, the applicability to Canada of 

a form of housing for the elderly called a Granny Flat is examined. 

A Granny Flat is a movable, detached and self-contained dwelling unit 

which is currently being used very successfully in Australia to house 

a portion of that country's elderly population. There are models 

availa11e for both individuals and couples. The unit is placed in the 

rear or side yard of the property occupied by the elderly person's child 

or any other persor, ... ;illing to undertake the responsibility for this 

type of housing. The Granny Flat is rented through a government housing 

authority and is removed by that authority when it is no longer required. 

The unit is ideally suited for that segment of the population which is no 

longer able to be totally self-sufficient and, yet, do not require 

extensive medical care and supervision. In this respect, the unit is 

also ideal for disabled persons who are not elderly. Although this 

paper primarily addresses the Granny Flat as a type of housing for the 

elderly, its usefulness as a form of accommodation for the disabled, in 

general, should not be overlooked. 

The primary advantage of the Granny Flat is that it permits for 

the existence of the extended family, and is thereby an alternative to 

institutionalization for the elderly. This paper contends that such a 

living arrangement would have a number of economic and social benefits. 

It is proposed that this paper will be of assistance to provincial 



and federal housing authorities, municipalities, non-profit organiza

tions, and any other agency or individual interested in implementing a 

Granny Flat program and to those persons who are simply interested in 

learning more about this innovative type of housing for the elderly. 

This paper should be looked upon as a compilation of information intended 

to provide knowledge and understanding of terminology, physical 

implementation procedures, and legislation. An attorney, an appropriate 

government agency, or an engineer should be consulted whenever more 

definitive interpretations of legislation and regulations are needed 

or whenever specific engineering problems are encountered. 

I would like to thank Professor George Rich and Professor David 

Estrin of the University of Waterloo for their assistance with the legal 

implementation section of this paper. Both Mr. Charles Voelker, a 

councillor for the City of Waterloo, and Mr. Torn Slornke, the Director 

of Planning for the City of Waterloo were sources of great encouragement. 

Further, the review of existing Granny Flat programs in the United 

States and Australia was made possible through the information supplied 

by Dr. P. L. Shepherd, Director of the Senior Centre Training Institute, 

the University of Maryland; Mr. E. W. Guion, President, Coastal Colony 

Co~poration, Lititz, Pennsylvania; Mr. E. J. Duffy, Community Develop

ment Specialist, City of Rockville, Maryland; and Mr. N. Green, Manager, 

Victoria Housing Commission, Melbourne, Australia. 

I would especially like to thank my advisor, Dr. Michael 

Lazarowich, without whose enthusiastic support and cooperation the 

preparation of this paper would not have been possible. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Purpose and Approach 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the Granny Flat as an 

alternative method of housing elderly persons in Canada. This chapter 

will study current demographic trends as they relate to society's 

ability to accommodate its aging population. Present methods of 

accommodating the elderly will be broadly examined and suggestions madE 

as to v.'hy Granny Flats may be a more appropriate method of housing a 

part of that population. 

Following chapters will describe the Granny Flat concept more 

fully and recommend a co:-.",prehensi ve implementation procedure. 

Finally, the City of Waterloo will be used as a case study to 

demonstr~te how this implementation procedure may be used in a medi~~

sized community. 

B. The Elderly: A Definition 

Since the primary concern of this paper is the elderly and because 

the word 'elderly' is often loosely used, it is necessary to define 

this term. This task is easier said than done for there is no 
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unarbitrary way to decide who is elderly and who is not. However, for 

the purpose of gathering and presenting data, generalizations and 

classifications of the population must be made. 

The most common criteria for defining the elderly, or senior 

citizens if you will, is in terms of chronological age. It must be 

stressed that "chronological age alone is a poor basis for classifying 

peo,Fle acc.:'rcing to their social, health and economic needs, and 

capabilities." The elderly are not all alike. There may be a difference 

of as much as thirty or mQre years between the youngest and the oldest 

of them, ar:c their physical and mental state may be as varied as the 

rest of t~e population. However, for regulatory, administrative and 

operational reasons this paper will define the elderly as that grou,F of 

persons aged 65+, the common retirement age. Within this group, the 

potential clients for Granny Flats could probably be almost exclusively 

classified as the young old (65-74) and the middle old (78-84). 

C. The Nature of the Problem 

Canada's number of elderly residents is growing, both in terms of 

absolute numbers and as a percentage of the total population (Table 1). 

Since future population figures are difficult to accurately predict, 

Statistics Canada has examined a number of scenarios. Projection No. 3 

is based on one of these scenarios and is frequently used in current 

discussions of future policy issues. It assumes a fertility rate of 

1.80 and a net migration of 60,000. As shown in Table 1, this 

projection indicates that the population aged 65 years and over will 

2 



Table 1: Canadian Population Projection~c; by 1\f]c 

(Statist.ic!5 Canada Pro:iection No.3) ()lopu1ation in thousands) 

Total 
Year Population 0-17 % 18.59 % 60-64 % 65+ % 

1976 22,993 7,312 31.8 12,774 55.6 905 3.9 2,002 8.7 
1981 24,330 6,933 28.5 14,134 38.1 963 4.0 2,310 9.5 
1986 24,713 6,833 26.6 15,159 58.9 1,110 4.3 2,615 10.2 
1991 26,975 6,966 25.8 15,918 59.0 1,114 4.1 2,980 11.0 
1996 27,993 6,993 25.0 16,640 59.4 1,115 4.0 3,248 11.6 
2001 28,794 6,R05 23.6 17,401 60.4 1,165 4.0 3,425 11.9 
2011 30,068 6,411 21. 3 17,968 59.8 1,764 5.9 3,924 13.1 
2021 30,877 6,378 20.7 17,255 55.9 2,151 7.0 5,093 16.5 
2031 30,935 6,162 19.9 16,715 54.0 1,817 . 5.9 6,240 20.2 

Source: Victor W. Marshall, Aging in Canada: Social Perspectives (Don Mills: 
Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1980), p. 205. 

w 



rise slowly from 8.7 percent of the total in 1976 to almost 12 percent 

in 2001. Then, it will grow dramatically to just over 20 percent by 

the year 2031. It is interesting to note that the United Nations 

considers a country to be 'old' if more than 8 percent of its 

population is over 65. 2 This classification perhaps emphasizes the 

seriousness of Canada's aging trend. 

Figure 1 illustrates the percentage breakdown of the provincial 

pOFulations by age for 1971. As can be seen, the figures for Ontario 

are very close to the national average, while Newfoundland and Prince 

Edward Island are, respectively, below and above the national average. 

It is likely that these significant interprovincial variations in age 

structure will continue into the future because of the different levels 

of economic development between the provinces, and because of varying 

patterns of immigration and migration. As a result, some provinces may 

be more severely affected by an aging population than others. 

A massive shift in the age structure of a population has far

reaching effects on society's physical, social, and economic components. 

However, one of the most important questions to be answered is how are 

we going to house the older population in a form of accommodation that 

is suited to their physical and mental state, and yet not strain 

the limited financial resources of society. 

Traditionally, Canada's approach has been to institutionalize 

the elderly in facilities such as hospitals, nursing homes and homes 

for the elderly. In fact, Canada has one of the highest rates of 

institutionalization in the world. Tables 2 and 3, compiled by 

Schwenger and Gross, show that with the exception of psychiatric care, 
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Table 2: Percentage of Persons 65 and Over in Various Types of Institutions 
at any Givpn Time Canada, Engl~nd and Wales and the U.S. 1970-77 

Canada I England and Wales U.S. 
Type of Care (197fi) (1970-71) (1973-77) 

Hospital Care 2.3 1.8 1.0 
Nursing Home-Residential Care 5.8 2.4 5.0 
Psychiatric Care 0.4 0.9 0.3 
All Types of Institutional Care 8.4 5.1 6.4 

lpercentages do not add up to "1\.11 Types of Institutional Care" due to rounding of numbers. 

Source: Victor W. Marshall, Aging in Canada: Social Perspectives (Don Mills: 
Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 19(0), p. 205. 
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Table 3: Percentage of Persons 65+ in Institutional Care 
on Any One Day, Canada, Great Britain and the 
U.S., 1961-63 and 1970-77 . 

Canada 

1962-63 
7.7 

1976 
8.4 

Great Britain 

1961-62 
4.6 

(England and Wales) 
1970-71 

5.1 

United States 

1961-62 
4.7 

1973-77 
6.3 

Source: Victor W. Marshall, Aging in Canada: Social Perspectives 
(Don Mills: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1980), p. 205. 
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Canada's rates of institutionalization recently and traditionally have 

been greater than those of the U.S., England and Wales. It is, 

however, cautioned that the definitions of "institution" are 

inconsistent among the three countries, and as such these figures are 

only tentative. It could be argued that Canada's relatively high 

figures may be due to a higher percentage, in comparison to the U.S., 

England a:-.d Wales, of every old (85+) and middle old (75-84) persons 

who required more institutionalization and health care services than 

the young old (65-74). However, Schwenger and Gross comment that: 

Asice from the demographic factor, Canada's institu
tional rate among the aged must be placed within the 
co~~ext of the general tendency in this country to 
institutionalize our 'deviant' citizens be they 
criminals or invalids, young or 01d. 3 

Changing lifestyles and insured health services have contributed 

to what appears to be an abnormally high rate of institutionalization. 

Increased mobility in response to the desire for economic betterment 

has resulted in families living apart from one another. Frequent 

moving is not conducive to community support and carrying for the 

elderly. Further, changing sex roles and the need for additional 

family income has resulted in more women entering the work force. 

Table 4 illustrates the dramatic increase in the percentage of married 

women in the work force. Between 1951 and 1971 the percentage of 

married women, 15 and over, who were in the work force increased by 

more than three fold. Increased participation in the labour force by 

women has decreased their ability to care for aged parents or parents-

in law. 
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Table 4: Participation Rates10f Married _~~!!'.('n i_n the Labour Force By 1\ge, 1951-1971 

Age 1951 1961 1971 

15-19 15.9 23.1 33.8 
20-24 16.8 25.7 46.8 
25-34 10.7 IB.7 35.6 
35-44 10.5 21.0 36.9 
45-54 8.9 21.1 35.9 
55-64 4.4 11.9 23.3 
65 and over 1.2 2.2 3.7 
15 and over 9.6 18.5 34.12 

1The participation rate is that percentage of the population (aged 14 and over) who are in the 
labour force. The "participation rate" for married women is that perc('ntage of all married 
women in the population who are in the labour force. 

2The total participation rate for 1971 includes women between the aged of 25-64 instead of 15 
and over. 

Source: K. Ishwaran, The Canadian Family, revised cd., (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston 
of Canada Ltd., 1976), p. 65. 

\D 



The wide availability of insured health services has also encouraged 

institutional rather than home care. Because home care services were 

not insured simultaneously with hospital and institutional care, 

Canadians have been forced to seek institutional solutions to the 

4 health care problems of the aged. 

Whatever the reason or reasons for Canada's high rate of 

institutionalization, it is becoming increasingly evident that 

institutionalization is not the definitive solution for housing the 

majority of our older population. In fact, as early as 1966 the Special 

Committee of the Senate on Aging warned that: 

Old peoFle's homes, nursing homes, and hospitaliza
tion should be considered only if absolutely necessary. 
There is a great deal more preaching of this principle 
in Canada than actual practice. 5 

More recently, the Interministry Committee on Residential 

Services stated: 

• we in Ontario tend to provide strong financial 
incentives for the elderly to go into institutions 
rather than remain in the community with the aid of 
support services. 6 

The problem of institutionalization can be basically classified 

as economic and social/psychological. 

In terms of economics, institutionalization can be a serious 

drain on society's financial resources. As a larger percentage of 

the population retires from the work force, fewer workers are left to 

pay the cost of social welfare. This burden on the worker is further 

increased as the population ages and demands more health care (Figure 2). 

For example, it has been estimated that if present rates of utiliza-

tion continues, the elderly in Ontario will be consuming over 50 
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Figure 2: Relative Per Capita Costs of Health Care For 
Males and Females by Age 
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percent of all health-care resources of that province shortly after 

7 
the turn of the century. 

The aged dependency ratio in Figure 3 illustrates the increasing 

proportion of elderly persons (65+) to those persons employed in the 

labour force. The elderly are, however, not the on+y broad age group 

which is dependent on the working population. Children 0-19 years of 

age are also generally considered not to be employed and are therefore 

dependent for support on those persons aged 20-64 who are involved ir. 

the work force. The presently low fertility rate is expected to 

continue into the future with the result that the child dependency ratio 

is likely to fall. 

Figure 3: Dependency Ratios for the Canadian 
Population, 1961-2001 
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It appears that the decrease in the child dependency ratio will 

soften the burden on those persons who are working. In fact, Figure 3 

shows that the total dependency ratio is.now decreasing because of the 

decreasing child dependency ratio and that even at its predicted high 

point in 2031 the relative size of the working population, compared 

to the total population, wi 11 be slightly greater than it \·,'as in the 

1971 census. This may tend to suggest that our aging population poses 

no future economic hardship to working persons. 

However, Figure 3 must be viewed with caution for it assumes that 

the common retirement age will remain at 65 and that young people 

".-ill generally find employment by age 20. Instead, new technology 

and a demand for more leisure time may lower the retirement age. 

Further, the quest for higher education may mean that younger persons 

are not ready to enter the work force until they are in their mid 20's. 

Consequently, the number of persons in the work force may be 

substantially decreased in proportion to the child and aged population. 

Figure 3 can also be deceiving in the sense that it shows only 

a mathematical relationship between the working and non-working elements 

of the population. It is incorrect to assume that an elderly person 

requires the same value of goods and services as a child. An 

American study estimates that government expenditures are three times 

greater for older dependents than for children. 8 As a result, even 

if Canada's·total dependency ratio does stabilize in the future, the 

large aged population may place an economic burden on the working 

population. 
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Pernaps a more important problem than economics because it deals 

directl)' with the welfare of the el~erly, is the social/psychological 

aspect of institutionalization. It is impossible to categorically 

state that institutional living for the elderly is either good or bad. 

In many cases the infirmities of age and insufficient financial resources 

to afford extensive home care services make institutionalization the 

only alt~rna~ive. That is, there is: 

a point beyond which it is no longer fair to older 
peor,le, their families, or to the community to 
sustain the psychological, social or financial costs 
of home care. There comes a time when institutions 
are quite appropriate in the life of a residual 
proportion of elderly Canadians, particularly at very 
advanced ages. 9 

Furthermore, although most patients may, at first, enter these 

insti tuti.c'ns id th some apprehension, the companionship of their peers, 

the proper administration of medication, the easing of their discomforts, 

the existence of organized recreation, and freedom from the concerns of 

domestic chores may combine to make their life pleasant, thus replacing 

the lonely and uncared for existence they may have previously experienced. 

In short, institutions can and do provide a very needed service 

to society. However, as the Special Committee of the Senate on Aging 

indicated in its 1966 report, it is likely that there are some people 

in institutions who should really not be there. A 1966 study in 

Montreal found that almost half of the old people in expensive 

, , , ld hId 'd d l' 10 1nst1tut10n~1 care cou ave e 1n epen ent 1ves. 

A lack of money and a place to live, rather than health problems 

severe enough to prohibit community living, may force some people to 

enter institutions. Income after age 65 drops by approximately 40 percent 
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while housing costs as a proportion of this income rise accordingly 

and often reach well above the 25 percent level that is generally 

11 considered to be acceptable. It is estimated that approximately 

50 percent of the single aged with low income in Canada must spend 

h If f h · . h 1 12 a 0 t e~r ~ncome on s e ter. 

Since the elderly must pay for many home care services which 

further erode their income, it may be cheaper for them to simply enter 

an institution for care. Under such circumstances, entry into an 

institution is likely to be seen by th~ elderly as a form of 

incarceration when their freedoms and familiar surroundings are lost 

to a strictly regimented, clinical environment. Such a feeling is 

unlikely to contribute to the enjo)~ent of that person's remaining 

years. In fact, the psychological stress on an individual entering an 

institution might be fatal. The results of a study done by Morton 

Lieberma~ in t~:e early 1960s in Chicago showed that: 

First-year mortality rates in a home for the aged 
apparently are related to the impact of institu
tionalization on the aged but are not related to 
average age on admission or to the number of 
chronically ill persons admitted. 13 

In short, because of economic and/or social/psychological 

factors, in~titutionalization is not always an ideal method of housing 

the elderly population. 

D. Solutions to the Problem 

In response to the negative factors associated with institutianal-

ization and to the prospects of an increasingly aging population, 
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responsible levels of government have taken action to reduce the trend 

towards institutionalization. The solution, of course, to less 

institutional care was to increase the length of time that the elderly 

spend within the community. Low rent units for the elderly are provided 

by the local housin9 authorities. Further, services such as meals-on

wheels, dial-a-ride, home care, vacation care, day care, foster care, 

homemakers, the Victorian Order of Nurses, and the public health nurse 

program were developed to care for and assist the elderly, thereby 

permitting them to remain in the community, and usually within their 

own homes for a longer period of time. 

In this system, a set of services can be tailored to the 

individual's needs, whereas in an institutional setting a standard set 

of services would be offered whether the individual needed them or not. 

The community based services, therefore, have the potential to cut 

health care costs. Further, by keeping the elderly in the community, 

a heterogeneous environment is maintained, in which the elderly with 

their years of work, observation and reflection are a valuable source 

of kno~ledge. 

Many of these services are regulated and funded, at least in 

part, by provincial ministries and the services are provided by a 

multitude of agencies at the local level. These local agencies may 

be run by either the qovernment, the private sector or a non-profit 

qroup. 

At first glance this system of services seems to be working 

successfully. Figure 4 shows that a larger proportion of the elderly 

are living independently in the community. Schwenger and Gross have 
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found that Ontario has had a decrease in the utilization of residential 

. 14 
care facililies by the elderly. Further, the percentage of all 

households in Canada which included the household head's father or 

mother increases slightly between 1966 and 1971, the first sign of an 

increase since 1956 (Table 5). This increase may be a direct result 

of such services as day and vacation care for the elderly which permit 

the children to care for their ased parents while still enjoying 

the tv.'o paychecks and the vacations provided by their modern lifestyle. 

A closer examination of community based services reveals some 

serious problems. For example, in Ontario "community programs v:hich 

would serve the chronic and disabling conditions of the elderly are 

o~ly sporadically funded and loosely organized."lS At the same time 

the problem is compounded by a government policy to reduce the bed-

to-population ratio. 

The funding provided for these services is limited at all levels 

of goveronent. Since expanding community based services cannot replace 

existing institutional care entirely, the provincial government tends 

to vie~ these services as added costs to an already strained budget, 

rather ·than as cost savers. The government is therefore hesitant to 

fund these servi:es fully. Municipalities are primarily dependent 

upon property taxes for their revenue. Since this source of income is 

relatively fixed, municipalities find it difficult to provide even the 

essential services such as policing and snow removal which are 

continuously increasing in cost. As a result, municipal contributions 

to these community services must be quite limited. An increase in 

federal government funding for these services seems unlikely in light 
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Table 5: Percentage Distribution of POJ:'u1ation by Relationship to Head of Household, 
Canada, 1956-1971 

Household 
Relationship 1956 1<)61 1966 1971 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.0 100.0 

"Nuclear family" members R6.75 89.20 90.87 91.50 
Head 24.73 25.29 26.17 28.30 
Wife 19.84 20.02 20.25 20.87 
Son or daughter 42.18 43.89 44.46 42.33 

"Related" members 5.38 4.45 3.87 3.84 
Son-in-law or daughter-in-law 0.5() 0.45 0.32 0.31 
Grandchild LIS 1.07 0.87 0.77 
Father or mother 0.84 0.53 0.45 0.52 
Brother or sister 0.95 0.78 0.75 0.83 
Father-in-law or mother-in-law 0.69 0.62 0.56 0.50 
Brother-in-law or sister-in-law 0.56 0.47 0.44 0.40 
Other relatives 0.60 0.53 0.48 0.50 

"Nonrelated" members 7.87 6.35 52.6 4.66 
Nonrelatives 7.87 6.35 52.6 4.66 

Source: K. Ishwaran, The Canadian Family (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada 
Ltd., 1976), p. 73. 
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of recent reductions in cost-sharing for social and health programs. 

In S;1ort, government funding for these services is inadequate and 

without proper financing these services have a difficult task in 

providing assistance to the elderly. 

Since there are a number of community services, all of which may 

be regulated, funded and delivered by different agencies, it is often 

very difiicult to co-ordinate these services. As a result, duplication 

or gaps i~ service may exist. For example, Project Lift type programs 

and a nu;.~er of transportation services run by volunteers may operate 

in an are:a already well serviced by public transportation. In 

contrast, another neighbourhood further removed from essential facilities 

may suffer from a lack of transportation services for the elderly. 

Further, as an individual ages his or her needs change. A group of 

unco-ordinated agencies may not perceive this change and as a result 

, d l' " , f' 16 cont~nue to e ~ver a stat~c, 1nappropr1ate set 0 serv~ces. 

As ca~ be seen, the ability of community based agencies to deliver 

the services required by the elderly may be impaired by financing and 

co-ordination problems. Until these problems are corrected some other 

mechanism for the delivery of services must be found. It is the 

contention of this paper that under some circumstances th£ family 

should be more fully utilized as a service entity. 

The results of a 1978 survey of Ontario's elderly, commissioned 

by the Ontario Economic Council, tentatively estimates that 

approximately 47.5 percent of Ontario's elderly population had living 
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children or grandchildren who they saw very often. This figure 

suggests that the potential exists for some form of family assistance, 
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if it does not already exist. 

The major advantage of the family as a service delivery entity 

is that it is capable of tailoring and co-ordinating a very specific 

set of services for its elderly member(s). The delivery of services 

is on such a personal scale that any change in need is quickly 

perceived and accommodated. Further, the concern of service financing 

is not as crucial, as it is assumed that the vast majority of the 

services required would be provided at little or no cost by the 

family. In short, the utilization of the family as a service entity 

would imFrove the co-ordination and reduce the costs of the services 

provided. 

There are, however, t .... ,o major factors that may restrict the 

utilization of the family as a service entity. First, as previously 

noted, changing lifestyles have seen an increase in the percentage 

of married women in the work force. Consequently, there may be long 

periods of time during the day that no family member is available to 

provide the necessary services. Furthermore, it is unlikely, even after 

the day's work is over, that a family member will relish the thought 

of being continually away from their place of residence for the 

purpose of providing services to the elderly. 

Second, the provision of services by the family assumes that 

the family is relatively close to the elderly person receiving the 

services. Time or distance of travel may physically prohibit the 

provision of services on a daily basis. For the provision of services 

to the elderly by a family to be successful, the separation between the 

two parties must be small so as to provide ease of access. 
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There are a number of solutions to these problems. Assuming that 

the elderly person requires someone to be close at hand 24 hours a day, 

a day care service may be utilized while the family members are at 

work or school. When the work day is over, the family members would 

be responsible for the continuation of services. In essence, this 

method would divide the responsibility for the care of the elderly 

between the family and society as a whole. It is also quite conceivable 

that the elderly person may not require constant supervision. That 

is, the elderly person may be able to cope by himself or herself while 

the family members are at work, and only require assistance in the 

evenings to permit them to function satisfactorily in the community. 

This assistance may still, however, be hampered by their relative 

isolation from family members. Ideally, this problem may be overcome 

by the elderly person living ~ith or near his or her family members. 

In many situations this is a feasible solution. Unfortunately, in 

other cases this may not be possible either because the family's residence 

cannot physically accommodate another individual, or because no suitable 

form of accommodation is available for rent or purchase in the immediate 

neighbourhood. Furthermore, there may be a deep rooted desire; both 

on the part of the elderly and the family members, for privacy and 

the maintenance of their present lifestyle. Both or either party may 

feel that co-habitation could restrict certain activities and freedoms, 

thereby causing tensions. 

What is required is a form of housing that will permit the 

elderly and their family to live in close enough contact for the 
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efficient delivery of necessary services and yet far enough apart 

for the maintenance of privacy and separate lifestyles. The next 

chapter will discuss the Granny Annexe and the Granny Flat as two 

forms of housing that may satisfy these requirements. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE GRANNY ANNEX AND THE GRANNY FLAT 

A. Introduction 

As far as can be determined t~ere are only two putlicly supported 

programs in the world that actually attempt to provide a form of 

housing that permits an elderly person to live near his or her. family; 

these are the Granny Annexe and the Granny Flat programs. The 

Granny Annexe which exists in England is primarily the same concept 

as the Australian Granny Flat. There are, however, some design and 

regula~ion components that differentiate the two and warrant an 

individual study of each. 

E. The Granny Annexe 

The Granny Annexe is a self-contained dwelling built adjacent to 

a family horne. As such, it offers the dual advantage of independent 

living for its elderly occupant, and help from a neighbour if needed. 

It is speculated that this form of housing originated centuries ago. 

Before the existence of social welfare, the aging of the parents and 

the growth of the immediate family may have necessitated the partition 

of or the erection of an addition to the family dwelling. This may 
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have been especially the case in an agricultural community where the 

father handed the farm down to the son but was still required to 

assist, although to a lesser degree, in the operation of the farm. 

In England, the Granny Annexe is most common in the private 

sector. There are, however, some housing authorities that have 

experimented with this arrangement. There are three basic design 

options that have been implemented in Britain's Granny Annexe 

program (Appendix A). The elderly tenant(s) may be settled in a 

ground-floor flat beneath the linked unit, in a flat above the linked 

unit, or in a bungalow adjacent to it. 

A study was completed in 1976 by Anthea Tinker for Britain's 

Department of the Environment to determine the successfulness of the 

Granny Annexe program.l To accomplish this task, Tinker's research team 

interviewed both the tenants of the Granny Annexe and the linked 

dwelling, and the staff of the local housing authorities which had 

implemented such a program. 

From the local housing authorities' perspective these schemes are 

a qualified success although some problems do exist. The advantages 

and problems are specifically discussed as follows: 

Advantages 
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1. Releasing Under-Occupied Housing: The moving of an elderly person 

from an under-occupied dwelling unit has made these units available 

for larger families, thus decreasing the pressure on the housing 

authority to build 'normal' single family dwellings. Further, the 



more compact design of the Granny Annexe is more consistent with 

the physical limitations of the elderly person. 

2. Saving the Older Person from Going into Residential Care: The 

smaller, more suitable accommodation and the close proximity to 

help offered by their family have permitted that elderly person 

to live within the community for a longer period of time. 

3. Linked Neighbours Gave Substantial Support to the Old Person and 

Thus Saved the Local Authority Expense: Often children live too 

far away to provide the care and attention needed by the aged 

parent. Despite the best of inte'ntions, distance might prove to 

be too great a barrier to permit daily visits by the children. 

Granny Annexes eliminated this problem. 

4. Helping Clear Sites for Redevelopment Where There Were Many Old 

People to be Rehoused: The offer of housing with a Granny Annexe 

seemed to lessen the anxiety of moving of both families and old 

people. 

5. Advantages by Comparison with Sheltered Housing: Sone housing 

authorities felt that in certain circumstances Granny Annexes were 

better for the elderly than sheltered housing. 2 Some elderly 

people do not like being in cloistered surroundings with other 

people of the same age. Families also tend to shelve their 

responsibilities when their aged relatives go into a sheltered 

housing development. Furthermore, Granny Annexes are less 

expensive than sheltered housing. 
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6. Giving Variety and Choice: As a form of housing the Granny 

Annexe provides a wide choice for tenants, particularly for those 

families who want their elderly to live near, but not with them. 

Such a choice helps to preserve family ties and satisfy the 

desire of the elderly to be part of the community. 

Problems 

1. What Happens When the Elderly Person Dies? It has been difficult 

for the housing authority to persuade the family to move out so 

that the linked units may be rented to another family and its 

elderly relative. As a result, many Granny Annexes are occupied 
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by persons unrelated to the tenants of the linked dwelling. In 

some cases the Granny Annexe tenant may not even be an elderly 

person. Such occupancies destroy the whole concept of the Granny 

Ar.nexe as a means for the family to conveniently provide assistance 

to its elderly members. 

2. What Happens When the Family Moves? No housing authority has 

ever evicted an elderly person for this reason. Instead, they 

r.imply rent the linked dwelling to another £amily, who is not usually 

related to the Granny Annexe tenant. As in the previously listed 

problem this creates a situation for which the units were not 

originally designed. 



3. When Families and the Elderly Want to be Near But Not Next Door: 

Most housing authorities have reported that some families have 

requested to be near but not next door to their elderly members. 

Apparently, there is a fear that their privacy may be impinged 

upon. 

4. Design and Noise: There appears to be a conflict of needs in the 

design schemes where the elderly were either beneath or above 

their linked neighbour. Because of disabilities associated with 

age the elderly sometimes find it difficult to climb the stairs 

to a second floor flat, and therefore prefer to live on the ground 

floor. However, this location is also preferred by families, 

especially if they s:10uld have young children. In such designs 

the noise from children may disturb the elderly. 

5. Leasing the Units: The provision of public housing varies 

according to the circumstances of the individual. As a result, it 

may be difficult for both the family and the elderly person to 

emerge simultaneous:'y at the top of the waiting list. In addition 

to death or a move this is one of the chief reasons why the 

occupant of the Granny Annexe and the occupants of the linked 

unit are generally not related. 

From the perspective of the elderly, the Granny Annexe scheme 

appears to be an unqualified success. The study completed by Tinker 

discovered a number of interesting statistics and thoughts pertaining 

to the Granny Annexe. This information is highlighted as follows: 
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1. Of the Granny ~nexe occupants surveyed 6B percent were over 70, 

and 20 percent were over BO. The proportion of over-70's 

living in their own homes (the Granny Annexe) was almos,t double 

that found in the national elderly population. What makes this 

figure even more significant is the fact that the tenants of the 

Granny Annexes were found to be more impaired than those of the 

same age group in the general population. This tends to suggest 

that Granny Annexe living for the elderly is conducive to an 

independent community existence. 

2. Approximately B4 percent of the Granny Annexe occupants needed 

some form of help ~ith domestic tasks, such as odd jobs and 

house~ork. 

3. Most of the elderly received a very large amount of support from 

their families next door and it is unlikely they would have 

managed .,,oi thout such support. Furthermore, most of the elderly 

either helped the family now, or had done so in the past. Tasks 

such as baby-sitting, looking after pets, paying the rent and 

admitting service men were commonly carried out by the elderly. 

4. Independence was a constant theme running through all the comments 

of the elderly. The potential, provided by independent living, 

to maintain one's privacy, whether or not this option was 

exercised, was of primary concern. 

5. Of former Granny Annexe occupants, most had remained at home 

until their death. None had gone to an old people's home. 

6. The main reasons for the elderly moving into Granny Annexes were 
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to be near a relative (32\) and to occupy a smaller home (18%). 

7. Approximately 89\ of the elderly Granny Annexe tenants and their 

families were 'very well satisfied' or 'satisfied' with their 

form of housing. 
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8. Of those elderly who lived next to their family, over half spend 

part of the day or evening together, half had meals together, 

two-fifths shared car journeys and one-fifth went shopping together. 

9. Most of the elderly (74%) expressed a desire to live in a mixed 

community, stating that they liked to see children and younger 

people, rather than being solely with persons their own age. 

In summary, Tinker concludes that the Granny Annexe is successful. 

It is sensible from the point of view of society, because it saves 

money on local services and may prevent the elderly person from 

entering into a residential care facility. As well, it seems that this 

is what at least some elderly persons want. However, problems do exiEt 

primarily due to the inflexibility of the units and the fact that it 

is difficult to rent both units together to related families when one 

of the units becomes empty, because often the family or the elderly 

person does not want to move. The solution to this problem is not 

through stricter leasing agreements, but through more flexible unit 

design. As we shall see, the Australian Granny Flat may be a solution 

to just such a problem. 



C. The Granny Flat 

A Granny Flat is a movable, detached and self-contained dwelling 

unit which has been used in Australia for the past seven years to 

house a portion of that country's elderly population. The unit is 

placed in ~~e rear or side yard of the property occupied by the 

elderly person's child or any other person willing to undertake the 

respons:..:t:ility for this type of housing (Appendix B). The unit is 

suitable for single or double occupancy. In the case of a couple, 

only one of the spouses must be eligible for occupancy. 

The unit is usually rented to the owner of the property on which 

it is to be situated, from a government housing authority and is 

removed whe~ it is no longer required. Those persons who rent 

property are also eligible for the program as long as they have the 

permission of the property owner. In this sense the very poor are not 

ineligible simply because they do not own a home and a yard. There 

are no income limitations imposed upon the Granny Flat occupant and 

rent is fixed at a small percentage of pension income. 

The Victoria Housing Commission in Melbourne, Australia 

currently owns and leases out approximately 600 of these units. There 

is a waiting list of approximately 18 months for these rental units. 

It must be emphasized that as with the British Granny Annexe, 

the Australian Granny Flat is most suitable for that segment of the 

population which is no longer able to be totally self-sufficient and, 

yet, do not require a high level of constant medical care. That is, 

the Granny Flat is not intended to replace an institution in the 
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provision of chronic care. A family, in the majority of cases, does 

not have the expertise and resources to provide such professional 

services as the administering of medication and therapy. Clearly a 

centralized facility with professional staff and equipment can provide 

these services more efficiently and effectively. 

However, the Granny Flat may be able to reduce the demand for 

institutions that provide residential care. The family, rather than 

society, would help the elderly with such tasks as housework, cooking, 

bathing, and shopping. The provision of these tasks are in the scope 

of most families and would permit the elderly person to live within 

the community until such time that he or she requires the professional 

care that the family cannot provide. 

The purpose of the Granny Flat is to permit the elderly person 

and his or her family to live close enough to one another to make the 

provision of these services convenient and therefore feasible. Smaller 

homes, and particularly the increase in the number of apartments have 

often made it impossible for a family to take in an elderly person. 

Furthermore, low vacancy rates and the nature and location of the 

neighbourhood may make it difficult for the family to move near the 

elderly person or for the elderly person to move near the family. Even 

if the family's dwelling unit is physically suited for the accommodation 

of an elderly person, this arrangement might be spurned by those 

families and/or elderly persons who prefer to pursue a more independent 

lifestyle. It is unclear as to whether the construction of smaller 

homes encourages or merely echoes the decline in multi-generation 

f '1' 3 am~ ~es. 



The Granny Flat offers a solution to some of these possible 

circumstances. For those persons with single-family dwellings, a 

Granny Flat may be placed on the same lot. As a result, the elderly 

person is located close enough for the family to extend help when 

necessary and yet live independently from the family, thus protecting 

each party's privacy. 

The Granny Flat differs from Britain's Granny Annexe in an 

important respect. The Granny Flat is a detached, relocatable unit, 

whereas the Granny Annexe is a permanent structure directly attached 

to the family dwelling. As Tinker noted in her evaluation of Britain's 

Granny Annexe, the major problem involved the re-leasing of the 

unit and the linked family unit together when one or the other units 

become vacant. This problem does not exist in Australia's Granny 

Flat program, since the Granny Flat is removed by the housing authority 

from the lot where it is no longer required to the lot of the next 

person on the waiting list. As a result of this locational flexibility 

the Australian housing authorities can enforce a regulation that 
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usually limits occupancy of this unit only to the elderly. This permits 

maximum benefit to be derived from the program. That is, the housing 

authorities can ensure that an elderly person or persons will be 

l0cated adjacent to their family, thus increasing the probability that 

most of the elderly person's needs will be provided by the family rather 

than society. 

In this sense the Granny Flat appears to be a successful modifica

tion of the Granny Annexe. As such, this paper will attempt to state 
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guidelines, with regard to Canadian circumstances, for the implementation 

of a housing scheme similar to Australia's Granny Flat program. 

D. Benefits of the ~xtended Family 

By permitting the existence of the extended family, the Granny Flat 

and other similar housing units may have economic and social/ 

psychological benefits to society. 

(i) Social/psychological Benefits 

In its broadest defirition, the extended family refers to family 

structures that extent beyond the nuclear family, the family unit 

typically consisting of a husband, a wife and their children. The 

smallest variety of extended family type is the stem family, which 

normally con~ists of two families in adjacent generations, based on 

economic blood ties. The type of living arrangement permitted by the 

Granny Flat, that is, a fa~ily consisting of parents living very near 

their children and grandchildren, would satisfy the definition of a 

stem family. 

In social terms, such living arrangements would give young 

children an opportunity to grow with and learn from their elders, while 

the elderly would have help nearby to carry out the tasks which they 

are no longer able to perform independently. As a result of this 

contact with other people, loneliness and institutionalization amongst 

the elderly would decrease. 



Studies have shown that extended families have both instrumental 

and psychological value. ~empler has found that: 

Close emotional relationships especially between 
grandparents and grandchildren, can be quite 
important. Close kin serve to relieve parents 
from being the sole sources of affection and care 
and can often diffuse overly intense relationships 
between parents and children. Kin can become 
important objects of identification and social 
learning. Older kin can provide experiences of 
historical continuity and awareness of important 
aspects of the life cycle. Extended kin are also 
important for stable transmission of an ideology 
and valu~ system. 4 

The ability of the extended family to influence social behavior 

is evident in Japan. The crime rate in Japan is by far the lowest of 

the industrialized countries. According to Yasushi Hara, a writer of 

social and economic issues, the low incidence of crime is primarily 
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due to the Japanese social structure, which is built around the family.5 

Three generation families are common in Japan, as nearly 80 percent 

of the elderly live with their children. 6 This may be compared with 

1 22 . th 7 on y percent 1n e u.s. 

It is speculated that the Japanese are reluctant to commit cri~es 

lest they bring shame and disgrace to their families. 

It may be unwise to go so far as to state, uncategorically, that 

a return to the extended family in Canada would result in a decrease 

in our crime rates. Canada's social and cultural values differ from 

those of Japan. However, Canadian studies have shown the extended 

family to be of benefit to society. 

Andor Tari, a psychologist at the University of Guelph, feels 

that the extended family is a solution to many of society's child-



care problems and a way to give renewed purpose to many elderly people 

th . B at e same t1me. According to Tari, less than one quarter of all 

Canadian families live in the once typical dad-works-mom-stays~at-

home format, and about 80 percent of the families who need it have 

no access to adequate child care. 

The elderly should take an active child-rearing role for they 

can "provide the type of unconventional love which is of utmost 

importance in providing stability and security in children, the type 

of love younger parents cannot always provide because of the pressures 

and problem!" they face in the work force.,,9 Tari contends that this 

type of arrangement would not only enhance self-esteem, motivation 

and self-reliance in the children, but would give the elderly the 

satisfaction of knowing that they are performing a necessary role. 

Tari's research amongst Toronto's Hungarian communi~y showed 

that grandchildren who were part of an extended family and cared for 

by their grandparents were more motivated, less afraid of failure and 

more able to handle frustrations, than when they were cared for by . 

babysitters. Further, the grandparents involved in caring for their 

grandchildren become happier and many concerns about aches and pains 

became "less frequent and less consequential-"lO 

Although the relationships and understanding of all three 

generations involved were enhanced greatly by living together, Tari 

feels that perhaps a 'physical' return to the extended family may not 

be such a good idea. Anxiety levels of the younger parents generally 

increased when the grandparents moved into the same dwelling on a 
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permanent basis. Many parents complained that the grandparents were 

trying to assume the entire responsibility for child-rearing. 

As a result of this anxiety, Tari suggests that a 'functional' 

return to the extended family, whereby the elderly family member 

performs his or her daily child-rearing function, but returns home each 

evening may be more practical and realistic. This would safeguard 

many factors, such as the privacy and independence of the parents. 

However, such a 'functional' arrangement may be difficult if the 

distance and/or time of travel from the elderly person's home to the 

home of their child is lengthy. Further, this arrangement would not 

permit the elderly person to conveniently receive any necessary help 

from their children in the evenings. 

The Granny Flat may be the practical solution to these problems, 

assuming that the elderly are well enough to care for children in the 

first place and that the family's lot is physically suitable. In this 

arrangement the grandparents would be able to care for their grand

children during the day without having to travel far, since they would 

be living in a separate unit on the same lot. The privacy of both 

parties would be protected. Further, it is reasonable to assume that 

the parents out of gratitude for the care of their children would 

extend to the grandparents any help that they may require. That is, 

this arrangement would be mutually beneficial to both parties. It is 

interesting" to note that this concept of mutual help was a finding of 

Tinker's study in regards to Britain's Granny Annexe program. 

In brief, the Granny Flat has the potential to permit grand

parents to care for their grandchildren, to raise the self-esteem of 
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the elderly, to improve the upbringing of children, to provide for the 

needs of the elderly and to permit both parents to work, while 

preserving the privacy and independency of both age groups. 

ii) Economic Benefits 

The economic benefits of a Granny Flat program based on rents-

geared-to-pension-income are potentially significant to the low income 

elderly. That is, the Granny Flat would be a clean, comfortable 

and convenient form of housing at a reasonable cost. Further, the 

availability of this accommodation may permit the elderly to liquify 

their assets by selling their older homes. Alternatively, an elderly 

person may wish to arrange for residency in a Granny Flat and lease 

out their larger home as a means of producing income. 

The existence of the extended family due to the Granny Flat may 

be of economic benefit to society in terms of the supply of housing 

and health care costs. 

A recent study conducted for American Standard by Clayton 

Research Associates Ltd. states that ownership of a single-detached 

house "has been and will probably continue to be, the preferred form 

of housing in this country."ll Further, opinion polls estimate that 

95 percent of the home buying Canadian public want a single-detached 

12 house. At the same time, mortgage rates have risen so dramatically 

that it is now estimated that a family would have to be earning 

$42,000 per year to afford a traditional single-detached dwelling. 13 
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The average family income today in Canada is $27,000. 14 Assuming that 

mortgage rates remain the same at 17 percent, Ray Boivin, vice-

president of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, estimates that 

the average family's chance for home ownership is only one in six. 1S 

It is the contention in this paper that a large number of 

Canadian families, who now cannot afford a new single-detached dwelling 

are able to afford an older less expensive single-detached dwelling, 

assuming that these dwellings are available. A year ago the average 

national price of a new single-detached dwelling was $119,000, whereas 

the average price for used houses resold through multiple-listing 

realtors was only $69,400. 16 

The Granny Falt may be one method of ensuring that a larger 

number of used single-detached dwellings come on the market. In 1976 

over 60 percent of those persons 6S and over owned and occupied their 

17 own homes. When you consider that over 80 percent of all homes 

owned in Canada in 1976 were single-detached dwellinqs,18 it is likely 
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that the vast majority of homes owned by the elderly are single-detached 

dwellings. The elderly person may be more willing to move from the 

home that he or she has occupied for years, if he or she is offered an 

attractive alternative to institutionalization, such as a Granny Flat. 

From a strictly economic point of view, the maintenance of an 

elderly person in a single-detached dwelling is inefficient since the 

dwelling space is generally not utilized to its fullest potential. 

For example, in Ontario in 1971 approximately 7 percent of all house-

holds had more than one person per room, while among the aged, this. 

19 figure dropped to less than 1 percent. , It seems senseless to continue 



building single-detached dwellings that are really not necessary. 

Instead, smaller dwelling units such as Granny Flats are required to 

encourage the single-detached dwellings that are presently being 

under-utilized to be ~ut on the market for the benefit of those 

persons who are buying a house for the first time. 

The extended family, through the Granny Flat, may also be of 

economic benefit to society in that it reduces the cost of health 

care. As has been previously mentioned, it is assumed that the family 

can deliver the essential services to the elderly at less cost than 

can community based services and residential care institutions. In 

Ontario, the minimum cost of maintaining an individual in a 

residential care facility is approximately $16-25 per diem. 20 

It remains to be seen whether or not the implementation of a 
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Granny Flat program--including the construction, placement, 

maintenance and administration of the units--to permit the family to 

provide these services, is more expensive than institutional care or 

the provision of cornmunitJ services. Such a study is beyond the scope 

of this paper and is, perh~ps, more suited as a task for an economist 

skilled in the science of cost-benefit analysis. However, it must be 

at least noted that any costing done in this respect must also weigh 

the quality of the three environments: the Granny Flat, the institution, 

and the elderly person's own home. That is, any cost-benefit analysis 

must determine the value placed by an individual on his or her present 

or future environment. In consideration of the discussion in the 

previous section of this paper regarding the merits of the extended 

family it is expected that the Granny Flat would score very highly in 



this valuation method. For the time being it is interesting to note 

that the capital cost of ~ Home for the Aged is approximately $35,000 

per bed, while the cost of a Granny Flat would be about $18,000. 21 
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CHAPTER III 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A GRANNY FLAT PROGRAM 

A. The Granny Flat Within the Context of Government Policy 

As was discussed in Chapter I, provincial governments have within 

only the l~st few years come to the realization that the level of 

institutionalization in Canada is much too high. To remedy this 

situation the provinces have reduced the priority given to 

institutional spending and have encouraged the provision of services 

to the elderly for the purpose of home care. 

The ministries responsible for care of the elderly now envisage 

a progressive system of care which they refer to as a 'continuum of 

care'. Ideally in this system the individual is provided with services 

only as he or she may require them. Figure 5 illustrates the types of 

accommodation and how their corresponding services became more 

intensive as the elderly individual becomes increasingly disabled. 

As the individual ages and finds it increasingly difficult to 

maintain both body and household, services such as meals-on-wheels and 

homemakers are provided by local agencies. If the maintenance of the 

individual's household becomes too much of a burden, then entry into 

a smaller and more easily maintained dwelling such as a senior 

citizen's apartment may occur. Similarly as this unit becomes a 

burden, even with the provision of community services, the individual 
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Figure 5: Housing Types and Services 

INCREASING PHYSICAL AND/OR MENTAL DISABILITY 

COMMUNITY INSTITUTION 1 
I 
I 
I 

OWN HOME 

INDEPENDENT LIVING 

. . d I -no serv~ces requ~re 
-complete ability to carel 

for oneself I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

GRANNY FIAT 

OWN HOME 

SENIOR 
CITIZEN APARTMENT 

SEMI-INDEPENDENT LIVING 

-occasional help from family and/or 
community services in regard to 
cooking, cleaning, maintenance, 
shopping and transportation 

-periodic visits from public health 
nurse 

-may be a reduction in the size of 
dwelling which must be maintained 

REST HOME 

HOME FOR THE AGED 

NURSING HOME 

CHRONIC CARE HOSPITAL 

DEPENDENT LIVING 

-24 hour supervision 
-elimination of tasks related to the running 
of one's own household 

-medical care may range from none to the 
administrating of medication and therapy ~ 

bv a specialized medical staff 
-varying levels of organized recreation 



may decide to enter an institution. Rest homes and homes for the aged 

that provide residential care may meet the individual's needs by 

simply eliminating the tasks associated with the running of one's 

own home such as cleaning and cooking. Any further decline in the 

individual's health, requiring constant medical attention, would 

demand the medical expertise of a nursing home's staff or the staff 

of a home for the aged which offers more than just residential care. 

Finally, serious declines in health, requiring specialized equipment 

and staff, would result in the individual being moved to a chronic care 

facility. 

Obviously, if an individual were to go through this system as 

outlined, a number of moves would be involved. Moving from one 

environment to another is not conducive to good health, especially when 

it involves moving the elderly person from one institution to another. l 

To minimize the effects of such moves, health and social service 

complexes under an integ~ated management have been developed. Such a 

complex may comprise of a recreational and social centre, an adult 

care centre, apartment units where minimal care services are provided, 

a residential care facility, a nursing home, and a chronic care 

hospital. An elderly person who is admitted to this ty?e of complex 

"can have access to the more intensive, higher order services as the 

individual's own abilities deteriorate and he requires increasingly 

2 more support." The varied resources of these complexes should be 

able to respond to tbQ unique and changing needs of the individual 

without the need for that person to be moved to another facility, far 
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from friends, family and other familiar surroundings. 

The Granny Flat may also be able to provide a continuum of care 

that tailors the necessary services to the individual. For those 

elderly individuals involved in such a program the need for senior 

citizen apartments, residential care facilities and many community 

based services may be eliminated. Instead, the family would be able 

to supply the elderly with the necessary services. Further, such 

personalized service has the ability to quickly change as conditions 

demand. The elderly person would not have to enter a residential care 

facility unless the family, assisted by community based services, was 

physically unable to supply the demanded services. Such a situation 

could occur if the elderly person required continuous supervision. 

Under ideal conditions, the elderly person would remain with his or 

her family until such time that constant nursing care was necessary. 

In short, the Granny Flat has the potential to minimize the 

number of moves that must be made by the elderly where complexes that 

provide a continuum of care are not available. Further, the family 

through the Granny Flat can tailor make a set of services for the 

elderly member of the family, just as well as, if not better than, the 

integrated service complex. In this sense the Granny Flat conforms 

to what seems to be a government policy of providing a 'continuum of 

care' to the elderly. 
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B. Physical Aspects of Implementation 

(i) Introduction 

The remainder of this chapter relies heavily on material that has 

been received from municipalities, commissions, and companies who 

either are now actively implementing a Granny Flat program or who 

have considered implementation of such a program in the past. At 

this time, it is important to give a brief summary of the work going 

on in the United States and Australia regarding Granny Flats. 

Although the names of these programs may vary, the concept of a self 

contained, relocatable dwelling unit for the elderly is identical to 

Australia's Granny Flat program. 
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The City of Rockville, Maryland has prepared an implementation plan 

for a form of housing that it terms a 'Grandparent's Cottage'. This 

proposed program appears identical to the Granny Flat scheme except 

in the matters of rent and notification of placement. The rent scale 

of the Grandparent's Cottage is geared to income, whereas tenants of 

Granny Flats pay a fixed rate of approximately 20 percent of their 

old age pension. Rockville's implementation program also recommends 

that the neighbour's permission be sought prior to placing a unit. 

No such provision is included in the Granny Flat program. 

Although the proposal has received enthusiastic support, a pilot 

program has not yet been introduced due to funding problems and fears 

by council that such a program would pre-empt the private sector and 

create an undesirable precedent by permitting two dwelling units on 

one lot. 



Upper Share Aging, Inc. which is associated with the University 

of Maryland has developed a Granny Flat management plan and hopes to 

investigate the matter further this summer. 

The State of California has enacted a bill that identifies the 

Australian Granny Flat concept as an 'authorized prototype' for senior 

citizen housing. A company named Flair House in Santa Maria, 

California has'proposed the manufacturing of these relocatable units. 

Mr. Edward Guion, President of Coastal Colony Corporation, a 

builder of manufactured homes in Pennsylvania, is in the process of 

introducing a Granny Flat prototype called an Elder Cottage. It is 

Guion's intention to sell, rather than rent, these units to the public. 

The unit was designed in consultation with the Lancaster County, Pa., 

Area Agency on Aging. The public has expressed a keen interest in the 

project; however, project realization is being inhibited primarily by 

zoning ordinance restrictions. Some counties have only recently taken 

steps to make the necessary amendments to their zoning ordinances. 

Although details are sketchy, Seattle, Washington also appears 

to be encouraging a Granny Flat program. 

In conclusion, it is evident that many parts of the United States 

are actively examining Australia's Granny Flat program. Some 

municipalities have gone so far as to outline an implementation 

procedure, while others seem to be cautiously examining the feasibility 

of such a program. The United States' somewhat sudden interest in an 

alternative form of housing for the elderly is largely due to the same 

demographic, social and economic factors now facing Canada. Its 
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population is aging, health care costs are increasing and the social 

sciences are finding that the environment has a major effect on the 

health and happiness of the elderly. These similarities, and others 

in regard to climatic and cultural conditions, between Canada and the 

u.s. make any American study pertaining to Granny Flats of interest 

to those persons involved in implementing such a program in Canada. 

The following sections will describe the physical implementation of 

Granny Flats and Elder Cottages, and speculate how this may apply to 

Canada. 

(ii) Unit Design and Construction 

The Australian Granny Flat varies between 400 and 600 square feet 

in area (Appendix C) while the American Elder Cottage, as proposed by 

Coastal Colony Corporation, is slightly larger, varying between 508 

and 720 square feet (Appendix D). A Canadian designed unit would be 

of similar area. 

The Elder Cottage contains a living room, a bathroom, a utility 

nook, a galley kitchen and an optional bedroom wing. If space or 

economics dictates, this wing could serve as living/sleeping quarters 

using a sofa bed. A two bedroom unit is also available where economic~, 

space and preference permits. The Granny Flat includes a bedroom as 

a standard design feature. 

The optional bedroom wing may be a reasonable modification to the 

Granny Flat concept in some cases. It should, however, be remembered 

that as people grow older they become more susceptible to illness and 
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are bedridden more frequently than those who are young, As such, a 

decision to eliminate a separate bedroom from a possible Canadian 

design should not be made hastily. 

The Elder Cottage comes equipped with a one piece fiberglass 

tub/shower, toilet, vanity, medicine cabinet, refrigerator, stove, 

kitchen cabinets, sink, electric water heater, and baseboard electric 

heaters. There is a hook up for an optional stack washer/dryer. The 

Granny Flat comes similarly equipped, with the exception of the bath

tub and refrigerator. There are no laundry facilities as it is 

assumed that the elderly person is able to conveniently use the 

facilities in the main house. This would seem to be a reasonable 

assumption that would also pertain in the Canadian context. 

For the purpose of convenience and an integrated design, all 
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major appliances should be included as part of the unit. The preference 

for a combination bathtub/shower, rather than only a shower would 

probably vary from person to person. Canada Mortgage and Housing has, 

however, found that many elderly persons show a preference for a hand

held, flexible cable hose type shower. Further, showers and seats, 

instead of bathtubs have proven popular in past CMHC projects. 

From a review of the available literature it appears that the 

~ranny Flat does not come furnished, whereas the Elder Cottage is 

furnished as an option. Over the years most people collect items that 

become of sentimental value to them, whether it be their great grand

father's rolltop desk, or simply an old tea cup. Other more functional 

household furnishings are also generally collected throughout one's 



lifetime. Consequently it is likely that the perspective Granny Flat 

tenant would be able to furnish his or her unit with familiar items 

at little cost. However, so as not to preclude from occupancy those 

persons with few suitable furnishings and limited financial resources 

to purchase such, the factory furnished unit is an attractive option. 

Careful consideration of the interior and exterior design of 

the unit is essential to the success of a Granny Flat type of program. 

Although the majority of the elderly do not have serious phYsical 

difficulties, the pvocess of aging does eventually result in 

significant changes in the sensory, perceptual and motor abilities of 

the elderly. These changes may be compensated for by modifying, 

reducing and simplifying che living environment. 

Design features have been incorporated into the construction of 

both the Granny Flat and the Elder Cottage to make life easier for 

the elderly person, thereby maximizing the ability of that person to 

care for himself or herself and removing some of the burden for care 

from the family members. The compact design of the unit reduces the 

elderly person's work load in terms of maintenance. Light switches 

and electrical outlets are suitably placed to minimize bending and 

reaching. The door sizes and clearances also address the needs of 

the handicapped elderly allowing wheelchair access to the entire unit. 

An entrance ramp instead of stairs could be easily adapted at the site 

during installation or if need be at some later date. Handrailings 

and grab bars are also installed in strategic locations of the unit 

such as the bathroom to increase mobility and prevent falls. For 

added security an alarm bell is placed on the outside of the unit and 
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may be triggered by switches found in both the bedroom and the bathroom. 

An intercom system between the unit and the main house may also be 

instal1edfor the convenience and security of the elderly person. Smoke 

detectors should also be installed in all units. 

Housing the Elderly, a 1975 publication by Central Mortgage and 

Housing Corporation details many design features that should be 

incorporated into housing for the elderly. The points which are salient 

to Granny Flat design are found in Appendix E. 

Construction technique is another important factor in the eventual 

success or failure of a Granny Flat type program. Both the Granny 

Flat and the Elder Cottage are relocatable. This provision is essential 

for four reasons: 

1. It permits the unit to be leased from the implementing body, thus 

negating the need for the family or the elderly person to pay the 

cost of the unit. Instead the implementing body retains owner

ship and removes the unit when it is no longer required. 

2. The unit will not likely be needed in one location on a permanent 

basis. Assuming that the elderly person occupies the unit at age 

65, it is unlikely that the unit will be utilized for more than 

twenty years by that same person. In the event that the elderly 

person dies or finds that another form of housing is more suitable, 

the family will be able to dispose of a relocatable unit in a 

relatively simple manner. If the unit were permanent the family 

would be faced with the problem and cost of either letting the 

unit sit vacant, subleasing the unit to another eligible person, 
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or selling both the main house and the Granny Flat to a 

family who is better able to utilize the available space. 

The flexibility of a relocatable unit permits the Granny Flat 

to be fully utilized. As soon as it is no longer required by one 

party it is relocated for use by another party. There is no 

significant lag time during which the unit is not made use of. 

As was earlier discussed, the British Granny Annexe program which 

utilizes permanent units is plagued by this problem and this in 

turn inhibits the leasing of the units and the linked unit to 

related persons. 

3. A temporary unit is likely to be better received by adjoining 

property owners who are concerned with maintaining their privacy 

and property values. 

4. A temporary dwelling unit has a better chance of receiving an 

exemption from property tax assessment than does a permanent 

dwelling unit. 

To facilitate relocation, both the Granny Flat and the Elder 

Cottage are placed on temporary foundations; no cement is poured. 

Instead, the unit is bolted to pressure treated timber poles that are 

imbedded into the ground (Appendix F). No heavy equipment is used 

on the site as the poles may be installed with a hand-held auger. When 

the unit is no longer required it is unbolted and removed from the 

foundation. The poles may then be cut off at ground level and the lot 

returned to its original condition with a minimum of cost. 

The Granny Flat should be a detached unit. A unit attached to 

the main house would afford both the elderly and their family less 
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privacy. Further, an attached unit would result in a greater cost 

to install the unit and to return the property to its original state 

when the unit is no longer required. An attached unit may also be 

aesthetically unpleasing since it may make contrasts in the design 

of the unit and the main house very evident. 
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The Granny Flat is preconstructed in the factory and is delivered 

to the site as· pre-cut panels. The panels are small enough to be 

carried through relatively narrow access points by one or two men. 

Further, the components are designed for easy construction in the 

factory, easy erection on the site and ease of demounting for relocation 

with maximum re-use of components and materials. This form of 

construction therefore realizes cost savings in terms of labour and 

materials. The unit is erected, including floor coverings, interior 

decoration, plumbing and wiring, in about one week. 

The American Elder Cottage is designed to be shipped to the site 

in one piece on a flat bed trailer. As such it has a set-up time of 

only one day. The Australians considered this method of construction, 

but discarded the idea due to transportation problems and difficulties 

associated with the need for a crane to place the unit on its site. 

The use of heavy equipment increases the potential for damage to 

buildings and landscaping. 

Although shipment of the unit in one piece reduces set up and 

removal time, it may also be more expensive and it reduces the number 

of sites eligible for unit placement since some sites have restricted 

access points. It is therefore recommended that initially any 

implementation body utilize the pre-cut panel method of construction. 



In future when the number of units capable of being located on hard to 

reach sites is sufficient to meet the immediate demand for these 

units, the implementing body may decide to construct a limited number 

of one piece units to meet requests where immediate occupancy is an 

important factor. That is, ideally, the method of construction could 

be matched to the site conditions and the urgency of the need. 

Both the Granny Flat and the Elder Cottage are fully insulated 

and weather-stripped, and this in conjunction with the units' compact 

nature makes them very energy efficient and economical to heat or to 

cool. Based on mid-19Bl energy costs in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania 

the cost of electricity to heat an Elder Cottage was US$lB5. Due to 

Canada's more severe winters the cost of heating may be much higher. 

HoweVer, increased insulation and double glazed windows may somewhat 

offset this cost. 

The design of the Granny Flat is regulated by the Victoria Housing 

Commission. The Commission sets performance criteria, rather than 

specific material or construction methods. Although a number of 

approved manufacturers build the units it is difficult to ascertain 

whether or not there is any major variation in external design. The 

units illustrated in Appendix C are clad with asbestos cement and 

are the two most popular~ if not the only two, designs available to 

the public. On the other hand the Elder Cottage offers a variety of 

siding and roofing materials that allow the appearance of each unit 
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to be varied to reduce the monotony and to blend the unit to the main 

house (Appendix G). Adjacent home owners would probably accept such a 

unit more readily if it was to complement the character of the neighbour-



hood. 

Neighbourhood acceptance is a desirable goal; however, designing 

a unit to blend with a specific home is only possible when that unit 

is to remain on the same site for a number of years. When the unit 

is intended to be rented to a number of different persons over its 

25-50 lifetime its exterior design should be as neutral as possible so 

as to conform with the varying neighbourhoods. A Granny Flat with 

a steep sloped roof and bright yellow siding may fit ideally into one 

neighbourhood, but may clash violently with the character of the next 

neighbourhood to which it is moved. It is therefore recommended that 

any Granny Flat implementation program, based on a rental system, 

initially construct units with a neutral exterior design. It is only 

once the program has expanded to include a number of units in its stock 

that the implementation body should introduce units with a variety of 

exterior designs. An effort should also then be made to match the 

unit to the scale of the existing dwelling. The greater the number of 

units available, the more likely it is that the implementing body will 

have a unit available to satisfy a request for a specific design. 

Until that point is reached it is wise to only market a very versatile 

design. 

In summary it is recommended that any Granny Flat prototype to 

be designed and constructed in Canada incorporate the following points: 

--that the unit be between 500 and 700 square feet in area 

--that the unit contain a separate bedroom 

--that there be no laundry facilities 

--that all major appliances be included as part of the unit 
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--that a combination bathtub/shower or shower/seat be installed 

--that the units be furnished as an option 

--that the units .be developed with the physical limitations of the 

elderly in mind 

--that an alarm and intercom system be installed 

--that a smoke detector be installed 

--that the units be relocatable and are constructed as pre-cut panels 

--that the units be suitably insulated 

--that the unit be designed to blend with a number of different 

styled homes. 

(iii) Location 

There are two aspects of location that must be considered when 

placing a Granny Flat. One must be concerned not only with the unit's 

location on the lot, but also with the location of the unit within the 

community. 

The location of the Uilit on a lot is primarily dictated by lot 

size. It has been the Australian's experience that a lot with a 

minimum area of 6,000 square feet (approximately 557 square metres) 

is required to accommodate a unit which is usually 6 m. by 6 m. or 8 m. 

by 5 m. in dimension. This minimum area is established primarily to 

allow reasonable access to the site for the Granny Flat, the tenant, 

the owner and fire fighting equipment. Under some conditions the area 

of the lot could conceivably be less than 6,000 square feet. However, 

the unit must also be 3 m. from any structure and 1.5 m. from a boundary. 
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The unit must not be located over an easement. These provisions should 

be strictly enforced so a~ to minimize the intrusion of the unit on 

nearby houses and thereby maintain the neighbours' privacy and vistas. 

It is impossible to establish a general rule that could determine 

the effect of a Granny Flat upon the value of adjacent properties since 

each lot and each neighbourhood will have different characteristics. 

However, the visual impact of the Granny Flat should be no greater than 

that of a garage or storage building, both of which are usually 

permitted under zoning by-laws. 

The Granny Flat is usually delegated to a backyard location for 

political rather than physical reasons. Servicing would be much 

easier and less expensive if the unit were in the front yard since 

the water, sewage and electrical services usually enter the lot from 

the street. However, neither the regulating authorities, nor the 

neighbours would allow a unit in such a location for aesthetic reasons. 

The locating of the unit behind the house and out of sight is one of 

the costs of having the Granny Flat accepted by the neighbourhood. 

Unfortunately, in addition to increasing service costs, such a 

placement may also conflict with the desire of the elderly person 

to view street activities from his or her own windows. Landscaping 
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and astute placement of the unit may be able to optimize the views of 

the tenant while minimizing the visibility of the unit to its neighbours. 

The unit must also be placed on the lot so as not to adversely 

affect surface water runoff or create drainage problems on the subject 

property or on adjacent properties. If possible, the unit should not 

be located in a low lying area since this would require the installation 



of a sewage pump. 

The proper location of the Granny Flat within the context of the 

whole community is essential to the success of the program. The elderly 

exhibit a number of characteristics that must be considered when 

placing a unit. 

Research conducted by gerontologists suggests that the elderly 

often feel a strong emotional attachment to their neighbourhoods, and 

that unfamiliar areas can lead to withdrawal, loneliness and perhaps 

3 even to an early death. While many elderly persons would probably have 

to move from their horne neighbourhoods if they wished to live in a 

Granny Flat on their children's property, it is expected that the close 

proximity tb their family would minimize many of the negative reactions 

of moving to a new neighbourhood. 

In comparison to the rest of the population the elderly are 

relatively immobile. The proportion of the elderly with driver's 

licences and those who own automobiles is considerably lower than any 

other age group, due in part to financial constraints and health 

4 
problems. In some areas, volunteer car pool services are available 

but these tend to be ineffective and used mainly for attending church 

services. 5 It is speculated that the elderly do not like to accept 

rides from others because it makes them feel indebted to the drivers 

and represents a loss of their autonomy and self-sufficiency.6 Such 

feelings are probably less likely to exist if the person from who 

the ride is obtained is a family member. Even so, to reduce tensions 

that may arise between family members due to a constant demand by the 

elderly for transportation, it is wise to minimize the elderly person's 
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need for private vehicular transportation. The provision of public 

transportation mayor may not be a $olution. The Granny Flat by its 

physical nature demands that it be located in low density areas 

characterized by large lots which are usually far from downtown. This 

type of neighbourhood, often with cul-de-sacs, were designed with the 

private automobile in mind; it was not designed for the frequent and 

efficien~ operation of a bus route. As such it may be financially 

unfeasible to provide the extent of service to the neighbourhood 

desired by the elderly. Long waits at bus stops in inclement weather 

make public transit very unattractive, especially to the elderly who 

are more susceptible to the cold than other age groups. 

Even where public transit is reasonably frequent, its cost may 

prohibit its use by the elderly. Although the elderly are usually 

eligible for reduced fares, these reductions may be more than offset 

by increases in the frequency of short distance travel. Depending on 

the cost of a monthly transit pass for unlimited travel, this may be 

a serious restriction to the mobility of the elderly. 

As has been discussed, both public and private forms of vehicular 

transportation may be unsuitable or unavailable to the elderly. The 

elderly therefore may have to walk to many of the Fervices and 

facilities that they use frequently. However, the decline in the 

elderly's ability to walk long distances demands that distances between 

their residences and necessary destinations should be minimized. Table 

6 lists the critical distance between the residence and related 

facilities. The distance is assumed to be over level ground with no 
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Table 6: Critical Distance Measures to Selected Facilities 

Facility 

Grocery store 
Bus stop 
House of worship 
Drug store 
Clinic or hospital 
Bank 
Social centre 
Library 
News - cigar - store 
Restaurant 
Movie house 
Bar 

Rank of 
Importance 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

1 Critica12 
Distance 

2-3 blocks 
1-2 blocks 
1/4 - 1/2 mile 
3 blocks 
1/4 - 1/2 mile 
1/4 mile 
indeterminate 
1 mile 
1/4 mile 
1/4 - 1/2 mile 
1 mile 
indeterminat.e 

Recommended 
Distance3 

1 block 
adjacent to site 
1/2 mile 
1 block 
1 mile 
1/4 mile 
on site if feasible 
1/2 mile 
1/2 mile 
no consensus 
1 mile 
no importance 

lBased on the number of time facility mentioned as "important" in the location of a housing 
development for the elderly. 

2Based on the actual distance from a given facility in cases where dissatisfaction had been expressed 
by the residents. 

3Based on the apparent consensus of the respondents as to the proper distance to each facility. 

Source: Paul Neibanck and John B. Pope, The Elderly in Older Urban Areas (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, Institute for Environmental Studies, 1965), p. 64. 

0'1 
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obstacles. It is only after these minimum distances become beyond the 

physical capability of the elderly person that the family should be 

heavily relied upon to provide frequent transportation. 

Ideally, the Granny Flat should be located in a neighbourhood 

where a variety of commercial, service, and recreational facilities 

are within the walking distances listed in Table 6. Nearby facilities 

permit the elderly person to participate in normal daily activities 

and to lead independent lives. Activities such as shopping often 

result in social interaction. Enclosed shopping malls provide a 

sheltered location for the elderly to watch the activity and meet 

friends. According to Neibanck and Pope the mere fact that certain 

services and facilities are available, even if not frequently used, can 

act as a psychological boost to the elderly.7 

It must be emphasized that the preceding discussion does not 

imply that all Granny Flat units should be located within walking 

distance of a city's downtown. In fact, the growth trends in many 

cities have been characterized by high density living in the downtowns. 

Few single family dwellings exist and small lots limit the applicability 

of the Granny Flat in many downtown cores. Instead, subarea service 

centres, surrounded by low density residential housing, are capable 

of providing the necessary services and facilities in terms of 

churches, clinics, retail stores and recreation centres. These areas 

should be identified and a radius based on Neibanck and Pope's study 

be drawn to identify areas with the highest potential for Granny Flat 

placement in terms of lot sizes and proximity to services and facilities. 
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(iv) Services 

Water and sewer lines are generally extended from the main house 

to the Granny Flat. It is unlikely that existing municipal water and 

sewage services would be strained by the introduction of a Granny Flat 

program. Many water and sewer mains were installed when ~he average 

number of persons occupying a dwelling unit was much higher than what 

it is today. Smaller families and a greater number of single person 

households have resulted in many neighbourhoods having water and 

sewage facilities far in ~xcess of actual need. Further, these 

facilities are generally designed with some excess capacity as a 

safety feature. It is also unlikely that a large number of Granny 

Flats would be located in anyone neighbourhood. Consequently, the 

Granny Flat would not necessitate any costly upgrading of municipal 

services. 

If the site is serviced by a septic system and/or well, then these 

systems must be capable o~ handling the increased flow to and from 

the Granny Flat. If the present septic system is inadequate, the 

applicant would be responsible for the installation of another septic 

system for the Granny Flat or for the improvement of the existing 

system to the extent that it could carry the waste from both dwelling 

units. 

The cost of servicing is difficult to estimate as it is 

dependent upon the characteristics of the site, the cost of labour, 

the type of l'ine required by the building code, and the length of the 

lines to be laid. Most services enter the lot through the front yard. 
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The extension of services to the rear yard may be expensive if it were 

to involve the excavation 'of basement walls "and floors. 

Since the servicing costs are borne by the home owner it is 

desirable that the main house have the capacity to make easy connection 

to the Granny Flat's water and sewer lines. If it can be shown that 

Granny Flats can be successfully marketed" it may be possible in the 

future to encourage new home builders to install the inground services 

for a Granny Flat at the same time that the services to the main house 

are being laid. The Granny Flat services would be capped until they 

are required. Although there is some risk that these services may 

never be used, cost savings in terms of labour, machinery, and material 

may make this risk worth taking. The builder could also advertise 

these services as a selling feature of the development. 

The connection of an electrical service to the Granny Flat 

poses little or no problem, since the lot would already be serviced 

by electricity. Once again the service would only have to be extended 

to the Granny Flat. The installation of a separate electrical meter 

would enable tenants to account for their power usage independently. 

When the unit is relocated, the water and sewer lines would be 

capped and abandoned. The electrical services would be removed. 

(iv) Parking 

It is difficult to make general parking regulations pertaining to 

lots where Granny Flats would be in use. Since personal circumstances 

and site conditions vary, each application must be evaluated separately 
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in regard to parking requirements. In those cases where adjacent 

off-street parking is inadequate, the tenant of the Granny Flat would 

be limited to one vehicle. However, as was noted in the 'Location' 

section of this paper many elderly persons do not own automobiles so 

parking provisions may be of little or no concern. 

C. Financial Aspects of Implementation 

(i) Cost 

The financial aspects of the Australian Granny Flat differ quite 

significantly from those of similar housing projects proposed in the 

United States. The Granny Flat is rented by a government housing 

authority to the elderly tenant(s) at a cost of A$21.40 for a couple 

8 per week. These rents are approximately equal to 20 percent of the 

Australian government's old age pension. As such, these rents are well 

below the market rate. Consequently, the state government must 

subsidize the program. 

The low rents have made the Granny Flat a very attractive form 

of housing and have resulted in up to an eighteen month waiting list 

for rental units. To reduce the waiting time, the government has 

recently permitted individuals with adequate finances to privately fund 

the cost of their own units. This scheme has reduced the waiting time 

for a unit to three or four months. 

The applicant arranges the financing, but the unit is built by 

an approved builder to the specifications of the housing authority. 
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The tenant must still meet the eligibility requirements common to the 

rental program. The ownership of the privately financed Granny Flat 

is transferred to the housing authority before it is erected on the 

site. The hirer of the unit then pays a nominal rent of A$l per year 

until the unit is no longer required. At that time the unit is valued 

by an independent appraiser and the housing authority pays to the 

hirer the appraised value or the original cost of the unit, whichever 

is less. 

As of 1981, the cost of a Granny Flat, including installation 

was A$12,COO. The cost of dismantling and re-erecting the unit on 

another site was A$S,OOO. 

Programs similar to the Granny Flat in the United States, when 

implemented, are designed to be more self-sufficient in terms of 

government subsidies than their Australian counterpart. 

The Elder Cottage proposed by Coastal Colony Corporation involves 

no government financing. The units are to be designed, constructed and 

marketed by the private sector. A one bedroom Elder Cottage is 

currently being offered for sale at a price of approximately US$16,000 

(Appendix H). Installation would be an additonal charge. 

The Granny Flat management plan proposed by Upper Shore Aging, 

Inc. in 1979 envisaged a program that would have been self-sustaining 

in as much as all operating costs and depreciation costs for all equip

ment of the ·program would be included within the rental structure. 

There would be no government funding beyond the initial construction 

costs of the units. As a result, it was estimated that a rent of US$88 

a month would have to be charged to cover expenses. If a grant CQuld 
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not be obtained through a private foundation or through the government 

to cover construction costs a conventional loan would have had to be 

acquired. The interest charges on the loan would have increased the 

monthly rental cost of the units to an estimated US$2lS a month, 

making the units unaffordable to a large number of the elderly 

population. The dramatic rise in interest rates within the last 

three years would make the monthly rents even higher today if capital 

costs had to be covered by a conventional loan. 

From the preceding discussion th~re would appear to be four 

unique costing schemes which could be applied to Granny Flats and 

similar programs. They are: 

1. Private Funding/No Rent Subsidy 
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This scheme is exemplified by Coastal Colony Corporation's 

Elder Cottage. The units are built by the private sector and 

sold to the public with no financial involvement by the government. 

It may be argued that US$16,OOO is a small price for the elderly 

to pay for housing. Since the unit is placed on their children's 

property there is also no need for the elderly to purchase land. 

It is often said that the elderly are asset rich, but cash poor. 

Ideally, an elderly person would be able to sell his or her 

traditional single-family dwelling and use the funds from that 

sale to finance the purchase of a Granny Flat and still have money 

left over with which to enjoy his or her retirement. 

Unfortunately, it is unrealistic to assume that all elderly 

persons could afford this form of housing if they so desired. 

Research carried out by Stone and MacLean shows that more than 



one-fifth of older persons and families in Canada are probably 

living close to the edge of financial disaster. 9 It would seem 

'that a program based solely on the market system is inappropriate 

for it would restrict eligibility to only a portion of the 

elderly population. Those elderly persons who because of poverty 

stand to benefit the most from Granny Flat housing would be 

excluded from the program due to the provision that they must 

purchase the units. 

2. Public Funding/No Rent Subsidy 

This scheme is evident in the program proposed by Upper Shore 

Aging, Inc. The capital costs of the program would be paid for by 

a grant from the government or a charitable organization. 

Operating costs would be covered by the rents received for the 

units. No direct rent subsidy from the government would be 

necessary. Since profit maximization is not a goal of the 

implementing body, rents could be kept low relative to rents based 

on market conditions. This scheme would make the program open 

to a large number of elderly persons, irrespective of income. 

In a sense subsidization of the program occurs in the form of 

written off interest. The rents do not cover the interest that 

could have been received on the sum used to fund the capital costs 

of the program. 

3. Public Funding/Rent Subsidy 

This scheme is exemplified by Australia's initial Granny Flat 

rental program. The construction of the units was funded in whole 

by the government and the units were rented to eligible persons 
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at a rate equal to approximately 20 percent of their old age 

pensions. That is, both the capital and operational costs were 

subsidized by the government. Such a scheme put the Granny Flat 

within the financial reach of all elderly persons. Consequently 

the demand for these units out matched the supply, thus creating 

long waiting lists. Even the elderly who ·were well off financially 

had to wait until a rental unit became available. 

4. Combination Public-Private Funding/With or Without Rent Subsidy 

This costing scheme is evident in the current rental/purchase 

program the Australi~ns have in use. The rental portion of the 

scheme functions as was described in the previous section. 

However, to reduce the waiting time for a unit the government has 

permitted individuals to privately fund the units. Ownership is 

turned over to the housing commission and the individual lives in 

the unit for as long as required for essentially no direct form 

of rent. When the unit is no longer required the commission makes 

a payment to the indlvidual for an amount equal to or less than the 

original construction cost. Essentially the individual has lived 

in the unit for a cost equivalent to the interest he or she 

would have received en the funds required to construct the unit. 

This sum is probably neither significantly more nor less than 

the amount paid by those persons who rent their units. 

This scheme treats all elderly persons equally in terms of the 

cost to live in a Granny Flat and yet realistically minimizes the 

waiting time for those persons who can afford to finance their 

own units. In the long run private financing benefits all the 



elderly by increasing the number of units in the program and 

thereby reducing the waiting time. This scheme also reduces the 

demand for public funds. 

In terms of equality and administration ease, Canada would be 

wise to follow a similar costing scheme if it were to implement 

a Granny Flat program. 

(ii) Funding 

All of the costing schemes mentioned in the previous section, with 

the exception of the Elder Cottage, are dependent upon some form of 

government or charitable funding. Even the purchase option of 

Australia's Granny Flat program requires government funding to cover 

operating and administrative expenses. 
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In Canada funding for a non-profit Granny Flat program would 

probably have to be obtained from the private sector with federal govern

ment assistance. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), the 

federal body which administers the National Housing Act, helps non

profit organizations and municipalities to build housing for low income 

groups such as the elderly. 

At one time it was the practice of CMHC to directly fund public 

housing projects from its own resources. However, as the demand for 

affordable housing increased the Corporation began to encourage private 

sector funding through loan guarantees. It is probable that if a Granny 

Flat program is to receive funding it would have to negotiate a 

conventional loan from the private sector with CMHC backing rather 



than to depend on receiving government funding to cover capital and 

operating costs. 

Depending on the type of implementing organization, the organiz

ation may apply to CMHC for funding through the Private Non-Profit 

Housing Program. This program supports the efforts of community 

sponsored groups such as churches and service clubs, whose members 

take responsibility for planning and operating modest housing projects 

on their own behalf or for other families and individuals of low and 

moderate incomes. The projects are operated by these non-government 

groups on a non-profit basis and the residents benefit from on-going 

financial assistance from CMHC. A tenant with a low income may pay a 

rent which is geared to that income, while a tenant with a higher 

income may pay a rent which corresponds to the lower end of the range 

of rents for comparable housing in the private market. 

CMHC provides the assistance to eligible non-profit housing 

sponsors which includes the following: lO 

1. Financial assistance to develop the housing proposal to the point 

where a loan application can be made; 

2. Loan insurance for up to 100 percent of the agreed-to cost of the 

project when mortgag~ financing is obtained from lenders approved 

by CMHC; and 

3. Financial assistance to subsidize mortgage payments from the going 

market·interest rate to as low as 2 percent. This has the effect 

of reducing rents, especially for low income tenants. 

Another facet of the Priv~te Non-Profit Housing Program assis.ts 

municipalities who, in conjunction with the province, wish to provide 
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non-profit housing. The financing of such a housing project is 

similar to the funding system avail~le to non-government groups, with 

the excEption that municipal-provincial projects are globally funded 

and that it is the province, rather than CMBC, who takes the lead 

11 role. 

Just as the private non-profit organization would be expected 

to administer its own housing program, similarly the municipality must 

set up a municipal housing corporation to run its own housing project. 

In either facet of the program, the maximum on-going financial 

assistance from CMBC for which the project is eligible is the 

difference between the mortgage payments required to payoff a 

mortgage at current market interest rates and the payments which would 

be made if the interest rate was 2 percent. If the project caters 

predominantly to low income tenants paying rents geared-to-income then 

other sources of operating or tenant subsidies would have to be sought. 

Ideally, a Granny Flat program would attract persons with a wide range 

of incomes so as not to label the program as either low or high income 

housing. 

Sources of funding, in addition to CMHC, would probably differ 

from province to province, but could include the provi~ce, the 

municipality and/or the private sector. 

In Ontario, subsection 2(1) of The Housing Development Act (R.S.O. 

1980) provides that the Lieutenant Governor in Council (Cabinet) may: 

1. guarantee loans to persons to be used in the 
construction of housing accommodation; 

2. advance money or guarantee loans to any corporation 
authorized and approved by Cabinet to provide 
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housing accommodation. A corporation may be an 
authority established by a municipality to provide 
housing accommodation; 

3. make grants or loans in aid of the capital, 
maintenance, operating and other costs of a 
building development for the provision of 
housing accommodation. 

Section 6 of the Act provides that a municipal.ity, with the 

approval of Cabinet, may advance money or guarantee loans to a 
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corporation which is constructing housing accommodation. This financing 

may involve the issue of debentures. Under subsection 7(5) of the 

Act a municipality that enters into.a joint housing agreement with 

either the Province of Ontario, or the Province of Ontario and Canada 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, may contribute money to the joint 

housing project and raise this money through the issue of debentures 

without the assent of the electorate and without reference to the 

Ontario Municipal Board. 

Further, subsection 18(1) (a) permits the municipality, with the 

approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, to enter 

into an agreement with any person or government authority for sharing 

or contributing to the capital cost or the maintenance cost of a 

housing project, or for providing financial assistance to any occupant 

in the form of rent, mortgage payments or ~ther charges relating to 

the occupancy of such accommodation. 

In summary, in Ontario the potential legally exists for the 

federal, provincial and municipal governments to fund the const~uction 

and subsidize the operation of housing for low and moderate income 

households. Although the Granny Flat should not necessarily be labelled 

as a form of low income housing, these sources may be used to provide 

program funding. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE LAW AS IT MAY APPLY TO GRANNY FLATS 

A. Introduction 

To develop an implementation program that details the construction, 

leasing and maintenance of Granny Flats and which is applicable on a 

nation wide scale requires an indepth understanding of the legisla

tion, regulations and case law of each province. Due to financial and 

time restrictions, this report does not purport to be a definitive 

legal guide for the implementation of Granny Flats in all provinces. 

Rather, this report will attempt to show what general legal restrictions 

may have to be overcome so as to introduce the Granny Flat. The law 

as it exists in Ontario will be used as an example of what opportunities 

and problems may arise. 

There are both similarities and differences between the provinces 

in terms of legislative, social, cultural, economic and physical aspects. 

However, of paramount importance to the legal implementation of a 

Granny Flat program is section 92(13) of the British North America Act 

which gives each province of Canada the right to make its own laws in 

relation to property and civil rights. 

In regards to this section, F. Scott and W. Lederman in their 

book entitled, A Memorandum Concerning Housing, Urban Development and 
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the Constitution of Canad~, state that: 

This is a body of law. that establishes and defines 
the legal rights, privileges and powers of owners of 
land and buildings, and also the rights, privileges 
and powers of tenants who contract with owners for 
the possession of a house, apartment or building for 
a definite period. If new forms of ownership or 
tenancy are needed to help ensure that 'Every 
Canadian should be entitled to clean, warm shelter 
as a matter of basic human right', such law reform 
must come in the Provincial Legislatures. l 

Further, section 92(16) of the B.N.A. Act gives each province the 

power to make laws pertaining to matters of a purely local nature. 

Together, these sections undeniably give the provinces the right to 

make laws in regards to housing. 

The provinces, without exception, have delegated, through 

legislation, varying amounts of power to municipalities which are 
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created under s. 92(9) of the B.N.A. Act. Traditionally, municipalities 

have been given the authority to control the use of land within their 

boundaries. In Canada, two forms of land use control are prevalent. 

They are traditional land use zoning by-laws and development controls. 

Zoning by-laws are the most common form of land use control in 

Canada. They divide a municipality into separate districts with 

uniform regulations applying to the use of land and buildings within 

each. The municipality is typically divided into residential, 

commercial and industrial categories which are then generally further 

divided. For example, single-family and multi-family dwelling zones 

are usually specified. In regards to Granny Flat construction, it is 

the single-family residential zone (Rl) with which we are concerned. 

For ease of administration, zones are illustrated by one or more 



maps which are part of the by-law. The text of the by-law states the 

regulations governing such things as the use of buildings or land, 

the height and bulk of structures, the lot dimensions, open space 

requirements, lot coverage, set backs, and parking provisions for 

property within a specific zone. As long as these requirements are met, 

a developer usually needs only to obtain a building permit to start 

construction. If the proposed development does not conform to the 

general intent of the zoning by-law, an amendment to the by-law would 

have to be made before construction could proceed. Changes in zoning 

may be made by the council of the municipality subject to pub~ic 

comment. In Ontario, the amending by-law automatically becomes law, 

in a municipality with an approved official plan, unless there is a 

public objection, in which case a hearing is required before the 

Ontario Municipal Board, an autonomous, quasi-judicial body. After 

hearing the arguments of both the objector and the municipality, the 

Board decides to approve or reject the by-law. 

Development control legislation, the other form of land use 

control practiced in Canada, originated in England around the turn of 

the century. It essentially requires that all changes in the use of 

land or buildings and the development of land proceed only by way of 

permission from local government sources. Each development proposal 

is examined on its own merit. This differs from zoning where a 

development proposal does not require approval as long as it conforms 

to the zoning by-law.requirements~ zoning gives pre announced blanket 

approval. 
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Wh~ther the municipality regulates the use of land through zoning 

by-laws or development controls is not the critical issue. The critical 

issue is the degree to which the provinces permit the municipalities, 

through these devices, to control such things as: 

1- minimum lot area 
2. minimum frontage 
3. ::ninimum front, side and rear yards 
4. reaximum lot coverage 
5. number of dwelling units per lot (density) 
6. the use of land 
7. the users of land 

Obviously, in attempting to place an additional dwelling unit on 

a lot for the purpose of senior citizen housing, these factors are 

of great ireportance. 

Once again, it cannot be over emphasized that any attempt to 

implement a Granny Flat program should be done in close consultation 

with persons who are well versed in planning law for that particular 

province. In this respect it would be wise to contact the ministry 

responsible for housing. These ministries have planners and lawyers 

on staff who may advise on such specific legal matters. 

There are, however, a number of general legal aspects of which 

any interested group or individual should be aware. These concerns 

are discussed as 'follows in regard to the Australian experience and 

with speculation as to how a province, such as Ontario, may satisfy 

these concerns. 

It should be noted that an indepth study of Australia's legal 

implementation procedure is a valid exercise because of the close 

similarities between the Canadian and Australian political systems; 



their federal-state system is similar to our federal-provincial system, 

both having originated from the British system. 2 Like the provinces, 

the states are authorized under a constitution to make laws in regard 

to housing. 

B. Land Use Restrictions 

(i) Australia 

Australia employs a system of land use controls similar to 

Canada's system of zoning. The major obstacle to Granny Flat 

implementation in Australia was the provision of most zoning by-laws 

that only one dwelling unit be permitted on a single-family dwelling 

lot. To overcome this problem Granny Flats are defined as 'temporary 

hired buildings' and as such are exempt from most zoning by-laws. 
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There is no formal opportunity for neighbours to object to the placement 

of a unit. Any problems of dealing with neighbourhood objections are 

handled by the families themselves. 

(ii) Canada 

There are generally provisions in most Canadian zoning by-laws 

which exempt temporary structures from the requirements of the by-law. 

However, these provisions are usually meant to be applied to buildings 

used for seasonal or construction purposes and it is questionable 

whether they could be used, as in Australia, to exempt a land use such 



as a Granny Flat which is to be used for a relatively long term. 

Further, given the character of the Canadian political system, it is 

highly desirable that neighbours be given a formal opportunity to be 

heard in regards to unit placement. In this sense Granny Flats should 

not be .exempt from zoning by-laws and rezoning should be necessary 
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to ensure that a proper appeal mechanism exists. In Ontario, zoning 

by-law amendments are made by the municipal council and may be appealed 

to the Ontario Municipal Board, which holds a public hearing and decides 

on the issue. 

If this method of solving land use restrictions should prove to 

be too time consuming, another approach may be to seek a minor variance 

to the zoning by-law. In Ontario, local Committees of Adjustment have 

the power under section 49 of The Planning Act (R.S.O. 1980) to grant 

'minor variances' from the provisions of zoning by-laws. The Committee 

gives notification of the proposed variance to land owners within 

200 feet of the subject property, hears objections, and decides whether 

or not to grant the variance. The decision of the Committee may be 

appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board. This process can generally 

be carried out much more quickly than a zoning by-law amendment. 

However, it may be suggested that the Courts would not consider the 

elimination of a 'one dwelling per single-family dwelling lot' 

provision a 'minor variance'. The 1977 decision of the Ontario 

Divisional Court in the case of McNamara Corporation Ltd. et al. v. 

Colekin Investment Ltd. would tend to suggest that the Committee of 

Adjustment does have the authority to grant such a minor variance to 

the zoning by-law. This case involved a request by the owner of a 



book store for an exemption from a provision of a zoning by-law which 

required that a loading dock exist for all stores over 6000 square feet 

in area. The owner wished to expand his store to over 6000 square 

feet but there was noe sufficient space to install a loading dock. 

As a result, the owner applied to the Committee of Adjustment for a 

minor variance to the zoning by-law that would exempt his property from 

this provision. The Committee of Adjustment refused his request on 

the grounds that it was not a minor variance. The Ontario Municipal 

Board upheld the decision of the Committee of Adjustment. The decision 

was appealed to the Ontario Divisional Court who found that the term 

'minor variance' is a relative one and should be flexibly applied. 

That is, the Court stated that both the Committee of Adjustment and 

the Ontario Municipal Board have the authority to grant a variance that 

amounts to a complete elimination of a requirement pf the zoning by

law. Similarly, it is likely that the Committee of Adjustment and 

the Ontario Municipal Board would have the authority to exempt a 

property from the zoning ~y-Iaw provision that only one dwelling unit 

be permitted per single-f~nily dwelling lot. 

In any event, an opportunity for formal public comment in regards 

to Granny Flat placement should be provided through either the zoning 

by-law amendment or the minor variance process. 

C. Restrictions on Who May Use a Granny Flat 

So as not to adulterate the purpose and the benefits of the Granny 

Flat, regulations must be made to restrict occupancy of the unit. The 
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absence of such controls could permit abuse of this form of housing. 

Socio-economic and age gro~ps such as students and young married 

couples could be attracted to this inexpensive form of housing. While 

this study does not suggest that these groups do not deserve comfortable 

and affordable housing, it must be reiterated that Granny Flats are 

not designed for such a use. To have a healthy, able-bodied person 

occupy a unit equipped with such features as wheelchair ramps, grab 

bars and low cupboards would result in the non-optimization of use 

for these expensive design features. 

Further, the greater activity of young able-bodied persons and 

the greater demand for parking and active recreational facilities, by 

the young as opposed to the elderly, may increase tension and compound 

servicing problems in the neighbourhood. In short, while a person 

might be quite open to the idea of seeing his neighbour's elderly 

parents live in that neighbour's backyard, he may not be so willing to 

see a person or a group of persons live adjacent to his backyard who 

have the potential to limit the enjoyment and privacy of his own 

property. 

(i) Australia's Approach 

Australia's approach to this potential problem of occupancy has 

been to restrict use of the Granny Flat through legislation. Section 

54B, subsection lea) (ii) of the Victoria Housing Act, as amended, 

states that the local housing commission has the authority to enter 

into a hiring agreement with a person, either owner or tenant, who 
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requires accommodation on the land he resides for a person who is 

a pensioner and who is that resident's father, mother, 
father-in-law, mother-in-law, or any other person who, 
because of special circumstances is approved by the 
Minister • • • for the letting out on hire to the 
person in question of a moveable unit. 3 

Section 54A of the Act defines a pensioner as a person who is 

entitled to the Australian old age pension or a Repatriation Services 

Pension. Recent changes to the Act also make those persons on invalid's 

or widow's pensions eligible for the program. Further, section 54B, 

subsection (3) (b) of the Act permits the housing commission to enter 

into a contract with the hirer of the Granny Flat that ensures that 

"no person other than an eligible person is accommodated in the urdt. ,,4 

In summary, the state government of Victoria authorizes, through 

legislation, the state housing authority to regulate the use of Granny 

Flats through contracts made between the authority and the hirers 

of the units. 

(ii) possible Approaches for Ontario 

It is questionable as to whether or not any creation of the 
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provincial government, be it a municipality or a local housing authority, 

has the authority to implement a Granny Flat program, let alone 

regulate the unit's occupancy. A report for the Royal Commission on 

Metropolitan Toronto states that: 

the municipality in Ontario is wholly a creature of 
the legislature, it has no abstract rights--it 
derives all powers from statute 5 



The report further states that: 

municipalities have very little authority from 
a legal point of view to initiate policies or to act 
independently of the provincial government. Specific 
authority must be found in enabling legislation before 
any action can be taken. 
• • . The Courts treat municipalities • • • like 
administrative agencies. • • • This means that in terms 
of policy initiative a municipality cannot act without 
provincial sanction. 6 

In the past the province has had to pass legislation to permit 

Metropolitan Toronto to purchase and manage the O'Keefe Centre and to 

provide bus lines on Metropolitan roads. Such provincial control 

would tend to suggest that specific legislation would be necessary 

to permit a provincial creation such as a municipality or a local 

housing authority to implement a Granny Flat program. 

It will be necessary to see if acts such as the Housing 

Development Act may be interpreted broadly enough to confer such an 

implementation power on the municipality or the local housing 

authority. If such a power cannot be interpreted, it will be necessary 

for legislation to be passed which specifically bestows this power. 

The Australian legislation, found in Appendix I, is an example of 

such enabling legislation. You will note that it is an amendment to 

the state Housing Act. 

An examination of Ontario's Housing Development Act shows that 

subsection 13(1) of the Act provides that a municipality, either 

solely or together with one or more other persons, may form a non-

profit housing corporation for the purpose of providing and operating 

housing accommodation primarily for persons of low or modest income 

at rentals below the current rental market in the area in which the 
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accommodation is located. 

Assuming that this legislation can be broadly interpreted to permit 

Granny Flat implementation by a provincial creation such as a 

municipality or housing authority, then it would seem possible that 

occupancy of these units may be restricted. Occupancy may be 

restricted through zoning by-laws and/or contracts (leases). 

a. Zoning By-Laws 

In Ontario, section 39(1) of The Planning Act (R.S.O. 1980, 

Chapter 379) gives the councils of municipalities the power to make 

by-laws in regard to such things as land use, the use of buildings, 

the erection of buildings, and the cost or type of construction, and 

the height, bulk, location, size, floor area, spacing, external 
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design, character and use of buildings or structures to be erected. 

Furthermore, section 39(2) deems that the municipality has the authority 

to regulate the minimum lot area and the density of the development 

in the municipality. 

Conceivably, these far-reaching powers could be used to pass 

zoning by-laws that would des·1.gnate which lots in the municipality are 

suitable for the placement of a Granny Flat. However, the Planning 

Act does not expressly permit a municipality to regulate who may use 

land. As such, the legality of a zoning by-law that attempts to 

restrict the use of a Granny Flat to senior citizens may be question

able. It is therefore necessary to examine case law in Ontario to see 



how the courts have interpreted the powers of the municipality. 

The limit of the municip~lity's power to regulate occupancy of 

land first became evident in the case of Bell v~ the Queen. In this 

case, Douglas Bell was found to be using a dwelling in the Borough 

of North York contrary to the municipal zoning by-law. The by-law 

restricted the use of a dwelling unit to one family. Bell and the 

two unrelated persons, with whom he rented a home, did not conform to 

the by-law's definition of 'family' as: 

. . • a group of two or more persons living together 
and inter-related by bonds of consanguinity, marriage 
or legal adoption, occupying a dwelling unit, and 
shall include the following: 
(a) non-paying guests and domestic servants~ 
(b) a property owner living alone except for two other 

persons not related~ 
(c) not more than three foster children under the care 

of a children's aid society approved by the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council under the Child 
Welfare Act, 1965. 7 

This definition obviously discriminates against unmarried couples, 

elderly widows, students, and other individuals who do not meet the 

definition. 

The Supreme Court of Canada found that "the device of zoning by 

reference to the relationship of occupants rather than the use of 

building is one which is ultra vires (beyond the power) of the 

, , l' ,,8 It\unl.cl.pa l.ty. 

The Ontario Municipal Board referred to the Bell decision in a 

hearing regarding City of Toronto By-Law 413-78. Through the by-law 

the City was attempting to designate a housing site for the exclusive 

use of senior citizens and individuals or couples over the age of 55 

years. The hearing was the result of objections by neighbours to the 
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proposed site. 

The Board cited the decision in the Bell case and held that "the 

by-law was ultra vires the powers of the municipal council.,,9 Further, 

the Board stated that the by-law: 

•• '. attempted to regulate who may occupy a building 
rather than the use of the land, building or structure 10 
as permitted under s. 35 of the Planning Act (Ontario). 

At first glance, both the decision of the Supreme Court in the Bell 

case and the Ontario Municipal Board decision in the Toronto by-law 

hearing would tend to indicate that it is not possible to zone for 

occupancy of Granny Flats in Ontario. However, after these two 

decisions were made a decision was brought down by the Ontario Supreme 

Court in the case of Smitr. et al. v. Corporation of the Township of 

Tiny which may further explain the court's reasoning in regards to 

zoning for users. 

The Smith case concerned a by-law that proposed to regulate land 

according to family and seasonal use. Family was defined in part to 

mean: 

one or more human bei~gs related by blood or marriage, 
or common-law marriage, or a group of not more than 
three human beings who need not be related by blood or 
marriage, living together as a single housekeeping 
unit. 11 

The court found that with such a broad definition "no dire 

results or inequitable applications of the by-law would arise.,,12 

The action to have the by-law repealed was dismissed. Thus, this 

case differed from the Bell case in the broadness of the definition 

of 'family' and in the resulting degree of inequality the by-law could 

cause. The North York by-law clearly discriminated against the two 
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or more adult persons, unrelated by blood or marriage, wishing to 

share accommodation. 

Whereas, in the Township of Tiny by-law: 

- a restriction based upon a definition of 'family' which 
incorporates most types of arrangements usual for 
people living together as a simple housekeeping unit 
in premises commonly described as 'single-family' 
dwellings cannot be said to be either unreasonable or 
discriminatory or to constitute zoning based on the 
relationship of the occupants. 13 

The by-law is, in fact, a method of regulating population 

density within residential neighbourhoods. While the by-law permits 

a dwelling to be occupied by any number of people, as long as they are 

related by blood, marriage or common-law marriage, it does, however, 

restrict the number of people not meeting these criteria to three. 

Further, in response to the argument that the Supreme Court's 

decision in the Bell case prevented municipalities from zoning in 

reference to relationship of occupants than to the use of buildings, 

Judge Robins of the Ontario Supreme Court in handing down his decision 

in the Smith case stated: 

The decision, in my opinion, does not go that far and 
must be interpreted in light of the particular by-law 
prohibition in issue in the case and the Court's 
conclusion as to the unreasonable and inequitable 
consequences which flow from it. 14 

As a result of this decision it could be argued that a 

municipality may pass a by-law that restricts occupancy of a Granny 

Flat to anyone who is broadly defined as being approved by the Minister 

or who is entitled to a pension under the Canada Pension Plan or the 

Quebec Pension Plan. Further, as in the Township of Tiny by-law a 

limit may be placed on the number of persons occupying the unit. This 
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number should not exceed two. 

Although not as broadly defined as the word 'family' in the Smith 

case, this definition of an eligible person is broad enough so.as not 

to discriminate against anyone group; that is, to cause any 

inequitable and unreasonable consequences. 

If the courts were to decide that this interpretation of case 

law in regards to Granny F'lats is incorrect, then it would be necessary 

to amend provincial legislation so as to specifically authorize the 

municipality to regulate the users of land through zoning by-laws. 

Section 34(4) of the Draft Planning Act for Ontario provides 

that municipalities may regulate or prohibit the use of land, buildings 

or structures for or except for the purpose of occupancy by such 

persons, or class, or classes of persons as are set out in the zoning 

by-law. Furthermore, section 35(5) of the same Draft Act states that 

those persons, or class(es) of persons set out in the by-law under 

section 35(4) must be prescribed by provincial regulations under the 

Act. That is, the province \yould determine in regards to whom the 

municipalities could regulate land. The apparent purpose of both 

sections 35(4) and 35(5) was to permit the municipality to legally zone 

f h 'f' d d' " 15 or suc spec~ ~c groups as stu ents an sen~or c~t~zens. 

It is interesting to note that Bill 159, An Act To Revise The 

Planning Act, does not include the provisions for the regulation of 

users of land mentioned in the Draft Planning Act. 16 The deletion 

of this provision from the new Planning Act may be an indication that 

the government is confident the courts will permit municipalities to 

regulate, through zoning by-laws, the users of land in a manner which 
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is neither unreasonable nor discriminatory. 

b. Contracts 

Any adult or incorporated body may enter into a contract with 

another party or parties. Since municipalities in Ontario are 

incorporated under the Municipal Act, they are separate legal entities 

which may enter into contracts with other parties. Just as a 

municipality may contract out garbage collection to a private firm, it 

may also, in the case of Granny Flats, enter into a legally binding 

agreement with the hirer of the unit to control the occupancy of that 

unit. 

To regulate the occupancy of the unit, a contractual agreement 

is considered superior to a zoning by-law for three reasons. First, a 

zoning by-law is generally not enforced unless someone complains about 

the contravention. This may result in a non-eligible person occupying 

the unit when it could be better used elsewhere. If the neighbours 

do not complain it would be up to the implementing body to closely 

observe the occupancy of each unit and initiate the enforcement of the 

by-law if necessary. The administration of such a by-law policing 

action could be expensive. 

Second, depending on who the implementing body is, the zoning 

by-law mayor may not be enforcable. The Interpretation Act of Ontario 

exempts all provincial property from the provisions of municipal 

zoning by-laws. As sucn, if the unit was owned by a provincial 

housing authority the tenants of that unit may argue that they are not 
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subject to the occupancy requirements of the zoning by-law. The fact 

that the provincial projects traditionally conform to the zoning by-law 

provisions would be irrelevant. 

Third, the courts have, in the past, been more lenient on persons 

who contravene zoning by-laws than on persons who break contracts. l7 

As a result, it may be unrealistic to depend on the courts to evict 

occupants of Granny Flats, who are non-eligible by the terms of the 

zoning by-law. Further, it is conceivable that, with leaves to appeal, 

a zoning by-law contravention may go the full length of the legal 

process, from the Justice of the Peace to the Supreme Court of Canada, 

including the County Court, Divisional Court and Court of Appeal in 

the process. The length of this process means that the question of 

occupancy may go unanswered for years, whereas, a decision regarding 

a contract may be made at a lower court thereby bringing a faster 

end to the question of occupancy. This would maximize the proper 

utilization of the Granny Flat. 

It is therefore recommended that the implementing body regulates 

the occupancy of Granny Flats through the use of contracts rather than 

relying solely on zoning by-laws. However, for the purpose of 

informing the public and especially affected property owners of the 

erection of one of these units, it may be wise to require a zone change 

from the present single-family dwelling designation to a designation 

that specif~cally recognizes the eligible users of the Granny Flat. 

The zoning by-law would further state the conditions of use and 

installation for the benefit of adjacent property owners. This 
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approach would provide the public with an opportunity to raise their 

concerns about this use. 

D. Common Leasing Provisions 

Aside from the use of contracts to regulate the potentially 

controversial issue of occupancy, contracts may also be used to 

regulate some of the more common concerns of leasing. The following 

provisions are contained in contracts regulating the leasing of Granny 

Flats in Australia. These provisions are also applicable in the 

Canadian context. The contract should bind the implementing body to: 

(i) provide a suitable movable unit (Granny Flat) in a suitable 
place upon the land of the hirer as soon as practicable after 
the execution of the hiring agreement; 

(ii) allow the hirer and any eligible person accommodated in the unit 
to have quiet possession for so long as the hiring agreement 
remains in force and the hirer observes the provisions of the 
hiring agreement; 

(iii) remove the movable unit as soon as practicable after the hiring 
agreement ceases to be in force; and 

(iv) restore the land upon which the movable unit is situated to a 
proper condition upon removal of the movable unit. 

The contract should bind the hirer of the unit to: 

(i) co-operate with the implementing body by obtaining any permits 
making any applications executing any documents and arranging 
any services necessary to enable the movable unit to be placed 
in position and made ready for occupation; 

(ii) promptly pay such weekly hiring charge for the movable unit as 
is from time to time determined by the implementing body in 
respect thereof during the period beginning with the giving of a 
notice by the implementing body to the hirer to the effect that 
the movable unit is ready for occupation and ending with the 
termination of the hiring agreement; 
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(iii) ensure that no person other than an eligible person is 
accommodated; 

(iv) notify the implementing body if at any time no eligible person 
is accommodated in the unit; 

(v) notify the implementing body if the hirer ceases to own the 
land upon which the movable unit is provided by the· implementing 
body; 

(vi) notify the implementing body if the pirer ceases to reside upon 
the said land; 

(vii) ensure that the unit is not moved or damaged, and that no 
alteration of the structure of the unit is made without the 
consent of the implementing body. 

The implementing body may also wish to include the following 

provisions in the lease: 

(i) That upon entering into an agreement with the implementing body, 
the hirer of the unit pay a deposit of $500 or 10\ of the place
ment cost of the unit, whichever is less. If the lease remains 
in force for a period of less than six months, the implementing 
body shall be entitled to retain the sum paid by way of deposit. 
If the lease remains in force for a period of six months or 
more, the implementing body shall at the option of the hirer 
refund the sum paij by way of deposit, or credit the amount of 
the deposit to the account of the hirer in relation to the lease. 
The effect of these conditions of lease should be to deter any 
frivolous requests ~or the units. 

(ii) That the lease may be terminated for any failure by the hirer 
to observe the provisions of the lease agreement or for any 
failure to promptly supply true information to the implementing 
body on request concerning any person accommodated in the 
Granny Flat. Written notice of lease termination must be given 
at least fourteen days prior to the date that the eviction comes 
into force. The eviction notice will be recinded if the hirer 
remedies the concerns for which the lease was terminated. The 
lease agreement will also be terminated if the hirer dies, if 
the hirer ceases to own the land on which the Granny Flat is 
situated, or if the hirer and his/her spouse (if applicable) 
cause to reside upon the property in question. 

(iii) That the implementing body shall not remove a Granny Flat from 
any land if any eligible person is accommodated therein. 
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(iv) That a penalty be imposed on any person who hinders, or 
attempts to hinder, the duly authorized removal of a Granny 
Flat. 

(v) That within fourteen days after removing or placing a Granny 
Flat, the implementing body inform the affected municipal 
council of its action. 

(vi) That the Granny Flat shall be and remain the property of the 
implementing body and shall in no way become a legal part of 
the property on which it is located. Further, any footings, 
foundations, steps or other fittings or equipment supplied 
by the implementing body in relation to a Granny Flat shall be 
deemed to be a part of that Granny Flat. 

(vii) That the implementing body be responsible for maintaining the 
unit and the appliances provided with the unit in good repair. 

(viii) That the occupant and/or the sponsor family be responsible for 
bringing to the attention of the implementing body the need for 
any repairs. 

(ix) That the implementing body insure the unit, while the occupant 
insures the value of the unit's contents. 

In short, most of the previous contract provisions have evolved 

from Australia's experience, over many years, in preventing abuses to 

this program. There is little reason to believe that many of the same 

abuses could not occur in Canada. As a result, it is strongly 

recommended that any implementing body also seriously consider writing 

similar provisions into its leasing agreements. For the more precise 

legal wording of such provisions as they apply to the Victoria Housing 

Commission in Melbourne, see Appendix I. 

E. Obtaining aBuilding Permit 

Before the construction or the erection of any building or 

structure may commence, a building permit must be obtained. The 

municipality has the authority to issue or refuse to issue such permits. 
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This authority is generally delegated to the local building inspector 

who checks the proposed developm~nt for conformity with the zoning 

by-law and the building code. If the proposal does not conform with 

either one of these documents the inspector must refuse to issue a 

building permit. Similarly, if the proposal conforms to both 

documents then the inspector, generally, must issue a building permit. 

There are two exceptions to this general rule. 

First, municipal services must be sufficient to serve the proposed 

development. If the services are not sufficient, section 39(4) of 

the Planning Act (R.S.O. 1980) permits the building inspector to 

withhold a building permit. The courts generally support the 

municipality's decision not to issue a building permit when it is 

evident that the municipality is acting in the best interest of the 

public. This discretion may affect the placement of a Granny Flat if 

services such as water or sewage lines in an existing neighbourhood 

are considered by the municipality to be incapable of carrying the 

increased,flow demanded by a Granny Flat. 

Second, the absence of approval, by the Minister of the Environ

ment, of an environmental assessment on the Granny Flat program may 

prohibit the building inspector from issuing a building permit. This 

possibility will be further discussed in Part G of this chapter. 

As stated earlier, a zoning by-law may include provisions to 

regulate the use of land and buildings, the height and bulk of 

structures, the lot dimensions, the population density, open space 

requirements, the positioning of buildings on their lots, lot coverage, 

set backs, and parking provisions. Under many comprehensive zoning 
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by-laws in Ontario, the placement of a Granny Flat is likely to 

contravene one or more of these provisions. For example, since by-laws 

can regulate density and the use of land they may permit only one 

dwelling unit on a standard single-family residential lot. As a 

result, the Granny Flat, which constitutes an additional dwelling 

unit, would not be permitted. Accessory buildings are permitted, but 

they are generally defined to be non-inhabitable. 

Further, minimum rear and side yard requirements may either 

result in the inappropriate placement of the Granny Flat or prohibit 

its placement altogether. Maximum lot coverage regulations may also 

prohibit the placement of a Granny Flat if the combined floor area 

of the main house, accessory buildings and Granny Flat exceeds the 

maximum floor area/lot size ratio as prescribed in the by-law. 

While not prohibiting the placement of a Granny Flat, parking 

space provisions that specify the maximum number of parking spaces per 

lot may restrict the occupant of the Granny Flat from using his or her 

own automobile. This is assuming that the hirer of the Granny Flat is 

making use of the maximum number of parking spaces provided for in 

the by-law. 

Since these common zoning by-law provisions may obviously restrict 

the placement of a Granny Flat, some mutually agreeable method of 

amending the by-law must be practiced that protects the rights and 

mitigates the concerns of the public, the municipality, the implement

ing body, and the prospective tenant. As mentioned earlier, the 

Australians have circumvented zoning by classifying the Granny Flat 

as a 'temporary hired building', a use which is not subject to the 
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zoning by-law provisions. 

For some relatively less restrictive zoning by-laws an amend

ment may not be required. Instead, only minor variances to the by-law 

may be necessary. For example, a Granny Flat being located in a rear 

yard may have to be placed, due to servicing and space restrictions, 

within 1.5 m. of the rear lot line. However, the by-law may require 

a minimum separation distance of 2.0 m. between all buildings on the 

lot and the rear lot line. Assuming that the Granny Flat placement 

conforms to all the other provisions of the by-law then the effect on 

the neighbourhood of relaxing the minimum separation distance 

provision for this one lot may be so trivial so as not to contravene 

the general intent and purpose of the zoning by-law. In Ontario, 

under section 48 of the Planning Act (R.S.O. 1980), a municipality 

may create a Committee of Adjustment whose task it is to authorize 

minor variance from the provisions of the zoning by-law. Depending 

on the provisions of the by-law and the site characteristics, 

authorization, in regards to zoning, to place a Granny Flat may only 

require a minor variance. 

If a proposal to place a Granny Flat contravenes the zoning by

law and the variance required to permit such a placement are in the 

opinion of the Committee to be beyond the general intent and purpose 

of the by-law then an amendment to the by-law will be required to 

carry out the proposal. Just as the municipal council is authorized 

under section 39 of the Planning Act (R.S.O. 1980) to pass zoning 

by-laws, Council is also authorized to pass by-laws that amend zoning 

by-laws. 
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Where an approved official plan is in effect in the municipality 

and notice of a zoning amendment is properly given to affected persons, 

and no notice of objection to the proposed rezoning is received, 

the amending by-law comes into effect without Ontario Municipal Board 

approval. Under this system it is noted that it is the responsibility 

of the municipality to give notice to affected persons. 

If an affected property owner should object to a zone change that 

would permit the placement of a Granny Flat near him, an Ontario 

Municipal Board hearing would have to be held at which any interested 

persons would have an opportunity to be heard. Based on this hearing 

the Board would either approve or reject the by-law. such a hearing 

is essential for justice and democracy in the eyes of the affected 

property owners. 

Before issuing a building permit a building inspector must be 

confident that the proposed development meets not only the provisions 

of the zoning by-law but certain building standards as well. The 

National Building Code, a code of minimum housing standards., is 

published by the National Research Council of Canada, a federal body. 

However, the power to enact such codes as law is with the provinces 

by virtue of sections 92(10) and 92(13) of the B.N.A. Act. These 

'sections deal with local works, and property and civil rights 

respectively. 

Federal building standards do not have to be met unless the 

Federal government makes meeting these standards a condition of 

granting or lending money to the builder. Provincial or municipal 

standards are compulsory regardless of financing. 
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In Ontario, the legislature has not delegated to the municipalities 

the power to adopt their own minimum building standards. They are, 

instead, subject to a building code which is consistent across the 

province. 

Other provinces may not have uniform building codes and as a 

result the building standards between municipalities may differ widely. 

The design and construction of a Granny Flat must meet or exceed these 

standards. It is, therefore, recommended that the implementing body 

check whether or not the municipality has its own building code in 

use. 

F. Assessment and Taxation 

The assessment and taxation of land and buildings is a matter cf 

direct taxation which is shared by the provincial and federal govern-

ments under sections 91(3) and 92(2) of the B.N.A. Act. However, 

"historically the taxatio~ of land has been left to the provinces and 

th ' "1" ,,18 e~r mun~c~pa ~t~es. Thus, changes in the laws concerning the 

assessment and taxation of land must come from the provincial level. 

In Ontario, property assessment is determined by the province 

under the Assessment Act. The miil rate is set by the municipality 

based on its annual budgetary requirements. 

In Australia section 54JA of the Victoria Housing Act exempts the 

Granny Flat 'from assessment and thus from property taxation. The 

unit is "deemed not to constitute improvements in relation to the 

land upon which it is situated.,,19 This treatment seems reasonable since 



the Granny Flat is only of value to the hirer as long as he owns the 

property. Once he sells h~s property the leasing agreement stipulates. 

that the Granny Flat must be removed from the property. Thus, the 

Granny Flat does not constitute a permanent improvement to land that 

the owner will benefit from through the sale of the property. 

A similar exemption from assessment for a Granny Flat would 

seem reasonable in Ontario. Such an exemption would probably have to 

be specifically legislated. However, Granny Flats owned and managed 

by a municipality or a provincial agency may not require legislated 

exemption from assessment since properties owned by the province and 

municipalities are not taxed. Instead, the province generally makes a 

grant in lieu of taxes to municipalities in which it holds property. 

If the Granny Flat were not exempted from assessment, the unit 

would be assessed as a residential structure. The assessment on such 
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a unit in the City of Waterloo would be based on its cost of construction 

at a 1978 level. This increase in assessment would be added to the 

assessment of the property on which the unit is located, with a 

resulting property tax increase to the owner. Based on an estimated 

1978 cost of construction of $15,000 the resultant property tax increase 

would be approximately $200 per annum. 20 

G. Applicability to the Environmental Assessment Act 

The Ontario Environmental Assessment Act applies to all provincial 

and municipal undertakings unless they are specifically exempted by 

the Minister of the Environment. An undertaking is defined, in part, 



by section 1(0) (i) of the Act as: 

an enterprise or activity or a proposal, plan or 
program in respect of an enterprise or activity by 
or on behalf of Her Majesty in right of Ontario, 
by a public body or public bodies or by a 
municipality or municipalities. 21 

As such, a Granny Flat program implemented by a municipality or a 

provincial agency would be an undertaking. 

If an undertaking is not exempted by the Minister, the proponents 

of the undertaking must submit to the Ministry of the Environment an 
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environmental assessment of the proposed undertaking. The environmental 

assessment is a comprehensive document which describes the purpose 

of the undertaking, the planning or decision making process as it 

relates to the undertaking, the environmental impact of the under-

taking and possible mitigation measures, and the alternatives to the 

proposed undertaking. 

The environmental assessment is circulated to provincial agencies 

and interested members of the public for comment, upon receipt of 

which the Minister may approve or reject the proposal. Before 

approving or rejecting a proposal, the Minister may be requested to 

refer the proposal to the Environmental Assessment Board. The Board 

holds a public hearing at which both the proponents of and the objectors 

to the proposal are heard. The Board may reject or approve the 

22 proposal. 

Until such time that either the Board or the Minister approves 

the proposed undertaking, section 6(1) (a) of the Act prohibits the 

issuing of licences and permits by the province, municipality or 

regulating authority that would permit the undertaking to proceed. 



This provi.ion would include the issuing of a building permit. 

It is suspected that Granny Flats would be considered to have 

little or no negative environmental impact and thus be exempted by the 

Minister. It would, however, probably still be necessary for a public 

implementing body to apply to the Minister of the Environment for 

an exemption. 
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CHAPl'ER V 

ADMINISTRATION 

A. The Implementing Body: Its Formation 

Since housing is a matter which is local by nature it is advisable 

that the body which implements a Granny Flat program be based within 

the municipality. This would mean that implementation would probably 

be carried out by the mun ·.cipal government, a local entrepreneur or 

a non-profit organization such as a church or a service club. 

There are problems involved with a municipality becoming directly 

involved in the administration of housing. Some municipal officials 

in the United States disapprove of allowing a situation to develop in 

which they conceivably wc~ld be required to bring legal action against 

home owners and older persons when and if a particular situation was 

in violation of the lease agreement, proved to be a public nuisance, 

or created an undesirable environment. l The eviction of an ineligible 

elderly person from a unit may create bad publicity for the municipality 

and cause irreputable damage to the Granny Flat program. These 

sentiments would likely be echoed in Canada. Further, municipal 

officials may be leery to add an additional administrative body to 

the existing bureaucratic system for the fear that the public may 

accuse the local government of becoming too large and unmanageable. 
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As was noted in section C(i) (1) of Chapter III, the implementation 

of a Granny Flat program by a profit motivated private company would 

restrict participation in the program to only a portion of the elderly 

population due to the provision that the unit must be bought by the 

occupant and/or land owner. Many elderly persons would not have the 

capital to purchase these units. The sale of the unit may also make 

the regulation of its use more difficult to enforce since the recourse 

of eviction from ineligible occupancy would no longer exist. Even if 

the units were to be rented from a profit motivated corporation, the 

program would probably be still restrictive in its applicability because 

the rents charged would have to be at or near the accepted market rent 

to give the investors a fair return on their investment. Many of the 

low and moderate income elderly would probably not be able to afford 

these rents. 

The most appropriate implementing body would probably be a non-

profit housing corporation run by a local non-profit, non-government 

organization which would own the units, lease the units to the land-

owner, administer the program and be responsible to the local authori-

. 2 
t~es. 

At the Granny Flat Forum held in Washington, D.C. in 1981, 

William Wyatt, Housing Consultant to the American Rural Health 

Association, stated that a non-profit housing corporation is the 

administrative arrangement which has the greatest potential in the 

three following aspects: 

1. in the development of a strategy to deal with the local 

jurisdictions that control zoning and placement of units~ 



2. in arranging for initial capital financing; and 

3. in extended low cost administration. 3 

In short, the non-profit housing corporation would appear to be 

the most appropriate implementing body for it would keep the rent of 

the unit at an affordable rate, and its community-minded initiators 

would be capable of dealing with local policy and political issues 

based upon socially beneficial objectives. It must, however, be 

emphasized that the implementing body is not intended to work in 

isolation. Ideally, a non-profit organization would work closely with 

both the provincial and municipal levels of government. 

B. The Implementing Body's Relationship to Government 

Since housing and planning legislation originate from the 

provincial governments, it is important that each province develops an 

agency to oversee the implementation of the program by the local 

implementing body. Logically, this agency would operate as a part of 

the provincial ministry responsible for housing, such ·as the Ministry 

of Municipal Affairs and Housing in Ontario. 

This agency would set up a series of guidelines and procedures 

to assist the implementing body and would monitor the local programs 

to ensure that only eligible persons occupy the units. Further, the 

agency would make recommendations to the Legislature as to what 

legislative ·changes may be necessary for Granny Flat implementation. 

There must be a close liaison between the municipality and the 

implementing body. A commitment by the municipal council to the Granny 
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Flat concept should be sought as early as possible in the implementation 

process. The most effective planning tool for this would be to establish 

the principle for development in the Official Plan. 4 The Official Plan 

could set out a generalized framework that: 

1. contains a policy statement as to Council's commitment; 

2. establishes those areas of the community (if need be) where 

Granny Flats would be permitted; and 

3. sets out basic criteria as to what factors will be considered in 

app~oving an application for a zone change to permit the place

ment of a unit. These factors could include: 

(i) provision of municipal services; 

(ii) a minimum lot size; 

(iii) the provision of screening, buffering, landscaping, etc.; 

and 

(iv) any necessary parking provisions. 

In short, the implementation of a Granny Flat program would 

involve all levels of government. As mentioned in section C(ii) of 

Chapter III, the federal government, through CMHC could be involved in 

financing the program through its Private Non-Profit Housing Program. 

It would be the province's responsibility to set guidelines and 

procedures and to monitor the individual programs to ensure consistency 

and proper unit use across the province. As was discussed in Chapter 

IV, the province may also be called upon to enact new legislation 

with regard to Granny Flats. Control of the distribution, use, 

tenancy, removal, maintenance and type of construction would be the 

direct responsibility of the implementing body. Design of the flat 



would be primarily the responsibility of the implementing body; 

however, certain design Md construction aspects as well as construction 

materials may be demanded by the federal government as a condition of 

financing. Further, the design, construction and materials would also 

have to meet the minimum requirements of the provincial and/or 

municipal code. A building permit would also be required from the 

municipality to place the unit. 

c. The Human and Physical Resources of the Implementing Body 

The magnitude of the program would determine the level of human 

and physical resources needed by the implementing body. Office space 

and equipment in the form of desks, telephones, filing cabinets, type-

writers,etc., would be required. Human resources would be divided 

into a number of staffing categories and would initially include the 

following: 

1. Executive Staff 

(i) Program Director 
--supervises daily operations and arranges the ordering and 

the delivery of the units 
--acts as a liaison agent between the implementing body, 

the contractors and the government 

2. Operational Staff 

(i) Fiscal Manager 
--arranges and administers bank loans 
--responsible for monthly billings 

(ii) Applications Review Staff 
--reviews applications for placement of units 
--carries out site visits 
--answers public inquiries/requests 
--interviews applicants and prospective occupants 
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--liaison between applicant, the implementing body and 
neighbouring property owners 

--supervises the placement and the removal of units 

(iii) Clerical Staff 
--provides administrative backup 

3. Developmental Staff 

(i) Planning Staff 
--conducts initial market survey 
--works to solve the specific problem of financing and zoning 

(ii) Clerical Staff 
--provides administrative backup 

As the program develops and a strong demand for the units becomes 

evident, it may be necessary to increase the number of employees in 

one staffing category, while reducing the number in another category. 

For example, once the program becomes established it may be possible 

to reduce the number of persons working on program development. These 

persons may be transferred to 'Operations' to assist in meeting the 

demand for these units. 

D. A Pilot Project 

In the introduction of any new product, it is wise to test the 

demand for that product on a limited scale before a decision is made to 

make a whole-hearted marketing effort. Similarly it is recommended 

that the implementing body first introduce a pilot project for Granny 

Flats. Not only may demand be gauged from a pilot project, but minor 

problems and oversights may be corrected before the units are offered 

to the public through a larger scale program. The next section will 

comprehensively outline a procedure that the implementing body may 
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follow in implementing a pilot project. 

E. Administrative Procedure for Implementation: A Step-by-Step 
Approach 

Pre-Application Stage 

1. The initiative is taken by an interested party such as a municipal 

council, church group, service club, or an investment group to 

undertake implementation of a Granny Flat program. This party 

may be referred to as the implementing body. 

2. Steps are taken to gain funding (if necessary) to complete a 

market survey of demand. 

3. A market study is carried out by either the implementing body or 

a consultant hired by the implementing body. The purpose of the 

market study is to estimate the potential demand for Granny Flats 

and to note any other factors which may be useful in program 

implementation. The persons preparing the study may typically: 

(i) check the waiting lists for such facilities as senior citizen 
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apartments, homes for the ~lderly and nursing homes. However, 

these figures must be viewed with some scepticism. Not all 

persons who place their names on a waiting list would be 

prepared to move into that facility immediately if room was 

to become available. That is, many people, knowing that the 

w~iting time for entry into these facilities is often quite 

long, will sign up now just in case they should require a 

place in these facilities at some later date. 
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(ii) examine demographic statistics to determine the p~rcentage 

and the absolute number of elderly persons of different ages 

in the community's population. Obviously, the greater these 

numbers are the greater is the potential demand for Granny 

Flats. This information should be correlated with census 

tract information to determine those areas of the community 

with the highest concentrations of elderly persons. This 

information may be useful in mapping those areas of the 

community where the greatest demand for Granny Flats is likely 

to occur. Appropriate steps may then be taken to reflect 

this need in the Official Plan and the comprehensive zoning 

by-law. 

(iii) informally contact local social service agencies and organiza

tions such as churches, service clubs, senior citizen centres, 

and senior citizen clubs to get a general indication of demand 

and to obtain the opinions of the elderly and of those 

persons involved in the provision of services to the elderly 

as to the appropriateness of a Granny Flat program. 

(iv) examine assessment data to determine the number of single

family dwelling lots which are physically capable of 

accommodating a Granny Flat in terms of lot area. 

(v) administer a questionnaire to a representative sample of the 

elderly population to ascertain whether or not they would ever 

want to live in a Granny Flat and, if so, if there is a son's, 

daughter's, or other relative's lot on which such a unit could 

be placed. The willingness of the occupants of the potential 



site to be responsible for the Granny Flat must be 

determined. Furthermore, the questionnaire could determine 

which facilities and services are most often used by.the 

elderly. This information is useful in determining the 

most suitable placement of the units and in coordinating any 

necessary improvements to community transportation services. 

4. Steps are taken by the implementing body to gain level approval 

for the project (if necessary). The implementing body may have 

to request the municipality to make an appropriate zoning by-law 

amendment to permit more than one dwelling unit on a single-family 

dwelling lot. If the implementing body is a municipality, the 

municipal council may have to approach the province for legislated 

approval to go ahead with the project. 

5. An operational budget is developed. 
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6. Steps are taken to obtain funding. Unless the implementing body can 

finance the program from its own resources it is likely that a loan 

will have to be made from the private sector with some assitan.ce 

from CMHC in the form of loan guarantees. 

7. The implementing body assigns and/or employs personnel to implement 

the pilot program. 

8. An architect is engaged to design a relocatable unit that can be 

economically constructed and is aesthetically pleasing. The unit 

must be suited to persons with disabilities and be designed for 

the climatic conditions in which it is to be used. The 

architect must also develop the means to erect and relocate the 

units. The design contract should be put out for public tender, 
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although the implementing body need not be bound to accept the 

lowest bid. It may be specula~ed that if Granny Flat programs 

wer~ to be implemented in a number of municipalities then one 

architectural firm may choose to specialize in Granny Flat design. 

As a result, it may be possible to develop a 'standard design' 

that would require only slight modifications so as to meet 

vari~tions in climate and building codes across the country. 

A standard design may lead to cost savings. 

9. The implementing body receives price estimates and hires 

contractors and/or manufacturers who are willing and capable of 

building the units to the required specifications. 

10. The implementing body must define program guidelines for 

eliglbility, application, approval and regulation. 

11. An equitable rental scale for the units is established, which is 

generally considered to be less than 25 percent of the occupant's 

gross income. 

12. The implementing body has between 5 and 8 units constructed. The 

number of units in the pilot project should be large enough to 

permit a fair evaluation of the project and yet not too large 

so as to be a waste of financial resources in the event that the 

project fails. 

13. The availability of the units is advertised and applications for 

occupa~cy are invited. Initial exposure to the program may be 

through local organizations such as church groups and senior 

citizen clubs which are aware of persons in need. Feature articles 

and stories in community newspapers and on local radio and 



. television stations may be useful in first introducing the program 

to the public. If the pilot project is successful, it is 

unlikely that the implementing body will have to continue actively 

marketing the units. As in Australia, the demand will probably 

be greater than the supply. 

Application Review Stage 

14. The owner and/or tenant of property fills out an application form 

which includes: 

(i) verification of age, income and family status of the person(s) 

who are to occupy the Granny Flat 

(ii) proof of ownership of the property and/or permission from the 

property owner 

(iii) a diagram showing the main house, and the accessory buildings, 

as well as neighbouring buildings and the lot dimensions 

(iv) permission for the staff of the implementing body to examine 

the property for the purpose of determining its suitableness 

for a Granny Flat 

(v) any supporting letter of need 

(vi) the signature(s) of the owner and/or tenant. 

NOTE: Refer to Appendix J for a copy of the application form used 

in Australia. 
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15. The applicant submits the application form to the implementing body. 

16. Review of the application is commenced by the staff of the 

implementing body. The staff first examines the information 

contained in the application form. If the application is incomplete, 



the staff requests the necessary information from the applicant. 

If it is obvious by information that the applicant is ineligible 

for the program due to some reason such as insufficient lot size 

or age of the proposed occupant then the application is rejected. 

Written reasons for the reject are sent to the applicant. Appeal 

of this decision may be made to the Board of Directors of the 

implementing body. 

17. If the initial review of the application is satisfactory, the 

staff then proceeds to examine the suitability of the site for 
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the placement of a Granny Flat and to note any special requirements 

that might be necessary. The following factors must be specifically 

addressed during the staff's site visit: 

(i) Lot Area--the size and placement of the main house on the lot 

will physically affect the placement of the Granny Flat. 

However, it has been the experience of the Victoria Housing 

Commission that a lot with a minimum area of between 6,000 and 

6,500 square feet is required to accommodate a Granny Flat. 

(ii) Lot Configuration--th~ lot should be of an acceptable 

configuration so that the unit can be situated in such a way 

as to have minimum visibility from the street. This provision 

is necessary to minimize the visual effect of these units on 

the neighbourhood. Unfortunately, such a placement may be 

in conflict with the desire of the elderly person to view 

street activities from his or her own windows. Dependent upon 

the site, astute placement of the unit may result in both of 

these desires being satisfied. 



(iii) Grade--the grade of the lot shall be suitable for the placement 

of a Granny Flat which shall not adversely affect surface water 

run off or create drainage problems on the subject property or 

on adjacent properties. 

(iv) Setbacks--the unit shall be situated in accordance with the 

zoning by-law provision for accessory buildings. This will 

provide neighbouring home owners with some protection from the 

potential loss of privacy. 

(v) Lot Coverage--the Granny Flat and any accessory buildings to 

the main house shall cover no more than 25 percent of the rear 

yard of the main house. This ensures that both the occupant(s) 

of the main hou~e and the tenant(s) of the Granny Flat will 

have adequate space for outdoor enjoyment. 

(vi) Visibility--the unit shall be adequately screened so that it 

does not present an adverse visual impact upon adjacent 

properties. Landscaping is preferred to structural methods of 

screening. 

(vii) Accessibility--acequate access must be available to allow 

transportation of the building components to the site upon 

which the structure is to be erected. Easy pedestrian 

accessibility must also be available for the tenant(s) of the 

Granny Flat. Further, the local fire department may also have 

recommendations regarding the placement of the unit for the 

purpose of safety and accessibility by equipment in the event 

of a fire. 
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18. If the staff determines from its site visit that the subject 

property is unsuitable for the placement of a unit then the 

applicant is notified, in writing, explaining the reasons for not 

approving the application. Appeal of this decision may be made 

to the Board of Directors of the implementing body. The applicant 

may also reapply if he or she is confident that the reason(s) 

for the initial rejection have been corrected. 

19. Assuming that the information gathered during the site visit is 

satisfactory, then the staff interviews the applicant and the 

proposed occupant(s) to explain the program and to obtain any 

additional information that may be required in processing the 

application. Based on this interview, the elderly couple or 

individual may be requested to submit verification from their 

doctor that they are physically capable of an independent life 

style. The interviewer would also determine if any special design 

provisions such as ramps rather than stairs would be necessary. 

20. If the property and the applicant meet all the criteria for the 

use of a Granny Flat then action is taken by the staff to have 

a unit placed on the Subject property. In most locations, local 

zoning by-laws will have to be amended to permit an additiona: 

dwelling unit on a single-family dwelling lot. For the purpose 
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of public notification the zoning by-law should be amended on a 

site by site basis. The municipality would be approached by the 

implementing body to make the necessary amendment to the 

appropriate zoning by-law. All neighbouring property owners within 

a reasonable radius of the subject property would be notified of 



the passing of the amending by-law by council. The neighbours 

would then have an opportunity to object to the by-law in the 

normal method. For example, in Ont~rio the public has an 

opportunity to object to municipal zoning by-laws and to request 

a public hearing before the Ontario Municipal Board. The Board 

hears arguments both for and against the rezoning by-law and 

then approves, rejects or defers all or part of the by-law. The 

decision of the Board is final. 
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That is, an objection to the rezoning of the subject property 

may result in the rejection of the rezoning by-law and thus prevent 

the placement of a Granny Flat or at the very least may delay the 

approval of the rezoning by-law and thereby delay the placement 

of the unit. To prevent these possible consequences of a public 

hearing it is recommended that the implementing body contact 

affected property owners prior to the passing of the by-law and 

explain to them the purpose of the program and the leas~ provisions 

for the placement, tenancy, design, landscaping and maintenance 

of the unit. In this way the implementing body may be able to 

mitigate or eliminate the fears of the neighbours and thereby 

reduce the possibility that they may object to the rezoning. 

Ideally, the tribunal responsible for approving, ~ejecting or 

deferring the rezoning by-law would also have the authority to 

approve the by-law with modifications designed to mitigate the 

concerns of the objecting neighbours. 

An alternative to site .specific rezoning may be to rezone an 

entire neighbourhood to permit for the placement of Granny Flats. 



The residential neighbourhood would b~ chosen on the basis of its 

proximity to shops and services, the size of its lots·and the demand 

for this type of housing in the area. This method would both give 

the residents of the neighbourhood an opportunity to voice their 

concerns and save the time and resources of the implementing body and 

the prospe=tive Granny Flat hirer in having to potentially argue their 

case at a hearing for each site specific zone change. 

Post Application Approval Stage 

21. The approval of an application for the placement of a Granny Flat 

would only be given on the condition that the appropriate rezoning 

by-law comes legally into effect. After the application is 

approved, the applicant is placed on a waiting list. Units are 

sUPFlied to applicants on a chronological basis: the person on the 

top of the list receives the first unit to become available. There 

is no preferential treatment given to anyone individual as it is 

assumed that all those persons on the list 'are in equal need. 

22. Before placement of the unit takes place the applicant is presented 

with a contract which states both the responsibility of the 

implementing body, the occupant and the property owner and/or 

tenant. 

23. The owner of the subject property must obtain a building permit 

from the municipality before the unit may be erected. The issuing 

of a building permit signifies that the unit is in conformity with 

the Building Code and the zoning by-law. Since the unit has been 

designed to Building Code specifications and the zoning by-law has 

been amended to permit placement of the unit, the issuing of the 
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building permit is primarily a formality. It is, however, a means 

by which the municipality may keep an accurate record of develop

ment within its boundaries. 

24. The unit is placed on the subject property by the method described 

in the Unit Design and Construction section of Chapter III. The 

occupant who meets the terms of t.-he lease agreement may live in 

the unit as long as he or she desires. The decision to terminate 

the lease due to the frailty or health of the elderly occupant 

is solely the decision of that elderly person and his or her 

family; it is not up to the implementing body to make this decision. 

Project Evaluation 

25. After the program has been in effect for at least one full year a 

major evaluation of the success or failure of the program shall 

be undertaken. The following factors will be examined: 

(i) the reaction of the units' occupants and their families to 

the type of living arrangement permitted by the unit. This 

may involve an evaluation of the 1evel of privacy, anxiety, 

dependency, social activity and overall satisfaction. 

(ii) the well-being of the elderly person occupying the Granny 

Flat as compared to the well-being of the average elderly 

individual in the community. This measure may be based on 

the need for external provision of services, reliance upon 

health care services, number of hospitalization, and the 

number of instituionalizations. 5 

(iii) the reaction of the neighbourhood to the existence of the 

unit nearby. Have the neighbours' privacy and enjoyment 
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of their property been impaired? 

(iv) operational effectiveness and responsiveness of the 

implementating body. 

(v) the quality, design, and durability of the units. 

(vi) the cost effectiveness of the units in comparison to other 

forms of accommodation for the elderly. 

(vii) the demand for the units. 

The next chapter will examine the practicality of implementing 

a pilot project for Granny Flats in the City of Waterloo, Ontario. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE CITY OF WATERLOO: A CASE STUDY 

A. Introduction 

The City of Waterloo is located in southwestern Ontario. It is 

a twin city to the the City of Kitchener and is a part of the Regional 

Municipality of Waterloo. 

In view of its history, the City of Waterloo is perhaps a logical 

community in which to implement a pilot project that exhibits the 

Granny Flat as a form of housing for the elderly. The City and the 

surrounding region are well known for their Mennonite heritage. This 

culture has brought to the region more than just the meeting house 

and the horse and buggy. The Mennonites are a people with strong 

family and community ties. They have demonstrated a strong sense of 

responsibility in the care of their elderly and have developed a form 

of housing to facilitate this care. It is not uncommon to see small 

houses attached by a common wall to century old farm houses in the 

region. These smaller houses are known as DGddy Houses and were 

designed primarily on the same principle as the Granny Flat. 

As the elder members of the family became too old to operate the 

family farm and as the children started to form families of their own, 

the elderly parents would move into the Daddy House. The eldest son 
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and his family who were normally active in the running of the farm 

would live in the main house. The DQddy House and the main house are 

for all practical purposes separate entities, usually being linked 

by only a common door in the kitchens of each unit. As with the Granny 

Flat, the DOddy House afforded both the elderly and the younger members 

of the ej:tended family with privacy and the convenience of nearby help 

if it was needed. However, unlike the Granny Flat, the Dcddy House 

is a permanent unit attached to the main house. The advent of modern 

zoning by-laws, and the inability to easily move the unit to new 

locations as it is needed have resulted in the disuse of many Daddy 

Houses. 

With an increasingly aging population and a greater awareness as 

to the benefits of the extended family, it is time to modify this old 

idea so as to provide a form of housing for the elderly that the people 

of the City of Waterloo can readily appreciate. The Granny Flat, 

as described in this paper, appears to be the modified form of the 

D.oddy House which is most appropriate for the 1980s and beyond. 

B. Demographics 

The population of the City of Waterloo in 1981 was 54,470 of 

which 3,558 persons or 6.5 percent of the total population were 65 

years of age or older. (Appendix K). That is, the proportion of 

Waterloo's population aged 65+ is substantially below the 9.5 percent 

figure which Statistics Canada projected to be the proportion of the 

Canadian population aged 65+ in 1981 (Table 1). This large discrepancy 
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can be explained in part by the fact that the City is an education 

centre with a large number of university students. By comparison, 

9.1 percent of the population of the City of Kitchener in 1980 was 

1 aged 65+. 

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo projects that by the year 

2001 there will be "significant increases in the number of people 

between 60 and 80 years of age" and it is further stated that "in 

order to provide services so that seniors can remain as self sufficient 

and independent as they are able, housing alternatives will be needed 

which provide varying levels of support services.,,2 

Approximately 1,370 persons or 2.5 percent of Waterloo's 

total population are aged 75+ (Appendix K). This is the age range 

in which persons are considered by the Ontario Ministry of Community 

and Social Services to be "at risk.,,3 That is, this is the stage in 

the life cycle that most people become limited in their previously 

independent life styles due to illness or the infirmities of old 

age. A portion of these people may be able to benefit significantly 

from the provision of a Granny Flat program. Furthermore, there are 

approximately 2,288 persons aged 65-74 who may also be good candidates 

for Granny Flats. 

C. Potential Granny Flat Demand - Existing Data 

There are approximately 18,000 dwelling units in the City of 

Waterloo of which 9,894 or 55 percent are single-detached dwelling 

units (Appendix L). Approximately 1,250 single-detached dwellings or 
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12.6 percent are owned or rented by persons aged 65+ (Appendix L) • 

The average number of persons per household (PPH) of households headed 

by persons aged 65+ is 1.99 (Appendix L) whereas, households headed 

by persons in age categories less than age 65+ have PPH figures 

ranging from 2.49 to 4.10. Assuming that the size of the dwellings 

occupied by those persons aged 65+ are roughly equivalent to the size 

of the dwellings occupied by persons under 65 years of age, then it 

may be suggested that up to approximately 12.6 percent of Waterloo's 

existing stock of single-detached dwelling units are being under 

utilized. This is not, however, to say that the elderly persons 

occupying these units are incapable of maintaining themselves in these 

units or that they would be necessarily willing to change their life 

style by moving into a Granny Flat. 

The City of Waterloo is served by a variety of health care 

facilities including nursing homes and homes for the aged, both of 

which provide residential care (Appendix M). Within the Regional 

Municipality of Waterloo there are approximately 156 persons on waiting 

lists for entrance into homes for the aged (residential care) and 

. h 4 ret~rement omes. These institutional facilities provide the 

residential type of care that a Cranny Flat is specifically designed 

to provide in the community. Assuming that the number of elderly 

persons in the City of Waterloo seeking an institutional form of 

residential. care is proportional to the City's population as a 

percentage of the Region's total population, then the number of 

Waterloo residents on waiting lists for residential care within the 

Region would be approximately 23 persons (136 x 17\). Further, a study 



recently completed for the Waterloo Region District Health Council 

found that of the 2,057 persons in the Region's nursing homes, rest 

homes and homes for the aged, there were only 86 persons in these 

institutions who could have remained in their own homes with community 

5 
support. A Granny Flat mayor may not be capable of providing the 

needs of these elderly persons if they should return to the 

community. 

In short, the existing data regarding the desire and/or capability 

of those elderly persons both within the community and in residential 

care facilities are not sufficient to give a clear indication of the 

potential demand for Granny Flats in the community. It is conceivable 

that there is a large number of elderly persons who are 'just managing' 

to remain within the community due to the assistance of family, 

friends, relatives, and/or community based services. The provision 

of a form of housing such as the Granny Flat may make this task of 

maintaining the elderly ~ithin the community easier for all parties 

concerned. 

To obtain a further indication of the potential demand for a 

Granny Flat program it was essential that a portion of the elderly 

population be surveyed. 

D. The Survey 

(i) Purpose 

The purpose of the survey was to obtain an indication of demand 

for a Granny Flat program, to gather information for implementation 
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purposes and to determine the practical and physical limits of such 

a program. 

(ii) Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was designed primarily to obtain the following 

information: 

(a) the popularity of a Granny Flat in comparison to existing 
forms of accommodation for the elderly; 

(b) the likelihood of tensions arising between family members 
if a Granny Flat was to be located on a son's or daughter's 
property; 

(c) the extent to which independent living is a goal of the 
elderly; 

(d) the appropriateness of the size and design of the Granny 
Flat; and 

(e) the importance of locating the Granny Flat in a residential 
neighbourhood close to shops and services. 

The questionnaire was also intended to: 

(a) provide the elderly with a description of the Granny Flat, 
its implementation and its regulation; and 

(b) initiate discussion of the Granny Flat concept amongst 
the elderly and thereby to spread knowledge of this form of 
housing. 

In retrospect it became evident that the questionnaire should 

have included questions to elicit the following information: 

(a) the ability of a son, daughter, relative or friend to 
actually .accommodate a Granny Flat on the same lot where 
they live (i.e., does the size of their lot and their 
dwelling type physically permit the placement of a Granny 
Flat ?); and 

(b) the degree to which public transportation permits the 
elderly person to live away from centralized shops and 
services. 
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(iii) Methodology 

A questionnaire (Appendix N) was pr~pared and made readily available 

to those elderly persons frequenting the Adult Recreation Centre 

located at 185 King Street South in the City of Waterloo. The November 

1981 issue of The Owl, a senior citizen newsletter with a readership 

of approximately 2,000 persons was used to encourage the elderly to 

complete the questionnaire (Appendix 0). Unfortunately, only 5 percent of 

the 100 questionnaires distrIbuted were ct>mpleted. This response rate 

concrete conclusions regarding the elderly's opinions of Granny Flats. 

Because of this it was decided to employ a more active survey technique. 

A Granny Flat seminar was scheduled for between the hours of 

10:00 AM and 2:00 PM January 22, 1982 at the Adult Recreation Centre 

in the City of Waterloo. The seminar was advertised at the Centre for 

approximately two weeks prior to its scheduled date. At the previously 

noted time and date this researcher was present at the Centre to show 

a brief slide presentation regarding Granny Flats and to outline the 

purpose and benefits of these units. The seminar functioned as an 

open house with four of these presentations being made to small groups. 

A discussion fblloweo each presentation at which time the presenter 

ans~ered any questions and questioned the audience with regards to 

many of the points raised in the questionnaire found in Appendix N. 

A tota~ of approximately 20 elderly persons were interviewed in this 

manner. 



(iv) Findings 

The following comments should not be construed to be those of a 

representative sample of the elderly portion of the City of Waterloo's 

population. Instead, what is presented here is a selection of the 

comments made by those persons who attended the Granny Flat seminar 

held at ~~e Adult Recreation Centre and from those questionnaires that 

were returned. In regard to some of these comments specific 

recommendations are made which should be acted upon by the implementing 

body. 

The selected comments are as follows: 

Re. the name 'Granny Flat' 
--it "smells of discrimination" 
--it is a misnomer; Granny Flat gives an incorrect image 

of the unit's use and purpose 
--recommendation: that the name of the unit be changed 

to something with a less negative connotation such as 
'movable unit', 'elder cottage', or 'senior citizen's 
cottage' 

Re. the concept and purpose of a Granny Fl~t 
--"it seems like a good idea" 
--"why all the fuss"--the DQddy House is essentially the 

same idea and it has been around for years 

Re. institutions 
--"I ~ institutions, high rises etc." 

Re. the size of the unit 
--a general consensus that a 500 to 70~ square foot unit 

is large enough for practical purposes--however, some 
persons seemed to have difficulty in visualizing 
the actual area 

--recommendation: in fiture public information seminars 
it may be wise to physically mark out to scale the floor 
area of the Granny Flat. 
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Re. design of the Granny Flat 
--the unit should not be movable--it should be attached 

to the main house and linked to such by a door for easy 
access 

--our winters are too severe for a movable unit--a common 
wall would reduce heating costs 

--recommendation: in future presentations put greater 
emphasis on reasons supporting the premise that the units 
should be movable and set aside from the main house-
i.e., stress the problems associated with a permanent 
unit 

Re. advantages of the unit 
--privacy 
--independent living 
--remaining active 

Re. disadvantages of the unit 
--cost of heating, water, electricity 
--security/break-ins 
--maintenance costs/rate of unit deterioration 
--could the unit be sufficiently heated 
--recommendation--carry out further study into the cost 

of heating a Granny Flat in Waterloo's climate 

Re. services and facilities which the elderly would like to 
live near 
--shopping mall with a variety of stores and services 
--doctor's office 
--hospital 
--church 
--recreation centre 

Re. the elderly person living in the same dwelling as his 
or her son or daughter 
--"I'm sure that there would be clashes, tensions and 

pressures on both sides." 

Re. the elderly person or couple living in a Granny Flat 
on the same lot as the son or daugher 
--"see no problems" 
--space separating the two units should be sufficient 

to maintain privacy 
--degree of compatibility between the elderly person{s) 

. and the host family probably largely due to the 
personality of each party. 
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In summary, it may be concluded from these comments that most of 

the elderly interviewed thought the Granny Flat to be a good idea 

since it is a form of housing that is an alternative to institutional

ization and traditional forms of senior citizen housing within the 

community. As well, the Granny Flat is an attractive alternative for 

the elderly to actually having to live with their families. A strong 

desire to remain independent was evident amongst those elderly persons 

interviewed. 

E. Legal Aspects of Granny Flat Implementation 

There are primarily three legal documents which may apply to the 

implementation of a Granny Flat program in the City of Waterloo. These 

documents are described as follows and their relevant sections are 

noted: 

(i) The Regional Official Policies Plan 

This document is a very general statement of social, economic 

and physical planning policies. It requires that all public works 

carried out in the Region conform to the Plan, and that all Official 

Plans of the Area Municipalities, of which the City of Waterloo is 

one, conform to the Plan. That is, any zoning by-law amendment which 

is made to permit the placement of a Granny Flat must conform to both 

the Area Municipality's Official Plan and the Region's Official Plan. 

The following sections of the Regional Plan may be interpreted to 

pertain to Granny Flats: 
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(a) Chapter 4--Goals of the Plan--Goals 
One of the goals of the Region is: 

"6. To provide housing and settlements to meet 
the changing needs of people." 
Interpretation--Canada's population is aging and 
thus its neeas are changing. A Granny Flat would 
seem to be able to well satisfy a part of the 
population's need for suitable accommodation. 

(b) Chapter 9--Housing--Policy 
The Regional Municipality of Waterloo will: 
"10. Provide the framework for participation 
in the community sponsored housing program or 
similar housing programs and encouraged non-profit 
agencies to participate in the construction and 
operation of subsidized housing units." 
Interpretatation--since the Granny Flat would 
probably be implemented by a non-profit agency, 
on a subsidized rent scheme, it appears that the 
Region would encourage such a program. 

"20. Permit pre:abricated and/or portable 
manufactured housing units which meet the Provincial 
Building Code subject to the policies of this 
Plan and Area Municipality Official Plans." 
Interpretation--A Granny Flat is a pre-fabricated 
unit and as such would appear to be generally 
approved by the Region, subject to the noted 
conditions, to be an acceptable form of housing. 

(c) Chapter l4--Health and Social Services--Policy 
The Region will: 
"4. Seek to makE: the most economical use of 
primary health fa~ilities in order to minimize 
the Regional costs and to relieve the burden on 
secondary and tertiary facilities. This will be 
accomplished by: ... 
(2) continuing and expanding, where required and 
feasible the various services provided by Regional 
Health and Social Services in order to reduce as 
much as possible the need for patients to enter 
institutions; ••• 
Interpretation--The Region appears to be aware of 
the need to reduce the rate of institutionalization. 
As·do community services, the Granny Flat provides 
a means by which to maintain the elderly within 
the community for a larger period of time. 
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"10. Utilize Federal and Provincial Government programs 
to provide, in co-operation with the Area Municipalities, 
needed housing for the elderly in appropriate locations." 
Interpretation--For some elderly persqns, accommodation 
with or very near to their children can have many very 
beneficial results and thus be a very appropriate location 
for them to live. A Granny Flat program designed to 
provide housing in such a location, initiated or supported 
by an area municipality and funded by CMHC would probably 
be supported by the Region. 

In summary, the Regional Official Policies Plan may be favourably 

interpreted to permit the implementation of a Granny Flat program 

since the document makes provisions to meet housing needs through the 
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Region's participation in and encouragement of non-profit housing schemes. 

(ii) The Official Plan for the City of Waterloo Planning Area 

This document is a "guide to Council and other Boards and Commissions 

of the City of Waterloo through the establishment of policies relating 

to future urbanization and the provision of public services.,,6 All 

municipal works and zoning by-laws must be in conformity with this 

document. 

The following sections of the document may be interpreted to 

pertain to Granny Flats: 

(a) Part I(B)--Objectives 
It is the objective of the City of Waterloo to make: 
"4. Provisions for a wide range of housing 
accommodation to meet·a variance of demand in household 
size and rental levels." 
Interpretation--The Granny Flat is an affordable form 
of housing for the elderly with varying incomes. It 
is specifically designed to meet the physical needs of 
one or two elderly persons. As such, the City's 
stated objective would seem to be supportive of a 
Granny Flat program. 



(b) Part II (A)--Land Use--Residential Area 
It is the policy of the Council of the City of 
Waterloo that the: 
"4. Approval of development within residential 
areas will be subject to the a~ailability, or 
ability to provide schools, parks and recreation 
facilities, roads, storm and sanitary sewers, 
watermains and all other municipal services and 
public works required to serve the proposed 
development." 
Interpretation--A Granny Flat development would be 
a secondary or overlapping phase of development 
in the sense that these units would be located in 
areas where residential developments, served by the 
essential municipal services, are already in 
existence. That is, a Granny Flat unit would be 
connected to the existing water and sanitary sewer 
lines. 

The general intent of this policy appears to 
promote infilling so as to prevent the costly over
extension of municipal services. Granny Flats would 
achieve this goal by optimizing the use of existing 
services. 

This policy does, however, seem to justly caution 
against the locating of a Granny Flat unit in an 
area where municipal services frequently used by the 
elderly, such as the public transportation system, 
are not satisfactorily developed. 

(c) Schedule 'A' of the Official Plan 
This schedule shows the 1969 population of the City, 
its development areas and the population density of 
each residential district. In each district the 
maximum permissible population and gross density at 
ultimate development is also shown. 

The Official Plan further states that "if develop
ment plans are submitted for a district which will 
cause the maximum population of the district to be 
exceeded, an Official Plan Amendment will be 
required. ,,7 
Interpretation--This policy is not as restrictive as 
it may first seem since Part III--Interpretation of 
the Plan states that "the figures shown on Schedule 
'A' are not absolute and are open to flexible 
interpretation, so long as the basic intent of the 
plan is maintained."S A small number of Granny Flats 
in a residential district would not conflict with the 
general intent of the plan so long as the density did 
not increase to such ·a level as to endanger the health 
and happiness of the residents of that district. 
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The number of Granny Flats in anyone residential 
district would probably be so low as not to exceed 
the maximum density figure. In fact as Table 8 
indicates, the average number of persons per household 
(PPH) for the City of Waterloo has decreased since 
1969. This further ensures that a Granny Flat 

development will not exceed the maximum density figures 
as set out in the Official Plan. 

(d) Part I (D)--Municipal Services 
It is the policy of Council and other authorities to 
"make the fullest use of the existing roads, utility 
systems, schools, and public buildings in order to 9 
provide optimum service in the most economic manner." 
Interpretation--This policy statement seems to 
elaborate on subsection II(A) (4) of the Official Plan, 
as mentioned, in that both sections encourage the 
economic optimization of existing services. As 
previously mentioned, a Granny Flat development would 
fulfill this policy. 

In su~~ary, the Official Plan for the City of Waterloo may be 

interpreted to permit the implementation of a Granny Flat program. 

An objective of the Official Plan is to encourage housing to meet a 

variety of needs, provided that municipal services are not over-

extended or over-loaded and that over-crowding does not occur. 

(iii) The Municipal Zoning By-Laws 

The purpose of a zoning by-law is to permit the municipality to 

control the use of land within its boundaries in an orderly manner so 

as to contribute to the good health, happiness, and convenience of its 

citizens. As such, it is important to review the provisions of a 

zoning by-law in regards to the implementation of a Granny Flat program. 

The use of land within the City of Waterloo is subject to three 

such by-Iaws~ Restricted Area By-Law No. 878A--Township of Waterloo, 
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City of Waterloo Zoning By-Law No. 1108 and City of Waterloo Zoning 

By-Law No. 1418. 

Restricted Area By-Law No. 878A--Township of Waterloo covers an 

area recently annexed by the City. The land covered by this by-law 

is primarily zoned for agricultural purposes. As such, the by-law 

acts as a holding mechanism until development warrants a zone change. 

At such time the zoning is amended to make the proposed development 

site subject to the provisions of either by-law no. 1108 or by-law no. 

1418. For this reason the provision~ of By-Law No. 878A will not be 

discussed. 

(a) Zoning By-Law No. 1108 

The following sections of the by-law may be pertinent to the 

implementation of a Granny Flat program: 

Section 8.25.l--General Provisions 
"Except where expressly permitted in the by-law, not 
more than (1) main building shall be erected on any 
lot in a registered plan or assembly of part-lots in 
any zone established by the by-law." 
Interpretation--Unless the Granny Flat can be described 
as a secondary or accessory building then this section 
would effectively prohibit the erection of a Granny 
Flat on a lot with an existing dwelling. 

Section 2.l--Definitions 
"'Accessory' when used to describe a use or building 
means a use or building incidental, subordinate and 
exclusively devoted to the main use or building located 
on the same lot as such use or building but not used 
for human habitation." 
Interpretation--Although a Granny Flat co~ld be described 
as an incidental use to the main house, the definition 
of 'accessory' requires that the building not be used 
for human habitation. Thus, a Granny Flat cannot be 
classified as an 'accessory' building so as to circumvent 
the provision of the zoning by-law that only one main 
building shall be located on a single lot. The by-law 
would have to be amended to classify a Granny Flat as 
an accessory use. 
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Section 8.2--General Provisions--Prohibited Obstruction 
"In a residential zone or suburban zone no person 
shall erect any accessory building any part of which 
is within two-point-five metres (2.5 m.) of any part of 
a main building on an adjoining lot and in no case shall 
any accessory building be located closer than sixty 
centimetres (60.5 cm.) from any rear lot line or side 
lot line in the rear yard in any interior lot subject to 
any provisions governing corner lots as provided in the 
various zones." 
Interpretation--If a Granny Flat is to be .classified as 
an accessory use and thereby become a permitted use on 
a single-detached dwelling lot, then the unit should 
at least meet the regulations stated in section S.2. 
Such regulations are a form of protection for adjoining 
home owners who, if the unit were permitted to be 
located on the property line, may have their privacy and 
view compromised. 

Section S.3--General Provisions--Accessory Building 
"The maximum height of any accessory building in all 
zones except Light Industrial and Industrial zone shall 
be four metres (4.0 m.) and the lot coverage of accessory 
buildings or buildings shall be not more than ten (10) 
percent of the lot area." 
Interpretation--Since a Granny Flat would be generally 
placed on a lot with a minimum area of 6,000 square feet, 
the Granny Flat, under the regulation, may have an area 
of at least 600 square feet which is sufficient for all 
practical purposes. The Granny Flat should also be able 
to meet the 4.0 m. height restriction. Both the lot 
coverage and the height regulations protect the views 
of nearby residents. The lot coverage regulation also 
ensures that sufficient open space remain on the property 
for the enjoyment of the persons living on that lot. 
If accessory buildings in addition to the Granny Flat 
exist it may be necessary to obtain a minor variance to 
the lot coverage regulation. 

(b) Zoning By-Law No. 141S 

By-Law No. 141S primarily regulates development in the newer parts 

of the City of Waterloo while By-Law No. 110S covers the older 

neighbourhoods in the City. By-Law No. l41S is similar to By-Law No. 

110S for most essential purposes regarding Granny Flat implementation. 
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The provisions of By-Law No. 1108 noted in part (iii) (a) of this 

chapter are also included in By-Law No. 1418. 

(c) Consolidation of the Single Family Residential Zones 

Between By-Laws No. 1108 and 1418 there are eight separate 

zoning categories each of which restrict the use of property primarily 

to single-family dwellings. For administrative purposes this number 

of zones was reduced, through consolidation, to five zones in 1978. 

The regulations which apply to development in these five zones are 

found in Table 7. The regulations which may pertain to the placement 

of a Granny Flat concern lot area, rear lot requirements, lot coverage 

and parking restrictions. It appears that a lot zoned as SR2, SR3 or 

SR-Tl would probably have sufficient lot area and rear yard depth to 

physically accommodate a Granny Flat. 

(d) Summary 

By-laws Number 1108 and 1418 prohibit the placement of a Granny 

Flat by limiting the number of inhabitable buildings on a lot to one. 

However, a Granny Flat would be permitted if the by-laws were amended 

to define or deem a Granny Flat as an accessory building. The Granny 

Flat would then be subject to the regulations now affecting accessory 

buildings. These regulations would provide a degree of protection 

for adjoining land owners from possible encroachments on the enjoyment 

of their property. 
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F. Physical Aspects of Granny Flat Implementation 

(i) Lots 

As noted in Chapter III a lot must generally be at least 6,000 

square feet in area to accommodate a Granny Flat. It is estimated that 

approximately 80 percent of the roughly 10,000 built on, single-family 

dwelling lots in the City of Waterloo are 6,000+ square feet in area. lO 

Even if 50 percent of these lots are unsuitable for Granny Flat 

placement due to their shape, coverage or topography, approximately 

4,000 lots would still be physically capable of accommodating Granny 

Flats. That is, the City appears to have the potential to implement 

a Granny Flat program on a large scale. 

(ii) Services 

It is unlikely that a Granny Flat program would put any strain 

on the existing municipal services in the City of Waterloo. As Table 8 

shows, the average number of persons per household has been steadily 

decreasing since 1961. By increasing neighbou]"hood densities, a 

Granny Flat program would make better use of the existing services. 

In many larger cities very few single-family dwellings exist 

within walki~g distance of the downtown. In this sense, Granny Flats 

may be best suited for small and medium sized cities. An examination 

of assessment maps shows that in the City of Waterloo there are a 

number of single-family dwellings lots of 6,000+ square feet in area 
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Table B: Household Size: City of Waterloo 1961-19BO 

Year Persons Per Household 

19611 3.B 

19661 3.6 

197].1 3.3 

19762 3.0 

19803 2.B7 

Sources: 1. Statistics Canada, 1971 Census of Canada - Households: 
Households By Size, Vol. II, Pt. 1, Cat. 93-702, 
May 1973, p. I-lB. 

2. Statistics Canada, 1976 Census of Canada - Dwellings 
and Households: Dwellings, Private Households and 
Families, Vol. III, Cat. 93-B01, 1978, p. 3-1. 

3. Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Household Character
istics by Age of Head, Tenure, Size and Six Structure 
Type - Regional Information System, Vol. 2, 1981, p. 
4. 
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11 within an elderly person's walking distance of downtown. In fact, 

as Table 9 shows, census tract number 102 (see Appendix P), an area 

which includes most of Waterloo's downtown, has the highest proportion 

of elderly persons in the City. It is difficult to state that this 

high proportion of elderly persons is due to the area's close 

proximity to shops and services or whether it is simply because the 

area is, in terms of development, the oldest part of the City. In 

any event, this area would be a convenient location for the placement 

of a number of Granny Flats. 

Table 9: pOEulation Ased 65+ B~ Census Tract 
Cit~ of Waterloo 1976 

Census Tract Total Population Population 65+ % Population 65+ 

100 5,241 580 11 
101 11,483 305 3 
102 2,509 380 15 
103 4,187 540 13 
104 6,718 275 4 
105 1,887 170 9 
106 8,573 375 4 
107 4,799 285 6 
108 705 55 8 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1976 Census of Canada: Population and Housins 
Characteristics by Census Tracts _. Kitchener, Cat. 95-808, 
Bulletin 6.9, 1978. 



(iii) Location 

Given the City of Waterloo's relatively small size, public 

transportation system and pattern of development, the location in which 

a Granny Flat could be placed in terms of distance to essential services 

is almost unlimited. 

The City's well developed public transportation system and a 

number of commercial subcentres such as Westmount Place Shopping 
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Centre on Westrnount Road also broaden the area in which a Granny Flat 

may be suitably located for the convenience of its occupant(s). The 

only areas of the City which may be unsuitable for Granny Flat placement 

are those areas which are beyond the walking distance of the services 

and facilities needed by the elderly on a regular basis and which are 

not, or infrequently, served by public transportation. One such 

development is the new Beechwood West development. 



Endnotes - Chapter VI 

1. Murray Haight, Assessing and Planning for Long Term Care in the 
Waterloo Region - Report 5 (Waterloo: Waterloo Region District 
Health Council [1981]), p. 16. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

It may be concluded from the issues discussed in this paper that 

there are both benefits and obstacles associated with the implementa

tion of a Granny Flat program. 

The benefits of the Granny Flat may be summarized as follows: 

1. It is a great value for the money, especially for those 

persons with low incomes. 

2. It maintains the family structure. 

3. It lessens reliance on institutional care. 

4. It encourages the elderly to move from their older, single

family dwellings, thereby increasing the supply of affordable 

housing to younger families. 

5. It is an attractive and affordable form of housing for the 

elderly and has little or no on-going cost to the taxpayers. 

6. It can improve the quality of life of those elderly persons 

and their families who are involved in the program. 

possible obst~les to Granny Flat implementation appear to be 

financing and existing land use controls. While society's financial 

resources may be spent on a project which may in fact house more persons 

than the Granny Flat concept, it does not, however, deal with the idea 

of independent living for the elderly which is the key of the Granny 

Flat ooncept. Agencies involved in the provision of accommodation for 
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.the elderly must begin to provide qualitative housing. After all, the 

elderly have made major contributions to society and it is now time 

that society gives the elderly an opportunity to care for themselves 

in a comfortable and dignified manner. Granny Flats provide such a 

viable opportunity. 

Lana use controls, such as zoning by-laws, are restricting the 

public from constructing Granny Flat type units on their own initiative. 

There is a Hebrew saying, "One mother can take care of 10 children but 

10 children can't take care of one mother."l To which advocates for 

the elderly may add, "because of zoning.,,2 

Few peo~le would probably disagree that controls are necessary so 

as to regulate the proper use of Granny Flats and to minimize their 

impact O~ adjacent properties and municipal services. However, a 

danger does exist that the zoning by-law amendment or minor variance 

process may be used by some persons to unreasonably object to Granny 

Flat placement with the result that the program.may be irreparably 

damaged by time delays in unit placement. To reduce the likelihood 

of these disruptions from occurring, the public must be educated in 

the purpose and benefits of the Granny Flat to society as a whole. 

This paper does not contend that Granny Flats are a cure for all 

the ills of society or are applicable to all persons age 65+. To 

do so would be ludicrous. There are obviously a number of physical 

and psycholpgical factors which mayprohlbit the placement of a 

Granny Flat. Personalities, marital status, income, employment, 

family location, lot size, and lot shape are only some factors which 

may make a Granny Flat unsuitable or impractical for some elderly 
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persons. However, the question still remains; why shouldn't those 

elderly persons and their families who have the desire to live together 

be given an opportunity to do so, when it is not to the serious 

detriment of others? Such an arrangement would minimize the burden 

of care on the part of the family and society, while increasing the 

independence and self-esteem of the elderly. Obviously, any form of 

housing that provides such benefits should be actively encouraged 

rather than apathetically prohibited primarily because of the fear of 

change. 

With today's !apidly changing population structure, there is a 

pressing need for society to become more flexible in its housing 

designs. A house ages with its occupants but it does not change to 

meet the needs of those individuals. The Granny Flat provides a level 

of flexibility in the use of one's property, thereby eliminating the 

need for costly, structural modifications to the main dwelling which 

may be necessary for only a short time. 
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The Granny Flat is being successfully used in Australia and there 

are many reasons why it can be as equally successful in Canada. All 

that is required is an individual or an organization with the confidence 

and the determination to implement such a program. 



Endnotes - Chapter VII 

1. Patrick H. Hare, "Why Granny Flats are a Good Idea," Planning, 
Vol. 48, No. 2 (February 1982): 15. 

2. Ibid. 
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APPENDIX A 

Design Options: Granny Annexe 
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APPENDIX B 

Granny Flat-Location on Site 
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APPENDIX C 

The Australian Granny Flat 
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APPENDIX D 

The American Elder Cottage 



APPENDIX D 

The American Elder Cottage 

Th. Elder Co"',,., flrl' U.S. model now on display In Lancel'.r, Pa. 
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APPElmrx E 

Design Criteria 



APPENDIX E 

CMKC Design Criteria 

The following general guidelines for the design of a dwelling 
unit for the elderly are taken from: 

Housing The Elderly. Ottawa: Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation, 1975, pp. 27-34. 

THE BEDROON 

Function: 

Old people probably make greater use of the bedroom than any 
other room in the unit. This is due in part to the need for rest pe
riods, but as people grow older they also become more susceptible to 
illness and are bedridden more frequently than those who are young. 

Spaces around beds and other furniture should be generous to 
compensate for loss of agility. This is especially true of bed
sitting rooms. 

Design: 

The sketches show suggested minimum space requirements for three 
different arrangements: s~ngle-bed alcove for bachelor units, double, 
and twin-bed layouts for bedrooms. The twin-bed layout becomes parti
cularly desirable when one member of a couple is ill or bedridden for 
any length of time. 

Bedrooms should be designed to accept a television and chair, 
as well as normal bedroom furniture. Windows should be placed to allow 
a view from the bed. 

THE LIVING-DI~ING AREA 

Use of Space: 

Living-dining areas in dwelling units for the aged are usually 
small. Careful placement of doors, windows, and circulation space is 
therefore essential if maximum use is to be made of the available floor 
area. Television is extensively used for entertainment and the layout 
should take this into account. When the living-dining and kitchen 
areas are combined, a folding partition or curtain should be provided 
to screen the two from each other. 

THE BATHROOM 

Importance: 

An efficient bathroom is important to any household. But, in 
the daily routine of the elderly, no other room plays a more significant 
part in terms of functional need, safety and convenience than a bathroom 
designed to meet failing standards of strength, eyesight and physical 
stability. 



Apart from a somewhat higher-than-normal use by day, frequent 
use of the bathroom is common at night. The route from the bedroom 
should be direct and unobstTucted, and sufficient space should be 
provided for the passage of a wheelchair into the bathroom. 

The Door: 

The bathroom door should be either a pocket-sliding door pro
viding a clear opening of at least 2-feet 6-inches, or a hinged door 
2-feet 8-inches wide and opening outwards. If a lock is provided, it 
must be operable from the outside. 

Safety: 

Bathrooms tend to be gleaming and glossy with slippery wall and 
floor surfaces. While these may be characteristic of traditional 
bathrooms, some modifications are essential if elderly people are to 
be protected from slips and falls. 

Floor Finish: 

Floors should be non-slip, resilient, impervious to water, and 
easy to maintain. 

Grab Bars: 

Grab bars are needed to help the elderly use the bathtub and 
toilet safely and conveniently. Understandably, the number of grab 
bars and their location will vary according to the arrangement of 
equipment. Getting in and out of the bathtub can be difficult, and a 
vertical grab bar will provide support and confidence when stepping 
into the tub. A grab bar will also assist in lowering the body into 
the water, and will improve steadiness when taking a shower. 

For use of the toilet, one adjacent angled grab bar is needed 
for convenience and help in lowering to the seat and subsequently 
rising from it. All grab bars should be capable of withstanding a 
SOO-pound pull. 

Layouts: 

Many layouts are possible, but three variations are the most 
common with each having its own advantages. 

Design "A" - In the first layout, the toilet is placed by the 
wall with the wash-basin next to the bathtub. This arrangement allows 
easy placement of the toilet-paper holder and grab bar on the wall, 
while at the same time, the wash-basin edge can be used as a support 
for getting into and out of the bathtub. A vertical grab bar mounted 
on the wall near the bathtub, and grab bars on the bathtub wall are 
recommended. In addition, an angled grab bar should be provided on 
the wall by the toilet. . 



Design "B" - This second layout places the bathtub against the 
wall opposite the wash-basin and toilet. As in Design "A", separate 
grab bars should be provided for the toilet and tub. 

Design "c" - The third layout is similar to Design liB" wi"th the 
exception the wash-basin is installed in a vanity. The vanity can be 
used for storage and the toilet-paper holder can be mounted on its 
side next to the toilet. 

Bathtub: 

A bathtub with a non-slip bottom should be used. Two soap dishes 
should be provided, one mounted high to prevent stooping while showering. 
A combined grab bar/soap dish is not satisfactory. One vertical grab 
bar should be mounted near the faucets, to ease entry into the tub. A 
second grab bar, angled or in an "L" shape, should be placed on the 
back wall to assist in rising from a sitting position, and for use 
while taking a shower. A third grab bar mounted horizontally on the 
wall opposite to the faucets is also desirable. 

Sho\\'er: 

Many old people have shown a preference for a hand-held, flexible 
cable-hose type shower. This should be mounted on a vertical minimum 
3'-0" long sliding rail. In some projects a few units have been provided 
with showers and seats instead of bathtubs and have proved popular. This 
will depend on local acceptance. 

Toilet: 

A toilet-mounting height of l··foot 5-inches is preferable to the 
more usual I-foot 3-inches because of the difficulty old people may 
experience in lowering to a sitting position. The higher mounting 
height may be practicable only with cantilever type units. 

Wash-Basin: 

The cantilever type of wash-basin is recommended as it can be 
used by a person sitting in a wheelchair. Mounting height should be 
approximately 2-feet 9-inches from the floor and it should be designed 
to withstand an edge load of 250-pounds. Special brackets may be re
quired to support the basin for this edge loading. A wash-basin built 
into a vanity counter is another desirable arrangement. For wheechair 
use, ~he vanity storage would have to be deleted. 

Medicine Cabinet and Mirror: 

The medicine cabinet should be recessed into the wall and have 
sliding doors. Glass shelves s~ould not be used. The top shelf should 
not be higher than 5-feet above the floor. 



Thermostatic Control: 

For reasons of safety, a the~ostatic control should be provided 
to limit water termperature to 49 degrees celsius in the bath and 
shower uni ts. 

Fauce t Handles: 

Lever-type handles are strongly recommended as arthritic per
sons find conventional knob-type handles difficult to use. 

Heating: 

A supplementary radiant heat source, preferably located in the 
ceiling, is recommended. The equipment should be governed by a 20-
minute time s'li tch that is not connected to the bathroom lig!1t switch. 

Alarm System: 

A terminal should be located in the bathroom to m~ke an alarm 
call in the event of sickness or an accident. The button should be 
near the toilet at a height of about 2-feet above the floor and should 
be clearly marked and illuminated. 

THE KITCl-i£:\ 

General: 

Physical characteristics of the aged hamper normal kitchen 
functions of food preparation, cooking, dish-washing and eating. Rea
ching to high shelves and stooping to low ones are difficult because 
of a general stiffening of limbs. Standard faucet or small cupboard 
handles cannot be grasped efficiently by weakened or arthritic hands. 
Poor vision calls for a higher-than-normal lighting level, especially 
over sinks and stoves. Full-height pantry cupboards should be in
stalled in units for the elderly. 

Cupboards: 

Cupboards should not be placed over stoves or refrigerators. 
If cupboards are built over the counter, the height of the top shelf 
should not exceed 4-feet 8-inches above the floor. 

Cupboard Doors: 

Sliding doors in overhead cupboards are safer to use than nor
mal swing doors but are less efficient. Swing doors should be as 
narr~Y as possible to avoid projecting beyond the counter top. Pantry 
cupboards should have bi-fold or swing doors, but not sliding doors. 



Shelving: 

Shelving which is completely adjustable in height is the most 
suitable. Fixed shelving should not exceed a maximum height of -feet 
3-inches and a minimum of I-foot 3-inches above the floor. Shelving 
widths should be about 11 or l2-inches. 

Broom Closet: 

A separate broom closet is preferred but it may be combined 
with a storage locker. 

Kitchen Sink: 

Provision of a minimum width of 2-feet 2-inches for knee space 
under the sink is desirable to permit the use of a stool. The under
side and plumbing should be enclosed to prevent burns and scalds. 

Kitchen Counter: 

The standard height of 3-feet is recommended. However, if a 
high proportion of residents are permanently confined to wheelchairs, 
the installation of some kitchen counters at a height of 2-feet 
9-inches should be considered. Pull-out work surfaces and chopping 
boards facilitate food preparation. 

Stove: 

For reasons of safety, electric stoves are recommended. Con
trols should be at the front of the unit, easy to reach, and identify 
by either sight or touch. Stoves should be placed 8tvay from windows 
to reduce the danger of setting curtains on fire. 

Refrigerator: 

Standard, upright refrigerators are recommended. Small, un
dercounter units are unsuitable as their use involves difficult 
stooping. 

Dishwasher: 

A dishwasher is a very desirable piece of equipment but costs 
and space may limit its installation to special cases. 

Lighting: 

A supplementary light should be placed over the sink. See 
"Lighting Section". 



Handles: 

Lever-type taps, and large handles on cupboards and drawers 
are strongly recommended. 

STORAGE SPACE 

General Storage in the Unit: 

~~erever possible, storage space should be provided within the 
unit. It should have a minimum of lOO-cubic feet of space, and pre
ferably ISO-cubic feet. If the storage closet can accommodate a 
small freezer, an elderly person can take advantage of more economic 
food purchasing. An electrical outlet should be provided. 

At least three shelves should be provided, each with a m~n~
mum width of I-foot 4-inches. The lowest shelf should be about 2-feet 
6-inches from the floor, with other shelves spaced upwards I-foot 
4-inches apart. Adjustable shelves provide an ideal solution. 

Combined Storage: 

A combined bedroom and linen closet is recommended as this 
arrangement saves space and reduces the number of cupboard doors. 

LIGHTI~G 

General: 

Higher-than-normal and even lighting is required in all units 
to compensate for failing eyesight. Strong contrasts of light and 
shadm ... should be avoided because of the eye's decreasing powers of 
accommodation. 

The physical act of changing light bulbs in ceiling fixtures 
is difficult and possibly dangerous for old people. One method of 
reducing risk is the installation of a ceiling fixture with a re
tractable cord so that the light can be pulled down to a lower height. 
Another alternative is to provide fixtures with more than one light 
bulb. If one bulb burns out, there is still light from the other 
until a replacement can be made. 

Rheostat light controls are desirable to allow for variation 
in individual need and preference. Light switches with locator 
lights should be provided in the important areas of entry hall, 
bedroom-bathroom corridor, bathroom and bedroom 

Entrance Door: 

The entrance doorway should be brightly illuminated for easy 
identification and operation of key and lock. See "Doors" section. 



Kitchen: 

A single ceiling light source in the kitchen is unsatisfactory 
because of shadows cast over working areas. At least one second fix
ture is needed, preferably mounted on the wall to cast as much light 
as possible on the sink, counter and stove. 

Bathroom: 

A light placed over the wash-basin for washing and shaving, 
and a ceiling fixture are considered minimum in the bathroom. The 
alarm button should be equipped with a locator light. 

Bedroom: 

The lighting design should be sufficiently flexible to permit 
a variety of lamps and fixtures, including lampstands, bed lights, 
and dresser illumination. Wall-plug outlets would be necessary to 
meet these conditions. As well, the alarm button should be lighted. 

Hall: 

The hall between th~ bedroom and bathroom is often used at 
night, so the provision of a light switch with a built-in locator 
light is i~portant. 

Dining Area: 

As well as being used for eating, the dining area serves as a 
working or hobby area. These functions require differing qualities 
and intensities of light, which can best be met by a fixture having 
a rheostat control switch and a retractable cord. 

Living Area: 

The living area needs illumination for such pastimes as reading 
and sewing. The type of lighting recommended for the dining area may 
also be used in this area, and could be augmented by a free-standing 
lamp. 

ELECTRICAL 

General: 

Switches and outlets should be located and placed to prevent un
necessary walking and stooping. At least one switch per room should be 
equipped with a locator light to allow use in the dark. 

Switches: 

Switches should be located at a height of from 3-feet to 4-feet 
8-inches. 



Electrical Outlets: 

Outlets should be located at a minimum height of I-foot 9-inches. 

Telephone: 

Two outlets should be provided, one in the hall or kitchen, and 
the other in the bedroom. 

TV Cable: 

Outlets should be located in the living room and the bedroom. 

DOORS 

General: 

Door design and selection should reflect the limited muscular 
strength and poor eyesight of old people, and the temporary confine
ment of some to wheelchairs. 

Entrance Doors: 

Entrance doors must be at least 2-feet lO-inches wide and should 
be of solid-core construction. Where the entrance door gives direct 
access to the exterior, measures should be taken to reduce drafts into 
the living .area. This can be achieved through the use of a vestibule 
or screen wall between the entrance and the living room. All such doors 
should be weather-stripped. They should also be well lighted from the 
outside, and easily identifiable by color and large address numbers. 
If a peep hole is provided, it should be about 4-feet IO-inches from 
the floor. 

Bathroom Door: 

The bathroom door should be either a pocket-sliding door with a 
clear opening 2-feet 6-inches wide, or a hinged door 2-feet 8-inches 
wide to allow wheelchair access and it should open outwards. If a 
lock is provided, it must be operable from the outside. 

Door Handles: 

Lever-type door handles are recommended as they can more easily 
be used by persons with arthritic hands. 

Door Lo cks: : 

~founting height for keyed locks should be about 4-feet 6-inches 
to ease the difficulty of stooping and seeing keyholes. 



Fire Protection: 

Local fire authorities should be consulted about requirements for 
door fire-ratings, and special smoke detecting equipment to close pas
sage doors. 

Other Doors: 

All other doors in the unit should be a minimum of 2-feet 8-inches 
wide to ailow passage of a wheelchair. 

WINDOI':S 

General: 

The elderly need a high lighting level even though their eyes are 
sensitive to glare. Generous window space should be provided, but 
windows should not be located in corners as these prevent an easy 
arrangement of furniture, especially in the living rooms. All windows 
should be equipped with curtain tracks. 

Cleaning: 

Windm-,s other than balcony windows should be designed so that 
glass and insect screens can be cleaned from the inside. 

Opening Hechanisms: 

Opening mechanisms for windows should be easy to operate by an 
arthritic person, and be mounted from 2-feet 6-inches to 5-feet above 
the floor. 

Double Glazing: 

Double glazing has traditionally been considered necessary only 
in the more severe climatic regions of Canada. However, increasing fuel 
costs combined with advantages of reduced noise transmission make 
double glazing an increasingly attractive proposition. 

Sliding Doors: 

A strong floor-level draft is created when sliding doors are 
open. For this reason, they are not recommended as the only source 
of fresh air. Where access to a balcony or patio is needed a separate 
hinged door and opening window should be provided. 

Sills: 

A window seat or wide sill, of not less than 12-inches in width 
is useful as a seat, as a place for plants, and as well, adds a sense 
of security in high buildings. The finish of window sills should be 
impervious to moisture. Low window sills about 2-feet 6-inches from 
the floor will permit a seated or bedridden person to look out. 



FLOOR FINISHES 

General: 

Slippery floors can be dangerous to old people, and strong pat
terns can create visual confusion, loss of balance, and appear to vary 
the height of the floor. Any of these could cause falls and serious 
1nJury. Floor finishes and patterns must therefore be carefully selec
ted to a\Toid such possibili ties. 

Haterials: 

Eesy floor maintenance is important because of a generally
lowered physical capability. Sheet vinyl or equivalent is recommended 
for kitchens and bathrooms to reduce the number of joints. Carpeting 
is a preferred material for the other rooms. The carpet should be of 
short pile and dense weave to ease the propulsion of a wheelchair, and 
it should be anti-static and easy to clean. 

Colors and Patterns: 

Strong patterns should be avoided, and as in all small dwelling 
uni ts, light colors "7ill help to make rooms appear larger than they 
actually are. Dark colors have the opposite effect. 

WATER 

Water Softening: 

Excessively hard water may have a harmful effect on the skin 
of older people. On the other hand, soft water may affect their di
gestion. Drinking water should, therefore, be hard, and water for 
washing should be soft. If a softening system is required, a three
pipe system is best, supplying cold hard water to kitchens and toilets 
and soft hot and cold water to sinks, bathtubs, showers and wash-basins. 
If this is too costly a soft hot/cold hard system can be used if the 
temperature is kept comparatively low so that not too much cold hard 
water is required for mixing in baths and showers. 
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':d,:-'COA5TAL COLONY '. ,. 
44 North Cope Hill Drive 
Lititz, Pa. 17543 

C°ItP°1\ATION 
(717) 665-6761 

I PIllel LIS! • ILIJII confG!l 
Jul, 20, 1981 

. . 

. . . 
. . 
,4 

. -- .. . . O ..... . . . . ..:. ... ":I" :4W 

!be ELDM COTtAGE O&D be clelcrlbed a. a taotozrbldlt oc:.plet.elJ .. 11 
oontained aal1 eneJ'l1 .ffloient 11Yl111 unit priaaJ'U, acldNal1Dc _. 
_eda of the .lder1, 01' the banc!1capped. It il Nlooatabl. ill _-.n 
being oonltructed with h.&V7 pNIIVe-treated tlaber bue aDdd •• l.-c! 
to tit on location I.oured to lD-,round treated pUiDll 01' poet.. or a 
ltaDdard foUDdation •. .Aa con on the noor plana, it OODta!U l1YiD1 
roOlD, kitchen with link, range and re1'J'1,erator and tun lIat.b. art!
o1enc7 unit, ODe ~l"OOII OJ' two bedJ'OOll .ode11 a.aUable. tIM IID1t Sa 
transported to the lite on a lowboJ OJ' UDlSerouTlage. 

Choice of aiding .ateriala • 
• Factol"7 ltained wood 1D 20 00101'1 • 
• Aluminum 1D 10 00101'.. • 'lDJl ~ 10 00101'1. -nit. ataeoo. 

Choice ot roofing I 
.• .llphalt IhiDg1el in black, whlta 01' brown.- Optional oedar ..... 

Balic Unit - 14' x 24' 
Ino1udel li.ing 1"00II, kitohen, bath, paIlt!'7 

Bedroom ling - 10' x 11.' with clolet 

!WO Bedrooe Unit • 231,- x ,0' 
Elder JlOOil - aodular etficlen07 Wl1t 14' s 20' 

.. olmanized pre. sure treated foundation tor vie 
on lite prior to placing unit. Balle Unit 

Hand Split Cedar Shake loot 

With ODe BedroOil 
!WO BedJ'OOil Uld t 
Elder Iooa 

.. ICU 

• 1',68'.00 

:1,284.00 
20,400.00 

1,100.00 

2'7,.00 
290.00 
)6'.00 
18'.00 

Md ,. 

All prioel POB tactoJ'7, Lebanon CountJ, PeDI1871yaD1a. 

Shipping. charle. are ,2.00 pel' loaded aile pel' lowbor plUI •• oort 
Yehlele wi;th .inillum oharae ot '200.00 p&78ble OD dellft!'7 b7 .,.1'. 

Pa,..ellt taNI. ,OJ depol1t witJ:1 order. Balano. due OD deUft!'7 bT 
.lther ca,hier'l cheok 01' oertlt1.d cheek. 

• 'oundatioD .aterial onlJ il quotac! abon. Iutallat10D aDd •• t-up 
oharge, will v&rJ depeDdiDg OIl .lte condltlonl, looatloD, dlltaDoe 
b'0Ia tactol"7 and looal labor rate.. 10!'llal tt'undatloD 1D8tallaUon 
pel' tinilhed drawiDIl DOrall requ1J'e le,. than 10 houra aDd i. the 
relpoulbl11t, ot the bupr. 

, . . . . . . . . 
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APPENDIX I 
Australian Legislation 

The Housing Act 

Dl\'ISlOl~ 5.--ACCOMMonATION FOR ,'[J\SONS IN NEED. 

S·hA, (J) Fo~ the purposes of this Act the Commission may, 
wilh the (on~cnl of the Minisler--

(a) crect or purchase huildings to be u .. ed to accommodate 
persons who have no othe.r accommodation 
a\'~ilable to them; 

(b) ~C'I), 1{,";~50e, Jet or othawi"r make l1\'<!ilahle bnd or 
buildings on ~uch 1('1 ms and cc·nditions as the 
COlllmi~~i()n Ihinh fil 10 :Jny :Jppro\cd charitable 0:
Icli~i0us b,)dy for the PUJT'P!>c of p:ovidir.g 
<lcc.:onllllojation for C',lleh p.·r~llns; . 

(e) pro';idc m\'ncy~ hy way of loan OJ p;mt ":1 c;,\Jeh h'rrns 
:JIId (onditiom. :l~ tl,(' COJllIlli,,,j(ln ihinks fit 10 ;:ny 
i1l'rIOh'd (};:.;ril.Jlolc or rl·lifi.)US hod), for u~c by 
1hl' h()Jy for or in c(lon:?xion wilh Illc pro\,i ... iol1 oi 
i:lCCOjlHl)I.j3ti(1Il for ~uc:h persons. 

(2) In Ihis ~l'dion--

.. Arl'rc'\l'd LlI;~1 i!.lhlc or rcli£ious hody Of means a bCldy 
c~t::Llli,l.cj for rclj~inus or charitable purp(l~cs. 
~l';~'J \J\ cd by the Mi:1~qf'r. 

~4'!'. In I',is P.:n linlL"s jill \':1'~'1I:nt ". ilh ti,e CO;il.:',:! ,)r 
n:1j('(('III;;lkr -

.. F)j~it.l(' I'.rwn .. in lel ~:illn 10 a !il(n'ahle: unit J1'Jc';ns a 
Vr"\I;l \'.Iltl is 2 p.';1,j(')I,.:r :,l'·d ili;: L~lhl'f or IJ1(·:hcr ('r 
fii:l,~·r·;n L\'. or :1l(,lh(,T·ill-h:w of Il,e l;;rer of the llliit. 

.. Hiler ., Jj:·.·:~n~ a p::,.':J \'.110 enters i;jlc ~ h;J;r\!: 3~rl'':-jncnt 
WilL the C();J;JjJ: .. ~.jon. ~. -

H .... Rr" 
ill'lu"e' ., 
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,", 1:11 •. 1t. 
ComrT".i\)ioD 
IT •• )' C'rrC't 
tou.Jdlnr' .... c.. 
'or L'>e 
.cCO:T.:"!'I~a. 
lIon or 
prr)t,n, .. ho 
hl"t"'" I'Hhcr 
.. c'''mnJ~ •• 
I;on. 
5. ~«"A 
ir. .. " •• • , 
.... t:u •. 1L 

~ .. ';n, 
il"'.JtM~~ ~J 
•• e. t l":'! L I: 
J:::, r; ,tl:.!i{..lD. 

i,., ... ··"t ~J "c. I !l! I. t . 
oo I ! ; t:!e 
~<:~~O_,. 

"I!,H'''' 

•. Hiring ;:~:ll~(I;I('nt" lliC;lTlS Gn ;;r;rc~mcm enterea into "J!irinr 
. h" h 1 f "i-!rrl~rn( .. •• l'Ul~U:'Tit to this Pan for 11:'= 1!Jnf, Y 1 j~ oWller 0 ::lny 

hnd fJllm the Co:r,m:o;;sil'lr) of a IlJIY,i1b1e unit. 
.f MO\':1l,le l:nit " means a building or 5:ll.1eture cClp~11e of 

accorr.mod3ting not more than two p-.:!rsons and of 
being tr:'HlsfcHed flOm place to piace . 

•• Pensioner" means a per~on who is entitled to--

(a) an age p~nsion under any law of the 
Commonwealth relating to the pro\'ision of 
socialsen'iccs ; or 

(b) a service pensioD under any law of the 
Conunonwc:':llth rcbtinf to the rer3tr12!ion 
of members and fOl mer memhers of the 
2mled fO!ces of the CO;TJ!'l10ij"·t>alth . 

•• PIC~C'lihed .. means pr~~~cribC'd by or under this Part. 

"M,w"ble 
linn." 

•• Pcn!.ionc:r." 

•• r.t'!trjbcd.-
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54B. (]). The Cornmj" .. ion may enter intu an 3£rc~'ment with 
allY pt:r;..()n \\ ho --

(n) is the owner (whether ~olcl)' or with others) of any 
bnd upon which he re!.ides ; and 

(b) I('qnircs accolllmcrdation on the land for a r~rson 
who is a pcn~i(incr and \\'ho is his father, mother, 
f3tllt:r-in·bw, m()thl:f-in-J~w or any other pcr'0n 
who, h:olJ"e of spt:ciaJ circumSlan.:es, is :'rpI,)\l"d 
by the Minister--

for the lellin£, ()ut ('n hire to the p.:rson of a ll1o\';;b1e unit: 

(2) TIie ;'~:d'l:h'llt <11,11 ((In!;;in "tlch CO\(jl:,nts as ;,re 
rr(,~Clib('d ;,rJd l,~ in 1he p,c"c rib"d f(1l Ill. 

(3) 'The prl'~crihc.d CO\CJI:lnts ~h:ll) i:1Ck\~c c.O\cil:~nts lD 

s'Jit2ble tcrms ~nd cC'nt;:in;11P l.lJit;,hle cC';ldilir':iS qt;;;lif,c;i;i,_,;l.S 
C).ccrlions :md J(·~trictions - ~, 

• 

(0) hintiing the COJ1lJJl:',<.inTi to -

• 

(i) pro\'ide a ~uitablc Jl)(l\':jl'~c unit in a ~uit2b1e 
pli1ce upc1n the bnd of !he hirer 2.S ~o()n 
as prtletie3ble after the.: eXfcution of the 
hiring :1£1 cement; 

(iii) 

• • • • • 

allow the hirer ;Jnd ;!!',\, l'li~,jl'le T' f~'-'n 
accofllf;lnlialt-d in t'le i-'nit t~) ),.,YC (]i)i~,t 
ro~"e'sion for ~o k,df- ;1~ tr,c Iii') i!lg 

C:li'rcclicnt ft rn::ilJs iii f"l cc ~nd t11c blcr 
(Jh~el\es the p;o\,j,ic,ns of the bi;ing 
agiUJl,cnt; 

(iv) removc the mo\,;,ble til}jt as won a.s 
pi dcti::-:lble after thc hiring agreement 
Cc3<,es to be in force; and 

(\') rcstore the 13nd upon which the ruo\'ib1e 
unit is ~ilu3tcd to a pwper conditio!i uj'c·n 
removal of the mO\'::JbJe unit; 

(b) binding the hirer 10-

(i) co-op::-rate with the Co:nmicsian by obtaining 
any pc:rrnits mating 2ny arr1ic<l1;OnS 
c).('cllting i-lny d(lCllillrnts and arran[.ir.g 
any services )lecc'<.3ry to en3ble ihc 
m()Y3blc unit to he pbrcd in pmitioD ;~nd 
made I,ady for occup3tion ; 
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(ii) pJomptly pay such ,"cd"y hiring ch:H!;e for 
the movable unit a.,> i~ from time to tirllc 
determined by the- C('lnmi."ion in Je~rl'ct 
thereof during the roC I j(\d bl:~innino .:\ ith 
the giving of a noticc by the C(Iil1!'~:"",ion 
to the hirer to the di\.·ct that the lI1oy:-;blc 
unit is ready for occup:Hion &llld t:nding 
with the dctcrmin;.;tion of the hiiing 
agreement; 

(iii) ensure that no person other than an eligible 
p~'rcon is accommodated in the unit; 

(iv) nCI:ify Ille Commis.sion if at any time no 
cliril'Je person is accommodated in the 
unit; 

(v) notify tile Com;nission if the hirer CC3 C,CS to 
o\:,n the bnd upon which the mcn-3bie 
unit is provided by the Commi<,siC'n; 

(vi) nC":ify th~ Commission if the hirer ce3~CS to 
rc!-ide Ilpon the s3id l;md; 

(vii) cnSUiC 111:1t the unit is not mov('d or d:l':1.l!:.cd, 
and th3t no alteration of the ~tfilCi ur'C of 
the uIiit is m:1Je wi:!1Llut the cO.j'-Cjj( of 
the ('(llllJl1j~sion; &lnd 

(viii) mainiain the unit in good repair. 
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Sr~· F 1:"'1. (ti) 
I" t,..:!,~ ~, 

,,"c. !:&E t. 11 
(~I (IIi). 

Sol·P'L (>i,,) 
InllM.d " 

1 • • b . fIIc. t=H I. l' 
(4) A .1Inng agreement Sh21J e blnding upon the Commi~sion ,.) (i,). 

and the hirer aecolding 10 the l:::;lOr thermf. 

(5) The Commi~sion shall within 21 days of tbe making of 
the 11irill£ agreement c:!U~c a cc.'P)' thereof to b(' giwn to the hirer, 
but ~lny f:1i1ure to comply with this sub-section 5h311 not in any way 
affect the agreement. 

5~c. (1) The Co:nmi<.sion may require as a condition of its 
entering inta a hiring JgTe:cmeni the lodging with the Commission 
by the hirer of a sum of not more than S I 00 by way of deposit. 

(2) ]f the biring agreement rem3ins in force for a peril)d of 
lrss than six months, the COr;"\mi~<.ion shall be entitled to retain 
the slim paid by way of deposit. 

(3) If the hiring ~grcl'm{"nl rc.mJins in force for a p!.'riod of 
six months or more, the Commi~~ion shall at the option of the hiler 
either rdllnd the sum p.:lid by way of der<'~it. or crcdit the amount 
of the dl'r>o~il to the account. of the hirer in relation to the hiring 
agreement. 

0" I'<',i".. 
r.. Soc: 
ir.u-:.,d' ., "0_ n,,, •. L 
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5~I?- (1) A hiring agreement may be determined by the hirer 
by 1!.I\':n~ llot less than fourieen d;JYs notice in writing to the 
Comml~,"JOn . 

. (2) A hiring agreement may be determined by the 
Conuni~sioD-

(a) for any failure by the hirer to obsen'e the pro\1sions 
of the hiring 4lfJl·cmcnt ; or 

(b) 

by tmnl; 
l-. i I l"r. 

for ~ny failure to !'Ilpply promptly true information to 
the Commi!o.s.ic'O on Ie-quest ccrncernin.£ <sny p;rfo-C'D 
CtccommC'da\ed in the movable unit thc subject of the 
agrc..cTJ)cnt-

not less than fourkcn d:!)'s no!ice in wriTing to the 

(3) NotwiThq;mding 3J,ything to the contrary jn sub-section 
·(2), ,,'here the lJirer lCiliCdics .JnY dcfJull by JCa.('OD of which the 
CO!l'll1i~ ~ion c;\t-s to tl·,c hi;cr no:ice undcr that sub-fo-e:tio!l lx:fo.e 
the dale upo; wliieh tIle hiring "freement is due to b:: ocltrmine.d, 
the notice S1131J he Ol ('wed not to h;wc beer, given. 

(4) A hi! ::lg :1gr('Cl1icllt ~hall be deTermined by virtue of this 
P.-n1 if--

(a) 1 k };; i I r il j c;; ; 

(b) t11:' 1 'iLr' l ~'~'~ to be Th~ <..n:.jl'~r of t11c bnd liI',m \',rlich 
il..~ l)~,,\'.':'~' IIllit is l':l" jdt~d by thc (\';;I;ni~sj()n ; 
or 

(c) the: l,irCI tlr (in \L~ C:J~C nf a 1iiT::r \\ 'h, is m;:rricd) b~!h 
tl., 1);1('1 ;j~)d his v:ire or IICf hl!~1.:;nd (~s the c:~se 
))1:1)' t·c) c(;a~;: to 'l,~jdc \!j~,-):1 the ~:~ id ]:, :ld. 

54E. (1) TI,e Commi~~ion ~h::11 not removc 3 1l10\"~b1e unit 
fW,11 ;~ny JarJd ii any cJigi~k pcr!-oDl1 is r.cc.o;'m)odt1tc.d tLea:in. 

(2) Where any person is acC()m.:;;o:btcd in 2 unit ::lfler a hiring 
;;grc'_lJ)cnt is OCiCnliincd, the Co:nr:1is~jon may 1;;\,e notice' in 
\, j iiillg to the rer~on requiring i)im to yield up p.:)~':!5sion of tbe 
lInil, ;,ild the pTo\isiom of sections)) 8 and 119 sbalJ :;pply to <:!nd 
in J{'btion to any r~l!'0n sen·cd \\1th a nOlice under this sub-section. 

54F. A pen.on shan not hinder or obstruct any per!'oD 
H·jJ1m·inC' 3 rno\"a~lc unit from ~D)' 1::md if he is duly 3uthorii'ea b\' 
tht C'Ol:~llis~ion in tllat h:::hali. . 

renalty : $200 .. 

54G. The COT~Hni~sjon S11;)11, within fourteen days "fier rlacing 
a mO\';:hlc unit upon, or lemoving a movable unit from: ~ny land, 
five I~oii(.e ?f the pla.ci.ng o~ r~mo\'aJ ~o the coun~il. of ,the 
n1uniclpalli), In the mumclp::tl dlstnct of \\hlCb the land 15 sltuated_ 
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5~H. ]\.·olwithst.:mding anything to the t:ontr~r)' in any Act or 
rule of bw--

(a) a movahle unit bl!ing the pror..::rty of the Commission 
shall be and remain per~on3l property. ai':d shaH not 
be capable of becoming dTIxe.d within the meaning 
of any )3\,.' lelating to rcal propl!rty to :my Jand UP')D 

which it is for the timl! being sillla!c::d ; and 
(b) any footings fot1!lJations sters or other fittingc: or 

equipment sun',iicd by the ComJr1i<;5inn in rchtion 
to a lIlov;,hlc unit ~h.:"lil he deemed to be a part of 
the mov.tllc ullit. 

5~I. For the r';'F"c:i ()f t!!is P:·rt the e,,;:·, ,i ',:("1 

purch:!se acquilc or JIl-,LIILH::tUTe. !IW\,lhh! units. 

54J. 1':ct,\'iih<;t:;;;di;-IS ~i!ly:l!:;;g 10 the contr':i1Y in :h~ S~':.'i:PJ 
Act 1958 or aay o1ht:r Act-

(a) DO duty ~h,dl b~ pyable in re~rcct of th·;: Jetting O:Jt 
by the C(lj"jJr.;i,;~jl;f) of movable uni1s on hile unJ~r 
~is Part; 

(b) np duty shall b~ p::y:i~le on any hiring agre::::ncnt. 

54JA. For the purpose of any law relating to t:n.:ition or rating 
the land upon which a 1l10\3ble tmit is' situate shall be dc..::mcd to be 
in the occupation of the hirer and not to be a separate property 
for taxation or rating purposes and the movable unit snaIl be 
deemed not to constitute i!npro\'em~nts in relation to the land 
upon which it is ~itu3te. 

541(. The Governor in Council may maKe regulations for or 
with Jc!-p:.'ct to-

(a) prescribing covenants to be included 10 hiring 
aglcernents ; and 

(b) the form of hiring :Jgrt:emcr.ts. 

PART 1IJ.-h'rROVEMENT IN HOUSING CONDITIONS Al'D 
SLUM RECLAMATION. 

55. In this Part unkss jnconsi~tent with the context or 
subject-maller:-

.. Authorized" 1l1t"3ns authorhcd whether geneT~lIy or in 
any particular case . 

•• Cellar" includes any room being part of a hC"l\l~e if the 
floor of such room is more than thrce f('et lxlow the 
Jo· ... ·ec;t part of ~hc surface of the bnd adjoining or 
nearest to such room. 
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11. In ~r('ti(')n 54n of tIle Plinrip31 Act for !>lIb·~l'.:tion (I) there 
.. h:ill be f.llh~titllir.d the followin!! ~ub·~ectjon: . -

"(1) The Comm!~sion m:l)'-

(a) (:nter inlo an :l£rcc~mrnt with any person who
(i) is the owner ~\\"helher solely or with olhers) of 

:lny land llPon which he TCl>idc-s; illld 

(0) 

(ii) I cquires accommod:tlion on Ihe l:lnd Tor 3 pL:r50n 
\\'ho is a ptnsioncr 311.d who is Ihal res.i.i(;nt's 
fll1ler, mnthrr, (;ttLcr-in-l:lw, Inothcr-in-l:.Jw or ;my 
olhel P'I~OI1' who, L~'GIII!-r of ~Pl'Ci:ll circllllls!;mc('~, 
is .:lppro\,l"d by the Mini5.tcr; :-:nd 

\\ itll the com,nt of the Minister clih:r inlo an :-!!!il'cmrnl 
"ilh :111)' pClwn \\110 is Ihe OW!1l'r (whlher ;oldy Oi 

\\ ilh ()th"rs) of :1i1)" Ll1ld bllt who d,)~s not Jc~idc on 
th:11 hnd :!I)~ ;my pcr~on who-

(i) I ("~idcs on lh.lt i.:nd; and 
(ii) I ('quires :lr\(',m!))()l~:;ti()n Oil tlle bnd for a p.:oTS(ln 

WllO is a p.:nsi(lJ)cr :lnd \\ ho is th:lt Tcc,id":llt's 
f;llhcr, Iliolllcr, f:llhcr-in-bw, mother-in-law or ;~ny 
otl)('f p(:'r~on \Iho, b,c~m.e of ~pe('ial rircumst:;llccs, 
i5. :lppl()\cd by the Minister-

for the hill))!' Gut on hiiC: to thc p::-Ison in question 
(If :l n:o\::'l~k \init.". 

12. / .. fICI ~1"I'l:l;;l ~~J ofl;,e l'JillLip:ll Act 1'1':'1(' ~iJ:1ll be in:;:llcd 
1'11:' f('~:l·\\\. ;r,~ ~\ d :,",11: 

·'S~!A. P:~II \'1. of t~!(~ li2.;iil,'iil·us Act 19S5 ~k~lI not :'i':',1y 
h' ~:.y ~j~:I' ,'ii,_"!,t ell lh(' ~:,k or rl!"p(\~:ll of:1 )",10' ::~"·ic urli: Cl);,;'J,'d 
., 'C" d ,. l>~,) "~:\Hl:1l t"e _unl;l~:~~IC"l ::!. :JliY f'CI~lln j-:J!:;c:!nl 10 Ll!5 
1'"rl.". 

13, (I) A ftcr ~\'("I;on 5/'11: of the Princip::Jl Act l1.c!c sh .. 11 b:! 
j,~"'iI('d Ihe f,dk)\\ing c\.j)I('~sion: 

A''!'.n.~'" rrl or 
)'0 •. :7~ .• !:., 
Apur.fftt for 
Ihr t.i. i", or 
,no\.;a\,1r ",,,ju. 

.,..:(' .. I !'--C'4 
i-,.t'rlrt! iD 
};o tHl. 

r;.:". :~~\':u 
Jf', :1: .• 10 
1.":, c.f ,: 1c 
t."')! t:. tl, .l;o i::l 
''',''n 01 
1 .. ': \..I~~: 1"' ':'..L 

1',:,,",, r,:;r, 1:., 
i .... ~c rtf'::! ia 
};o. (,21>, 



APPENDIX J 

Application Form 



REGISTRA TIO!' No .................................. . 

This page for OFFICE USE OSL Y and not to be used by Applicant. 

HOUSING COMMISSION 
VICTORIA 

250 ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE 
P.O. BOX 1670N G.P.O. MELBOURNE. 3001 

APPLICATION FOR HIRE OF A 
MOVABLE UNIT 

RECEiVED ...................................... . 

CHECKED .................................... . 

ESTERED ...... . 

ACKNOWLEDGED .... 

DECISI01" 

Hiring A~reement 

FOR IS\·ESTIGATIOS .................................... . AUTHORiSED ................................................. . 

TITLESEARCHED ......................................... . PREPARED: ..................................................... . 

SIGNED: ......................................................... :. 

EXCHANGED: ................................................ . 

MOV ABLE UI'iIT ALLOTTED 

DISTRICT NO. STREET NO. OF UNIT 

PROPERTY OWNER INTERVIEWED AND ADVISED OF OBLIGATIONS: ............................. . 

APPLICATION REFERRED TO H.D.D. FOR EXAMINATION OF SITE: ................................. . 

ADVICE FROM H.D.D. UNIT CAN/CANNOT BE SITED: ..................................................... . 

ADVICE TO H.D.D. TO SUPPLY UNIT: ............................................................................... . 

ADVICE FROM H.D.D. UNIT WAS INSTALLED ON: ............ , ............................................. .. 



REGISTERED OWNER'S SURNAME: .................................................................................................... . 
(BLOCK LETTER5) 

OTHER NAMES: ....................................................................................................................................... . 

ADDRESS: ................................................................. : ............................................................................... . 

TELEP'HONE NO: ............................................... . 

ARE YOU THE SOLE OWNER? YES/NO 

IF !'OT THE SOLE OWNER GIVE THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF OTHER REGISTERED 
OW!'ER OR O\\·NER·S. MORTGAGEES OR PERSONS HAVING AN INTEREST IN THE 
PROPERTY, . 

SKETCH PLA~ OF SITE SHOWING STREET NAMES AND DISTANCE FROM NEAREST 
I~TERSECTIO:-'; 

~ORTH 

t 

TITLE PARTICULARS OF LAND: VOLUME No ............................ FOLlO No ................................ . 

DO YOU WISH TO BUY THE UNIT USING PRIVATE FINANCE 
YES 0 
NO 0 

NOTE: KINDLY SUPPLY SKETCH PLAN AND TITLE PARTICULARS OF YOUR LAND. THIS 
INFORMATION IS IMPORTANT. 



IM'e ............................................................................................................................................................ . 
(Full name including given namc~) 

of. ................................................................................................................................................................ . 

being the registered owner/s of the land de!>aibed in this application and upon which I/we reside apply to the 
Housing Commission under Section 54A of the Housing Act 1958 to supply and hire a movable unit for the 
accommodation of my: 

Father and/or Mother 

Father-in-Ia,,' and/or Mother-in-Ia,,' 
(Strike out which is nllt applicahlc) 

who is/are pensioners. I submit the following particulars and agree to enter into the Housing Commission's 
hiring agreement. ) n the event of any alterations in the aforesaid particulars I undertake to noti f) 
immediately the Manager/Administration of the Housing Commission. 

PERSOl'iS TO BE ACCOMMODATED 

Surname. Given Names Relationship to Date III Birth Type III Pen~i"n Pensll," Sumh~r r\nl' lunl 111 

"pplte;,"! Pl~n~lt ,n 

I I ---

Spccial Circumstances in support of Application'. 

Statutory Declaration: 
In submitting this application to the Housing Commission I declare all the answers to be true and correct. 
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true. and by virtue of the provi
sions of an Act of Parliament of Victoria, rendering persons making a false declaration punishable for \\ i Iful 
and corrupt perjury. 

Signature of Applica.r:n: 

Declared before me this ........................ day of. .................................. 19 

Justice of the Peace. 

Commission for taking Declarations and Affidavits 
under the Evidence Act 1958. 
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APPENDIX K 

Population By Single Years of Age 

(1 Y "',uN City of Waterloo 
4;;( I"t.LE Ftn.L[ AG~ ~t.L[ FU:AL[ ,. ,.. I 
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Data continued on next page. 



City of Waterloo 
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Household Characteristics by Age of Head, 
Tenure, Size and Six Structure Type 



P.4.&0-- iV-2~O; HOUSEHOLD CHIR8CTEPlHicsef IGE cr Hf.if;Tt~UP(;s-il[-INfj--siii--~fRUCfURrTYPE- 1"-104181 --- -----
PAGE 4 

TEN. UNDEIt 25 

• 
2~-34 

I PPH • 
35-44 

I PPH • 
45 -59 

I PPH • 
60-64 65. - TOTAL 

eNU ,"UNc-City 
30 16 

• I PPH 
of Waterloo 

I PPH • I PPH • I PPH 
UNCLISSIFTED 
• I PPH 

-sW{-ur--o 118- 723 269 1112 81" 328 2245-~4in-913")'f- -352- -"52----886 ---2-50- -Ii '9-- 894 ---2"00 9073-878 --331 244 j~-j"-2-'9-
, 210 81 323 240 98 305 14~ 179 375 110 139 384 27 10~ 219 ~. E~ 180 A21 In. ~2' ~7 1~4 313 0·' 328 119 30' 1"42 428 325 23P8 729 410 3023 7S~ 353 679 68~ 2.9 12~3 57' 199 ~894 5'2 330 281 ~t2 2'5 

CONDO,"[N 0 2' 146 254 151 73 313 122 '9 308 151 47 252 39 53 190 63 47 183 6~~ 59 ~62 56 173 195 
T 56 22 305 46 19 296 31 '9 332 20 25 240 4 16 125 4 05 175 161 21 295 6 27 361 0·' 80 29 290 191 43 309 153 .1 313 171 43 251 43 4. 18' 61 31 182 173 42 269 62 113 210 

---nC'o. Urn-o-i r-r04 300 1113 88 351 i.i --21-40 1 15 ---23 ·32.----i 2 ---I 6 --250---1 ,--14- 205-is'--38-341-----i. ---- 4"'--269 
, 470 182 328 515 209 2'6 212 '66 361 153 194 335 28 112 261 32 3q 118 14'3 182 311 ~3 141 271 

PLEKES 
0.' 481 117 321 698 154 312 279 85 375 228 51 332 40 41 258 51 24 188 1832 __ 100 _ 322 . 4'_ [19 269 

o 3 18 133 36 11 292 32 13 315 51 16 331 21 31 200 55 41 202 210 20 212 6 19 150 
, 250 91 222 213 II! 185 52 65 219 69 81 162 19 16 1'2 11 93 143 179 98 191 39. 173 159 

0.' 253 92 221 309 68 198 84 26 219 120 30 234 46 .1 116 132 61 161 '89 54 208 45 82 l~e 
APT t 0 00 000 1 00 100 3 01 300--11--iJ3--245--1--- iJi---300- 1--01--200- i-l--02--241-- 0--0'0--- 0')0 

T 1~10 608 209 1341 541 211 33E 4" 211 423 5~5 200 169 679 167 6~2 7~1 I" 4603 ~81 I'll 106 411 168 
0.' t~70 572 209 1~4e ~91 211 ~~~ 10~ 212 .34 le" '01 170 173 168 653 302 146 4620 2~3 I'JQ 106 1~3 16~ 

OTHE~ o 2 12 100 4 02 750 11 04 436 9 03 433 5 07 300 • 03 ~25 ~1 D4 476 2 [6 p~~ 
T 2S 10 332 40 16 213 23 29 ~61 1~ 19 241 2 08 3~: 5 ~6 320 II' l' 2P.~ 4 1~ 230 

0.' 21 10 359 .. 1'!. __ ~1~_ 3~_1lJ __ 318 ____ 2!. . C6 317 __ 1_ _ 01 300 , 04 322 ___ I.5L_"8 ___ 32" (, _ 11 411 
--ftfir---f 164 1000 213 2011 11'0'0 329 24['0 1000 406 32to 1000 34& 736 1000 246 1341 tooo ~OO 10-1000 326 324 1000 242 

, 2581 1000 24' 2'~1 1000 238 7q7 1~00 28' 790 1000 250 249 1000 182 8~4 lCOO 15C 1921 1000 235 22~ 10~0 221 
c., 2145 1000_J46 4538 1000 280 3277 1000 318 4000 1000 321 985 1000 230 2165 1000 181 18-1000 287 54' 1000 234 

Source. Re~ional Municipality of Waterloo, Re~ional Information System, Mar. 1981, p, 4. 
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APPENDIX M 

The Types of Care Available in the Region 

3.1 The Types of Care A~ai1able in the Regio~" 

LTC Services available in the Region are~ 

- Home with Community support 
(a category combining a range of community-based services) 

- Retirement Home, residentia"l (Type 1) 

- Homes for the Aged and Nursing Homes: 

- Residential (Intermediate) (Type 1) 

- Homes for Special Care/Extended Care (Type 2) 

- Homes for Special Care/Intermediate 

- Extended Health Care (Type 2) 

- Hospital Based 

- Chronic Care (Type 3) 

Short Term Care Services aVAilable in the Region are: 

- Acute Home Care 
- Rehabilitation (Type 4) 
- Acute Psychiatric (Type 5) 
- Acute Care (Type 5) 



OEFIilJTIor: L[Va 

TYPE 1 CARE - Residential Care (Tprminoloyy'frlqL~rt1y (Where p,"ovided) ---...,...------------------t t; <,p'i) 
TYPE 1 CAkF is that required by a ~-----------~---~------+_--------------------------------
person ~ho is ambulant and/or inde-
pendently mobile, who "as deereasld 
phys i ca '1 and/or mental facIJl t i (:~ • 
and who requires primarily supervi
sion and/or as~istalit \'!ith ac:ti'Ji
ties of daily living and pr~yisir~ 
fol'" mee:tirlg psychosocial n~eds 
tnrougrl social and recrea1.ior.a~ 
servi ces. The period of the dur
ing which care is r~quircd is in
determin2te a~d related to thn 
irldiviG~al concitl(',i. 

TT'~t 2 SM.:: i~, t!ia: re'luil:l~ :,j a 
p~rson with n rel~tiv"l} stabiliz~d 
("h"siral or :;-,e r ,tJ1) r:hr:::r.ic dl~ea~,t* 
or f~lr,rtio')c:.l ci~abil;"',', .-Ih0. havii;g 
rei': C' if, I t E :::"l ~,i'! "(- ,. t. i';~; i~' l" f i <, 

re;,:c,,Iery, i. !Iot 1Hl,'J ~.c ,hi:!I<:f ill 
thE: n f' ('I r f:j t t' !'" e, '(1 Ii ~ ; ,;: S n ~ 0 t h ,. 1 '/ 
littlE' n~t:d fo" thr diaIJ,,(,,·tir ,':::;:' 
U, e r d ~) E' !J 1, i·~ s r~~" V; : f' S I) 'I i 'I ~ 1:' : ' i :.:, ': 
b LJ t w n Q rei u ire::: a·,. a ~ 1 a ')', , i t Y c ~ 
per sur. a 1 (' ,; ;" eon a COli 1: i r, u ; ro:, 2 ~ - !'Il 

~e~is, witt', r,edic~l ar'r prof€'.::.~o·";,l 
r: :.; r :, i f),' ~,l'l. (; ... v i ~ i 0:, 'I n c! P" (I \ i sis r i (, ! 
r,H~~~ns ~Sj'CIH'\C;ociC'~ r,ee~~~. 71:_ P'~(
ioc: of ti~~ d,w;riJ w;1ich Cure it rt,

q Li ire::: ; S 'J n ve c.; ; c:" a G i c t"., u ~ l, : ' : y 
CC!1:.;st:: .... ". a ri.-~-.. t.rr cf I nr.t;l:; (-'~ .. 
yE-ars. 

T : r [. 3 C i \ r: [ i:- t h Ci t r E '.., J i ~ .. t: li L y c~ 

pHsor 11,",0 is chronioli.v in anclo!" 
h2S a fJnctir~~l ~i~~bilitv (physical 
0'" mr:r:tJ1) whose ac. .. t" p~'C~,e (Ji il1-
n':;"s is OVf'r. wYlose vi:a 1 rJl'o-e:..sc; 
r~a)' or ~ay not: be stc!f:>lf, W!ICSe pot,H,
tial fol" r('hahilitutio~ 11,;,.. be li·it:J, 
and who require~ 2 rar;gt> of tl-)era;Jet.tic 
service:.., med;c~' 8~~a~e~~nl ?n~/or 
ski1~ed m;r~in9 (,~!'t: D~,:: ~!'o,;,isitJr' fJI 

meeting PS.J'C'~ic'~o.:ia: !'H"lf\,;:.. I'i)': puiod 
o')f tirre durirr' j ,;hieil car c i: "eq'Jirt:"~ 
;~ unprcdietai,lc lut usuelly cun~ist" 
.If a mJtter of rJ:r r,th£, or .vliJr5. 

Lio!, i c i 1 i ,1 r y (a rt~ 
'\:iit,ul ant carp 
:lcrmal Ci'lre 
Re~)id;:.>ntlal Ci'l,'E! 

"Irltr'';'·;,,?diatr. rar£:''' ir, 
nul'S irq i1e. "C'e, 
r : . . 1 \ ... or,lfi~ur! I t.1 ... "C1 a ) 
support rro~!' .!""S 

( 1iIE:n tal J : 

- day can~ 
- sh~ltered work~b)n5 
- ~: U~F;I'V i < f~C n'c rea t i ,Jr, 

[.d.e'Il:"':~ I:~·:..i~' La:(: 
~xt.en.ji.::i L,~r(' 

~ () ~:C : f r. r' : ")f' c i (11 l' :: :. r 
~'rog\ .~l'~S 

l.lirrrl i (. c.l"e 
L2re of fi'" chi":;riC('Il'ly 
ill 
Cr,rrlllic ~:O:~pili;l C,H'2 

PSj'ChCg€I'ic-. ~ I' i ( til, it:; 
(p5ychi~tri~ ~O:~il~ls) 

Hom~~ f0r the ag~1 
Cha ' itablp ins~itutiolls 
Nursing ho~es 
Fos ter IlOmes 
GrolJp hOI:les 
Boardin'] homes 
Hor:'fs fur sp'~cial cU'e 
(rcsijenti~l carp) 
Children's institutio''''; 
HO~ies for unrr,i.l rri ed 
moUlers 

t10n,E! ~ f.)" till a g ((J 

r; J r:, i r g ~.lIrnt"", 
tJ~rn~ s for ,~pr·cic 1 c.crt.: 
: nuy s; 1-19 ~IO:~-:C'=) 

f~hi IctrH'~ ir.stitt:tili: 

C~lI'c'nic hospitals 
Chror~t u~its i~ 
::.f'r,era 1 ho:.p; t~ 1 s 
',Ut·s i j,r: ho 'I!: aiJr\'()vr.~ 
+-O!'" cLrulli ~ C1t'(: 

(:<:"ria~r)c ur';:3 it: 
rsychi::l~.ric ho::pitals 
Sp~ci31 fa:ilities 
(~rhed~l~ II' f0r 
n~·_·rlta;l.v 1'l;'i,1rded 1-I1tl, 

;: '1 y'S , ~,1 h" t' d 1 cap 
~ h i i d l' e r i '<; i" s l ; L t' i C' II : 



O[FlNITION 

TYPl 4 CARr - Special Rehabilitative 
Care 

TYPE 4 CARE is that required ~y a 
per50n with relativtly stable di~a
bility such as con~e~ita1 def~ct, PG~t
traumatic deficits or thE' disilblinq 
sequelae of disease, w~i(h is u11i~cly 
to be rec;olved through ({.nvalp.scrnce or 
the normal healing proce~.'." \'.'ho rer'j;)iy'CS 

a specializ~d rehabilita~be rWI1:l"a~1 to 
restore or imp!"ove funrt'iO!lJl aJi1ity, 
,ll.dartatior to this irnpC'i"'rr,e',t is cll' 

important t art of tht: reh"b i 1 i ti: t i (I;, 
pr0ce~~. Emotional r-I'oblp::<; muy be 
prpse-nt a!"d may rt:'''lL.<ire r·~y,hia:ric. 

treatment along with physical restor~' 
tiJn, The intensity a~j dur~tion of 
H",; TYPE OF CARE is detJer.1L'nt on tl,f' 
naturt.' of the cisi1bi~it.Y "n~ ~11':' 
patier.t's progres::, t.,t n~-.:i~1u~' tA~rv
-:it:; usually car: ~e €),pectej \'.,~f.:,in:1 

period cf several mon1~s 

TYPE 5 CARE - Acute Cdre 

TYPE 5 CA~[ is that requirl~ ~~ a ~01~on: 

a) w;,c- preser.:s a need fOl' inve~~tIJdtion. 
d i a ~ n 0 si S 0 r for de: f i 11 i :. i or. .J f • l'E~ at
ment rf-qJi :-l~riE:nts for a knnw:1. I"J!' UTl

kno,,"'n or pO'ren°,ian), :'(ri':"lu': [""ditio!l; 
and/or' , 

b) W'",o ;~) C '" i t ~ cal 1 j', a cut I:: '.' () r '::- e r -j c.:J sly' 
in (re;ardless of dia.;J'-o::;i:",) ,:I,C \·,.llc-:;p 
vital {:,'·'o(esse'.. r.la'y bl" i.' il r;l'c';,ari,=,j:,j 
cr u:lstable sta:.e; ailrj/()I-, 

c; who iE in thE' i!!1rlediat·~ r~r:G\'EI'y phn~(: 
or w~o is conva~esci1g fol1ow~n~ an 
acri:ent, illn .. ss or if',iury and 'f/w 
requires a plaltll€c ai',,] control1rc' 
thrrapeutic anG educao~ion(:l pnJr:ra"! 
of co~parative1y sheri J~~aticn, 

Terminology fr~q~cntly 
u~ecl) 

Ac;o, tt: ca:--e 
Active tn~dt;',~t>n~ 

PS'/ctoiatrh, care 
\ s h('rt ar.d r!e~-:: i :;1:; ten") 

SIT[ 

Specialized rehah;!i 
tJti0~ {entre~ on an 
~I.-r:.ltient (11- uut .. 
r,J:ient ba- i r 

~Lltl;c h::spitals 
~"iVtitF ~~spit~ls 
~G.h.I'.U. ; 
n~yc~;~tric ~nits 

') of J e t1 f I' ,. -: i I "S ? i t:.: 1 :,' 
Pro .. inci~; 
p::'jch.ia~n~ 
1-'-;vRtf? 
ps.'.chiatric 
ConmJ Ii i t~.' 

rospit. 1, 

, .... 't nc:;pl.? ; 

p~ychiatr ic husri~, i 

Sid 1 dl'E:1 1 £ Men t~ 1 
I i l~ a 1 t ,'1 C e'! t :- c, 

Source I N!urray Haip:ht, Assessi n For Lon TerrY', C?re 
in the Waterloo Regicn: He~ort 5, Waterloo I Waterloo 
Re~ion District Health Council, Oct. 1981), p. 26 and pp. 
105-106 
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Appendix N 

Ques tionnai re 

A NOTICE TO THOSE INTEP£STED 
IN .A.\l ALTER.\lATIVE FORM OF HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY 

I am currently a fourth year student at the School of Urban and Regional 
Planning. The University of Waterloo. As a part of my studies I am in
vestigating forms of housing for the elderly. I am particularly interes
ted in a form of housing called a Granny Flat. 

A Granny Flat is a movable. detached and self-contained dwelling unit 
which has been used in Australia for the past ten years to house a por
tion of that country's elderly population. The unit is placed in the 
rear or side yard of the property occupied by the elderly person's child 
or any other person willing to undertake the responsibili t~7 for this 
type of housing. The unit is rented through a government housing autho
rity and is removed when it is no longer required. The unit it suitable 
for that segment of the population which is no longer able to be totally 
self-sufficient and. yet. do not require chronic care. 

The primary advantage of the Granny Flat is that it permits the existence 
of an extended family. The number of extended families in Canada have 
decreased due to increased mobility and changing social values. This has 
led to a greater dependence on public institutions for the care of the 
elderly. Further. few dwellings are sui ted to house an extended family. 
The introduction of the Granny Flat would once again permit a family to 
care for and serve its elderly members. 

Such an arrangement would have sociological and economic benefits. Young 
children would have an opportunity to grow with and learn from their 
elders. while the elderly would have help nearby to carry out the tasks 
which they are no longer able to do independently. As a result of this 
contact with other people. loneliness and institutionalization amongst 
the elderly would decrease. The privacy of both the Granny Flat 
tenant(s) and the host family would be. however. maintained to some de
gree by constructing the Granrty Flat as a separate dwelling unit from 
the main house. Please see the attached diagram for illustration. 

Economic benefi ts to society would result from the decrease in the num
ber of individuals entering puhlic institutions and the corresponding 
increase in the number of Granny Flat tenants. That is. the elderly 
would be cared for at home for a longer period of time. 

A number of different interior floor plans and exterior designs exist 
(please see attached page for illustration). The Granny Flat is approxi
mately 500 ·square feet in size (about the area of a large two car garage). 

Based on this information would you be so good as to answer the questions 
on the following page and mail your responses to me at the address found 
after the questions. 



1. If you were faced with the problem of no lQnger being able to care 
for yourself in your own home, what would you do? That is, what 
type of care and housing accommodation would be available to you? 

2. Would you want to live in the same house as your son or daughter? 
v.'hy? 

3. Would you want to live in a Granny Flat? Why? 

4. \.;rhat improvements would you like to see made to the design of the 
Granny Flat? Please comment on both the interior and exterior 
designs. 

5. Is the size of the building large enough for practical purposes? 

6. What do you see as some of the advantages and disadvantages of 
this type of housing? 

7. Do you feel that sen-ices such as meals-on-wheels and the Victorian 
Order of Nurses (home care) are effective in extending the length 
of time that a person is able to remain in their own home? What 
other services of this nature would you like to see implemented or 
expanded? 

8. Do you think that Granny Flats are a practical solution to the hou
sing problem of those elderly who are no longer able to look after 
themselves? Why? 



9. If you were no longer able to continue living in your own home 
which one of the following forms of alternative accommodation would 
you choose and why? 

a) Granny Flat 
b) Senior Citizen Apartment 
c) Nursing Horne 
d) Live With Another Person of Your Own Age In Shared Accommodation 
e) Live With Son Or Daughter 
f) Condominium 
g) Other (please specify) ________________________ ___ 

10. Would you prefer to live close to the downtown or in a more resi
dential neighbourhood? \vhy? 

11. \,TI1at type of facilities, such as shopping and recreational facili
ties, would you like to live near? 



12. Do you feel that your privacy would be diminished if you were to 
live in a Granny Flat on the same lot as your child's home? Why? 

13. Personal Data 

Sex: Female 

Male 

Age: 

Narital Status: __ Single 

Married 

Divorced 

Widowed 

14. Further Comments? 

15. ~lat type of housing do you currently live in? 

Senior Citizen Apartment 

__ Nursing Home 

Your Own Home (single family dwelling) 

Live With Son or Daughter 

__ Other (please specify) 

Completed questionnaires and any further comments may be left with Kathy 
Durst-If you should have any questions and wish to discuss this matter 
further, ptease do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your coo
peration. 

Yours sincerely 

Brian W. Haley 
Renison College 
The University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G4 
Tel. 884-8049 
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APPENDIX 0 

The Owl, Nov. 1981 (excerpt) 

IMP 0 R T ,A N T FOR SEN lOR S 

WHO USE THE BUS 

Kitchener Transit is introducing a system ~f identification for 
Seniors who use the bus service. Each senior can obtain an 1.0. 
card with their photograph and a transit number. To obtain a 
card, go to the bus terminal (at Duke and Frederick). with some , 
pr~of of age and identification, pictures will be taken and you 

. will be given a card. It will take two minutes. Cost of .1.0. 
Card $2.00. Monthly Transit Passes $13.00 each. 
The terminal is open Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Saturday 8:00'a.m. - Noon 

A L T ERN A'T I V E H OU SIN G 

FOR THE E L 0 ER L Y 

Brian Haley, a fourth year student at the University of 
Waterloo School of Urban and Regional Planning is currently doing 
a study on alternate forms of housing for the elderly. He has pro
vided us with a questionaire to aid him in his research. 

This is a matter of vital importance to all of us who are 
facing the problem of self-care. There are alternatives to the 
question "what are ~e going to do?" and conversely, "what are we 
g01ng to do with the old folks?". Institutional~zed living is not 
the answer for the majority of older people. It is only through 
study and action that we can bring about changes in this area that 
is so· urgent 'to all of us. 

If you are interested, please pick up the q~estiona1re in the 
office. f111 it in and return it to us. 



APPENDIX P 

Census Tracts-Kitchener (CMA) 

Source: Statistics Canada, Population and Housing 
Characteristics By Census Tracts-Kitchener, 
Cat. 95-808, Bulletin 6.9, 1978. 
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